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Of Holly and Wallace Stevens
in a Hartford Light

JOHN CROCKETT

I

I FIRST MET THE POET  Wallace Stevens in 1937 through his daughter
and only child, Holly Bright Stevens. He was fifty-eight. I know now
that this was the same year that “The Man with the Blue Guitar” was

published. Wallace and Elsie Viola (Kachel/Moll) Stevens had been mar-
ried for fifteen years before Holly arrived on August 10, 1924. At Holly’s
birth in Hartford, Connecticut, Wallace was forty-five and Elsie thirty-
eight. Holly, in 1937, a student at what was then called the Oxford School
for Girls, was a big-boned, attractive, healthy, buxom, bustling, loud, and
mischievous thirteen-year-old blonde. She pretended to be older than I.
I was sixteen. She did not like to use her middle name.

We met when her mother, Elsie, then fifty-one, brought her lively and
talented daughter to be enrolled in the Saturday morning art classes for
young people at the Wadsworth Athenaeum, located on Main Street, Hart-
ford. The young people’s classes were the idea of the dynamic Harvard/
Fogg Museum–trained young director of the Wadsworth, A. Everett Aus-
tin, Jr., and were the very first outreach and educational programs of the
up-to-then staid museum. My father, Thomas John Crockett, Jr., forty-five,
had driven me from our home in the Unionville section of Farmington,
Connecticut, to the museum for the same purpose. He was talking to the
Registrar, Mrs. Horace B. Learned, a snobbish New Yorker, about mutual
Cheney family friends in Manchester, Connecticut, where my father’s fam-
ily and Mr. Learned’s family still lived. Mrs. Stevens and Holly waited.
Elsie was slim, good-looking, youthful, with a high brow, a long nose, and
a slightly protruding chin. Her graying blonde hair was cut short and
brushed upwards to the top and sides of her head. She was wearing what
seemed to me to be a stylish cloth coat with shiny, curled karakul fur around
the collar and cuffs. (My mother had a coat like that from a fancy Pratt
Street women’s shop.) Elsie wore no hat.

My Masonic, handshaking father introduced himself to Mrs. Stevens. I
think of my father at this time as wearing a habitual blue and white polka-
dot bow-tie and the same single-breasted, dark blue, pin-striped suit from
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Stackpole, Moore & Tyron (Hartford’s old clothier then on Asylum Street)
that he wore for years. My father said something to Elsie about her good-
looking daughter, and said that his boy’s name was “Jack.” At this point,
toward the end of the Great Depression, my father, like Wallace Stevens,
had financially weathered well. He was the sole owner of the Crockett
Cutlery Co., which in a small brick factory in Unionville manufactured
tableware and barbering equipment of stainless steel. He was a deacon of
the First Church of Christ, Congregational, and sang in the choir. (When
he went in his twenties from Manchester to Farmington “to learn the cut-
lery business,” there was no Presbyterian Church in Farmington.) In 1920
he married a Farmington girl who was a Roman Catholic and of Alsatian
descent. Both my parents were active in Town of Farmington politics and
in the Town Committee of the Republican Party, my father elected Trea-
surer of the Town and later my mother Tax Collector. My father drove a
Cadillac, and we lived in a large Queen Anne house with a porte-cochère
and two-stall horse barn at 176 Lovely Street, near the Farmington/Avon
town line in Unionville. The Worshipful Master of his Masonic Lodge, my
father would manage in the 1940s to send all four of his children to Harvard
College. Had not Mrs. Learned interrupted my father, I am certain he would
have pursued farther the conversation with Elsie Stevens when she said,
“Once we lived in Farmington center.”

From that brief first meeting, Holly and I became lifelong friends, con-
tinually turning up in each other ’s lives—in Hartford, New Haven,
Hamden, Washington, and Milan, Italy—until her death in Guilford, Con-
necticut, five years ago on March 4, 1992.

II

The Athenaeum’s young people’s art classes were held in the Hartford
Art School, located then on the third floor of the new Avery Memorial
Wing, built in 1934. Designed in the stark international style, the new wing
contrasted with both the yellow cut stone of the original early nineteenth-
century neo-Gothic museum and its 1910 neoclassic Morgan Wing, built
with money provided by J. Pierpont Morgan as a memorial to his father,
Junius Spencer Morgan, a Hartford businessman. New York architect Ben-
jamin Wistar Morris designed the first addition, and the N.Y. firm of Mor-
ris & O’Connor designed the second. The second wing transformed the
oldest public art museum in America into the most modern art museum
in America. From our classroom, Holly and I and around twenty of our
classmates, children mostly from West Hartford families, looked down on
the new off-white galleries and the magnificent large female statuary by
Pietro Francavilla.

In 1937 the Hartford Art School was a typical provincial American city’s
beaux arts academy. It was headed by a representational painter, Frederick
Hynd, who championed fresco painting in the classic antique Italian
manner. With his best students, Hynd was then completing a large mural
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at a bank on Pearl Street, Hartford, the financial center of the city. Henry
Kreis, a nationally known sculptor of portrait busts, headed the sculpture
section. Howard Ahrens, an Art Students League of New York graduate,
was a professor of drawing. He was in charge of the young people’s classes.
Since Ahrens lived on Huckleberry Hill, Avon, only three miles north of
my home, I was able on Saturday mornings to ride to the museum with
my patient and friendly teacher. One of Holly’s closest chums at Oxford
School was a girl named Bryant. Her family lived farther north on Lovely
Street in Avon. (At that time, almost every housewife in Hartford and its
suburbs brought in from the front porch bottles of “Bryant & Chapman”
pasteurized milk.) The Oxford friend was a daughter of the partner in the
dairy business. Occasionally, Holly was permitted to spend Friday nights
with the Bryants in Avon. On these happy occasions, the next morning we
three students would ride into Hartford with Professor Ahrens.

Holly Stevens in her adolescence, it seemed to me, physically bore more
resemblance to her tall, big, fat father than to her diminutive mother. But her
personality seemed detached, rather than attached, to either of her well-heeled,
but rather cheerless, parents. Holly was boisterous, crass, playful, witty, sen-
timental, boorish, rebellious, loyal, iconoclastic, easily distracted, daring, self-
ish, self-centered, usually undisciplined and always terribly stubborn.
Occasionally, she could be dishonest with even her oldest and best friends.

From our first years of friendship, Holly always had a problem with
money. She was always borrowing small sums. She was stingy. Not until
her late thirties when she learned of her father’s terminal illness did she
cease to worry about paying her rent. In restaurants, with groups of her
peers—from her teens through her sixties—she was insistent and exact-
ing about “going Dutch.” Only when I first went with her to her home
during the winter of 1937, and when I met Wallace Stevens for the first
time in the surroundings of his own furniture, paintings, plants, and rugs,
did I realize that Holly was a “rich girl.”

The large, sunny Colonial Revival house at 118 Westerly Terrace, where
the Stevenses had then lived for five years, had an expensive slate roof
with low metal snow guards, exactly like those on our turreted 1880 Vic-
torian house on Lovely Street. But Holly’s house was in that brand new
and fashionable part of Hartford between Terry Road and Scarborough
Street, where—coming in from the country—my father drove his wife and
four children “to see the Christmas lights.” I could not understand why
her father, with his elegant, shiny, silvery suits and brightly colored silk
neckties, never gave Holly an allowance. And why had neither Mr. Stevens
nor Mrs. Stevens ever learned to drive a car?

III

Wallace Stevens was perhaps not as reclusive in his fifties in Hartford
as he chose to be in the last two decades of his life. When our Saturday art
classes at the Athenaeum ended at noon, he often appeared and took Holly
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to a Chinese restaurant on Mulberry Street for lunch. Mulberry Street then
ran from Main Street west to Bushnell Park. Today it is buried under the
Bushnell Towers. After lunch, they would walk back to the Isle of Safety at
the Old State House and take the blue-and-white Connecticut Company
bus which would leave them off closest to home. Stevens also walked with
Holly from the museum to “Little Italy” on Front Street near the Connecti-
cut River. Here provolones hung like shiny brown ceramics next to all
kinds of funny chickens in smelly, slatted cages. During the winter of 1942,
when Holly ran away from classes at Vassar College, and was at war with
both Wallace and Elsie, one of her first “big love affairs” was with a Jew-
ish waiter (first name, Milton) who worked in Spinella’s “Little Italy” piz-
zeria, a popular nighttime eatery for reporters of The Hartford Courant, The
Hartford Times, and The Bridgeport Herald. I was her frequent dining com-
panion during that winter, having like her father earned my Harvard Col-
lege degree in three years (while in an accelerated wartime program). For
a short time I worked at The Hartford Times as a cub reporter, waiting to go
into the U.S. Army. I felt that Holly then was using promiscuity to shock,
and in some way “get even” with, both her parents. She talked of “educat-
ing” them, and ridiculed their “old-fashioned ideas” on “educating a fe-
male in wartime.” To a close friend soon to be in military basic training at
Fort Devens, Massachusetts, her personal equation of sex and patriotism
seemed phony.

IV

Hartford in the 1930s witnessed an explosion in the arts, inspired by
the talent and energies of A. Everett Austin, Jr. He was only twenty-nine,
and the youngest director in the world of a major art museum when he
took over the directorship of the dowdy Athenaeum in 1927. He served
until 1945. Austin was one of Harvard University’s first graduate students
“in artium elegantium,” Harvard’s rendering in Latin of “fine arts,” and
in a new “science” that Harvard called “museology”—the broad special-
ized training for museum leadership. With Agnes Mongan and Jere Abbott,
Austin had been in the first group of special students of Professors Ed-
ward Forbes and Paul Sachs, longtime joint Directors of Harvard’s Fogg
Museum of Art, a cradle since World War II for many of the world’s mu-
seum directors. After a few years in Hartford, Austin had notably increased
the attendance at the Main Street museum. In 1942 he told me that at a
board of trustees’ meeting in the 1930s, one of the trustees (and also one of
his in-laws) asked if it were not “dangerous, that now so many people
could be in close touch with all these very precious things.”

No less than the commercial theatrical weekly, Variety, read chiefly then
in the burlesque houses and on the borscht circuit of the Catskills, de-
voted an entire issue in 1935 to the “Insurance City—The New Salzburg.”
Truly a Renaissance man, Austin was a catalyst for a variety of move-
ments in avant-garde art that made their American debuts in Hartford. In
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1933 the first Picasso exhibit in the Western Hemisphere opened in the
Athenaeum. Special exhibits followed, introducing the collected works of
Salvador Dali, Pavel Tchelitchew, Piet Mondrian, Yves Tanguy, Alexander
Calder, and Eugene Berman.

“The Friends and Enemies of Modern Music” was organized by Austin
and saw the premières in Hartford of new works by Aaron Copland, George
Antheil, Paul Bowles, and Roy Harris, and attracted international atten-
tion in 1934 with the première of Virgil Thomson and Gertrude Stein’s
Four Saints in Three Acts. Wallace Stevens, usually without Elsie, attended
many of these Athenaeum-sponsored events.

Austin brought the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo to Hartford’s opera
house, the Bushnell Memorial, and with his Harvard classmates James
Warburg and Lincoln Kirstein invited George Balanchine to Hartford in
late 1935 to consider opening there a School of American Ballet. After
spending a few weeks as the guest of “Chick” and Helen (Goodwin) Aus-
tin in their baroque-cum-Bauhaus villa at 130 Scarborough Street—one
street east of Wallace and Elsie Stevens’ house—Balanchine decided that
New York City was the more likely venue for his new American ballet
school.

To young people like Holly Stevens and me whose families dared to
encourage their children toward a greater acquaintance with the contem-
porary art scene in the state’s capital city, A. Everett Austin, Jr. was a kind
of Pied Piper of Hartford. The father of two children himself, he did not
consider it disrespectful if in the white galleries of the new Avery Wing a
teenager called him by his nickname, “Chick.”

V

After a few months, or in early 1938, it was obvious to the instructors at
the Hartford School of Art that neither Holly Stevens nor I had any talent
for working with tempera paints and watercolors, or the discipline for
drawing from nude models. When one winter day the female model for
the drawing class telephoned Professor Ahrens to say she had a cold, Holly
and I, upon the urgings of our fellow students, stripped down to our un-
derwear. “Get dressed fast, you kids,” the dogged Ahrens shouted. “To-
day, we’re only drawing feet.” Thereupon Holly bragged to the class that
before World War I her mother, Elsie, had posed in the buff for a sculptor
in New York City commissioned by the U.S. Department of the Treasury
to depict “Liberty” for the 1916 silver dime. Actually, only Elsie’s classic
profile appears on that coin. On the 1916 silver half-dollar, Elsie is “Lib-
erty” in full figure—but modestly gowned, as a beaux arts–trained sculp-
tor at the time would have rendered a Periclean Age maiden in flowing
chiton. In the living room at 118 Westerly Terrace, there was for a while a
bronze bust of Elsie Stevens by Adolph Alexander Weinman. It showed a
strikingly beautiful woman with a thin nose, high brow, prominent chin,
and a mass of upswept wavy hair.
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Holly’s propensity to strip was perhaps nothing unusual. Elsie, with
Wallace’s approval, had taken her six-year-old daughter to a summer ses-
sion at Vassar College in 1931 where the latest trends in American child-
raising were the subject of a mother/child seminar. A child left occasionally
naked, Holly told us, was supposed to develop character and indepen-
dence. In Holly’s case, her frequent and willing skinny dipping with all of
us a few years later in Tallmadge’s Roaring Brook, off Lovely Street in
Avon, had done away with any Pennsylvania Dutch–inherited inhibitions.
When she was “a kid,” she told her adolescent friends, she was occasion-
ally left to play in her mother’s garden without clothes.

VI

One Saturday morning, the Pied Piper of the Athenaeum, accompa-
nied by modern dancer Alwin Nikolais, a native of Southington, Connecti-
cut, visited the young people’s art class and told Professor Ahrens that he
needed to “borrow two kids right away.” The instructor was pleased to
rid the class of Holly Stevens and her friend Jack. We followed the two
men down into the Avery Theater (today called the Aetna Theater, since
that insurance company, where later Holly would be a typist, paid for its
renovation in 1995). There Nikolais’ very first full-length modern dance
program, entitled Eight Column Line, was having its rehearsal. Two young
persons were needed to run across the stage before the curtain opened.
Dressed in Buster Brown–like knickers, with canvas bags (The Hartford
Courant printed on them) slung over their sweatered shoulders, they had
to shout loudly and clearly: “Extra! Extra! Read all about it!” That was
something Holly and I could do well.

Following this production, Alwin Nikolais became one of the leading
and most original figures in American modern dance. At the time, he had
a studio in the Brown-Thomson Department Store on Main Street, Hart-
ford. (Henry Hobson Richardson built this brownstone architectural mas-
terpiece for the Cheney family of Manchester, Connecticut, then in the silk
business.) When Salvador Dali came to Hartford several weeks later for
the opening of his first major exhibition in the United States, Holly and I,
along with the artists H. Beaumont Williams and J. Herbert Callister (later
Curator of Textiles at the Athenaeum) were all invited to eat spaghetti
with Nikolais and his troupe in the dance studio. The spaghetti was pre-
pared by the famous moustached Dali himself, assisted by his then mis-
tress/model, a Russian called Gala, later Mrs. Dali.

VII

For the next two years Holly and I were regular helpers in the magic
shows organized by Austin under the name of “The Great Osram.” Held
in the Avery Theater, but also in several Greater Hartford public and pri-
vate school auditoria, they publicized and raised money for the educa-
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tional and children’s programs of the Athenaeum. Austin told us that he
got the name “Osram” from the trademark of light bulbs manufactured in
prewar Hitlerite Germany which he remembered from the year that
Mongan, Abbott, and he were fine arts graduate students in Munich. His
secretary at the museum, Mary Biase, and Elena Longo, the first educa-
tional specialist at the Athenaeum, scheduled and publicized the “troupe,”
and Elena was the chief assistant in the more difficult tricks. Leo and Nadia
Borowski made all the costumes, and Nadia was often an assistant. The
Conroys, Silvestris, Ganzes, and the Bronkes—all active in the perfor-
mances of the Hartford Players and in Austin’s own productions of Ham-
let and John Ford’s Restoration drama, ’Tis Pity, She’s a Whore—took turns
helping the magic troupe with lighting, costumes, and scenery. The Hart-
ford Players, in tune with the avant-garde excitement in the arts at that
time in Hartford, competed in their choice of plays and style of produc-
tions with the earlier established and more staid group called the “Mark
Twain Masquers.” Comparable theatrical groups in Hartford today now
perform in the Wallace Stevens Theater, a 480-seat theater located in the
building at 690 Aslyum Avenue, Hartford, housing the insurance offices
of ITT—a few feet away from the poet’s old office. For the last twenty-
seven years, a company called the Producing Guild, under its founder
and artistic director Sal Marchese of East Hartford, has been the popular
tenant of this theater named after the insurance industry’s great poet and
occasional playwright.

Holly and I wore Chinese red-frogged black silk pajamas with caps and
long black pigtails. With eyebrow pencil, we made sad, drooping black
moustaches on each other’s upper lips. We carried the magic accoutre-
ments on and off the stage, continually kowtowed to The Great Osram,
and distracted the audience when he did his sleight-of-hand tricks. At the
climax of the last trick, we carried in the “magic cloak,” which we had
spent hours stuffing before the performance—with yards of colorful silk
squares, white doves, and a rabbit.

Over the years, Austin had collected antique and valuable magic cabi-
nets from Houdini, Harry Keller, and Harry Blackstone (which today are
in the Museum of the Circus in Sarasota, Florida, where after 1945 Austin
became the director of the Ringling family’s museums). When Blackstone
and his troupe came to the big State Theater in Hartford during the spring
of 1939, Austin bought all of us tickets. After the show and a backstage
visit, we all walked to Mickey’s Villanuova Restaurant on Market Street
for pasta with the great magician. During most of July and August, sev-
eral of us worked at a theater Austin owned and operated until Labor Day
at his mother’s summer home in Wyndam, New Hampshire. We had keys
to Austin’s large magic studio next door to the Mary and Carmela Angelo
School of Ballet, in a two story block behind the Brown-Thomson building
on a street that, after Hartford’s “renewal” in the 1960s, no longer exists.
We spent many hours there, feeding the doves and the rabbit and ironing
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and folding the endless string of Chinese colored silk squares so they would
fit compactly into secret compartments. One day Holly came across some
dark-looking cigarettes in a silver box with a stamp marked “Cuba” on it.
When we left the studio to join our friend Terry West at the Mitchell book
store on Lewis Street, she took a cigarette and said “Chicken!” in disgust
when I did not. On Asylum Street, she seemed to go berserk and pushed
an old man down the steps that led to the basement of Witkower’s Book-
store. She danced to Trumbull Street, ran through the traffic on busy Pearl
Street, I running after to “save” her. On Lewis Street, she lunged at one of
those movable iron fire escapes attached to the insurance office building
of Allen, Russell & Allen, managed to get it down to sidewalk level, and
with it rising behind her sailed up to the third floor, shouting obscenities
to me and the world below. I knew nothing about narcotics at the time,
but when I told my father the story, he said, “She must have smoked some
dope.”

If only to excuse her long absences, Holly must have reported to those
she called her “middle-aged parents” at Westerly Terrace some details of
the many hours spent at the museum and in the magic studio. Wallace
and Elsie must have heard of the spaghetti prepared by Dali. How could
you not share with your parents the excitement of meeting at the museum
people like Le Corbusier, Serge Lifar, “Sandy” Calder, Carl Van Vechten,
and especially the glamorous Alexandra Danilova? And how could Wal-
lace Stevens, who had attended the famed Armory Show, and got to know
personally Marcel Duchamp, the father of modern art, not have been
pleased that his teenage daughter could talk to him about Dadaism and
post-Cubism?

VIII

After World War I, literary life in Hartford centered on an attractive
Federal-style brick house at 27 Lewis Street, across the street from the Uni-
versity Club. This was a short walk from the Wadsworth Athenaeum, which
until the 1950s housed also the Hartford Public Library and the Connecti-
cut Historical Society. It was also only a block away from Wallace Stevens’
office. The Gilpin brothers, lawyers, then owned the Lewis Street build-
ing, their law offices occupying the street-level and second-floor rooms.
From Mondays through Fridays, they lunched in a basement dining room,
usually before a blazing hearth. Once a week, the meal, prepared by their
cook with the chauffeur ’s help, was a “literary luncheon” with the atten-
dance of local poets, novelists, and some newspaper columnists.

In 1921 Edwin Valentine Mitchell, also a Hartford lawyer and amateur
of the arts, and James Thrall Soby bought the building. Soby, a modern art
collector and heir of a Connecticut tobacco fortune, lived after 1935 at 29
Mountain Spring Road in Farmington. Professor Henry Russell-Hitchcock,
then at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, designed an art
gallery for the Soby Farmington home so that he could exhibit his “Seated
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Woman” by Picasso, the first Picasso purchased by an American collector,
and his many other notable paintings and sculptures by contemporary
artists. Mitchell and Soby opened what for the next two decades would be
Hartford’s most lively bookstore. It gave healthy competition to the old
Witkower’s Book Store on Asylum Street and to the mezzanine book sec-
tion of the G. Fox & Co. Department Store on Main Street—Hartford’s
principal outlets for books and special journals.

Contemporary books were sold at the Lewis Street store from the street-
level rooms, presided over by Smith College graduate Elva B. McCormick
of Manchester, Connecticut. Elva was the “companion” of Edward (“Ned”)
Allen, President of Sage-Allen Company, another Main Street, Hartford,
department store. When the Mitchell/Soby bookstore closed in the late
1950s, Miss McCormick was part of a team that published the Wadsworth
Athenaeum’s catalogue and later supervised the museum’s gift store. In
1951 she would be the driver to take Holly Stevens to New York during a
snowstorm, against the poet’s wishes, to hear Stevens read at the Mu-
seum of Modern Art. (Soby was then Assistant Director to Alfred Barr, as
he had been Assistant Director to Austin at the same time that he was
involved with the Hartford bookstore.)

The upper floor of 27 Lewis Street was reserved for old and rare books.
They were appraised and sold by an old and respected bibliophile named
Mr. Stedman. In June, 1940, after I completed my freshman year at Harvard
College, Mitchell gave me a summer job working with Mr. Stedman. I
learned from him something about the appraising of rare books. Mitchell
had purchased from Monica Dickens, granddaughter of Charles Dickens,
part of the Dickens library. He later purchased the collection of John Quincy
Adams. From Nan Bull in Litchfield, Connecticut, a niece of Harriet Beecher
Stowe, he bought the collection of Mrs. Stowe and other members of the
Beecher family. (I spent a whole week’s pay for a first edition of Mrs.
Stowe’s Lady Byron Vindicated and Meriwether Lewis’ account of The Jour-
ney from the Mississippi, with its dedication to his uncle, Thomas Jefferson—
both titles from the Litchfield collection.)

Mitchell was one of the financial backers of the original New Yorker
magazine. In the late 1950s, he figured in a high society scandal in Hart-
ford, eloping with Terry West, one of Holly Stevens’ favorite friends, a
graduate of Hartford High School and an assistant to Miss McCormick in
Mitchell’s bookstore. Shortly thereafter, Mitchell and Soby sold the book-
store to the Brentano’s chain. And shortly after that, Stanton Griffiths, then
U.S. Ambassador to Spain, bought the chain of bookstores, and gave up
the Hartford site.

During the period of the Mitchell bookstore, Wallace Stevens, whose
office was a ten-minute walk to the north, was a biweekly visitor, buying
his monthly Poetry magazine from Miss McCormick, with whom he de-
veloped a friendly relationship. Whenever from the upstairs windows I
saw his tall silhouette plough like a ship with his prow-like paunch down
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Lewis Street, and turn starboard into No. 27, I would, after a respectable
period of time for his browsing, find an excuse to go downstairs and re-
mind him I was the friend of Holly’s named “Jack, from the art school
days.” On one occasion, I managed to tell him I was now on the board of
The Harvard Advocate. He was always cordial, perhaps because I never took
much of his time. He occasionally came to the bookstore with another
lawyer named John Holmes, who, he told Miss McCormick, wrote “very
good poetry.” Stevens would spend as much time as he thought his “lunch
hour” permitted, usually flipping through the pages of the many “little
magazines” that flourished in the United States and in Europe until World
War II recruited most of the young editors.

IX

Poetry may have been the least lively part of the arts explosion in Hart-
ford, Connecticut, in the 1930s, but there was more poetry there than one
might expect in the “Insurance City.” Both of the Hartford daily newspa-
pers—The Hartford Courant, the oldest daily in continuous publication in
the United States, and The Hartford Times, which ceased publication in 1976
after 159 years of publication—carried weekly columns of poetry. While
the level of poetry that appeared in the Courant seldom reached above the
verses of Edgar Guest, Martha L. Spencer’s “Poet’s Corner” in the Times
published quality poetry and publicized Stevens’ books and awards. When
I was home in December 1939 to celebrate my eighteenth birthday, I read
in Miss Spenser ’s December 3, 1939, “Poet’s Corner” a poem by Wallace
Stevens entitled “On the Adequacy of Landscape.” It had been reprinted
in The Hartford Times from Accent, a popular “little magazine.” For some
reason, this poem affected me; I thought I understood it. When I got back
to Harvard College, I wrote my own poem on “The Inadequate Land-
scape,” subtitled “For Wallace Stevens,” and later had the courage to send
it off to Miss Spencer. On January 14, 1941, “The Poet’s Corner” was headed
by Wallace Stevens’ new poem, “Of Bright and Blue Birds and the Gala
Sun,” reprinted from the December 1940 Wallace Stevens issue of the
Harvard Advocate on which I had worked as a sophomore. Below the poem
were excerpts from critical analyses of Stevens’ poetry published in that
issue by Delmore Schwartz, Morton Dauwen Zabel, F. O. Matthiessen,
and Hi Simons. At the shirttail of Miss Spencer’s column was my poem,1

with the note that it had been “suggested by the poem, ‘On the Adequacy
of Landscape’ by Wallace Stevens’ “ reprinted earlier in “The Poet’s Cor-
ner.” The Spencer column continued throughout World War II and until
her death in the late 1950s. This was during a period when many of the
“little magazines” had ceased publication, and when war news did away
with poetry columns in daily newspapers.

Martha Spencer, herself a poet, was once rebuked by Harriet Monroe,
editor of Poetry magazine, for “ignoring the best poet in Hartford.” When
Miss Spencer learned, perhaps from Stevens himself, that the first poems
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he submitted to Poetry had been rejected by Monroe, she did a tit-for-tat
special column on “the best poet in Hartford.” She was gracious in publi-
cizing in her columns the December 1940 “Wallace Stevens Number” of
The Harvard Advocate and the April 1942 “75th Anniversary Number” of
the undergraduate magazine.

X

 There was a Poetry Club of Hartford founded in the 1920s which met
monthly in the evening and survived for three decades. It met first at 27
Lewis Street, and later at the Town and County Club at 22 Woodland
Street—not far from the large brick house at 735 Farmington Avenue where
Wallace and Elsie Stevens lived when Holly was born. Connecticut’s two
highest elected officeholders in the 1930s proved that successful Ameri-
can politicians could also be “literary men.” The Governor, Wilbur Cross,
a popular Democrat, was nicknamed “Uncle Toby” not by the Hartford/
New Haven ward-heelers in the smoke-filled back rooms, but by his aca-
demic peers at Yale University for his longtime and distinguished schol-
arship on the writer Tobias Smollett. His Lieutenant-Governor, Wilbert
Snow (who for a while served as Acting Governor), was a poet with a
broad New England readership. In his youth, he had worked as a
lobsterman. At Hartford’s Trinity College, the poets Odell Shepard, Rob-
ert Hillyer, and later Samuel French Morse were leading lights of the En-
glish Department. Shepard once gave a reading of Wallace Stevens’ poetry
at the Poetry Club when Elsie Stevens, but not the poet himself, was in the
audience. Those who attended reported that Mrs. Stevens complimented
Shepard on his reading, and seemed immensely pleased. Hillyer was later
appointed Boylston Professor of Rhetoric at Harvard University. In 1941 I
enrolled in his “English V” course in creative writing. A graduate student
from Michigan, the poet John Malcolm Brinnin, later to become a good
friend of Stevens and Holly, was in the same class. Morse was to have an
exceedingly close friendship with Stevens in the last years of the poet’s
life, often lunching with him at the Canoe Club in East Hartford. But
Morse’s relations with Holly were always inimical, Holly feeling that the
Trinity professor was “poaching on her property.”

Other well-known writers found the Hartford area an agreeable place
in which to live and to write. In 1922 Mrs. Sinclair Lewis, after a short stay
at the old Elm Tree Inn in Farmington, Connecticut, persuaded her hus-
band a year later to buy a house in Hartford. It was not far from where the
Stevenses would go to live in 1924. But after two years in Hartford, Mr.
and Mrs. Sinclair Lewis left to live in Italy. Archibald MacLeish, married
to Ada Hitchcock of Unionville, Connecticut, lived in the late 1930s with
his rich in-laws at 29 Main Street, Farmington, and commuted to Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, for his Harvard lectures.
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XI

In September, 1939, a few weeks after the Nazis had invaded Poland,
my parents drove me to Harvard College and helped me get settled on the
Yard in Thayer Hall. My room in the South Entry was No. 38, and a plaque
over the black iron fireplace noted that Robert Lincoln, a son of President
Lincoln, had lived there. Excited by being a freshman in Cambridge, I
immersed myself in literary activities and became a “candidate” for the
editorial board of The Harvard Advocate, the oldest undergraduate literary
magazine in the United States. The magazine offices were then located at
the corner of Plimpton and Bow Streets. While a special student at Harvard
from 1897–1900, Wallace Stevens served on the editorial board of the maga-
zine, becoming its president in 1899. Though officially a member of the
class of 1901, he left Harvard in June 1900 without taking a degree or gradu-
ating. Bound copies of all of the back numbers of the Advocate were on the
shelves of a small and cozy library, facing the Charles River. I made this
well-heated second-story room my private eyrie, putting all the books,
many of them titles by Advocate alumni, in order. My mother sent me two
pairs of blue-and-white draperies for the windows, and at Sears-Roebuck
in North Cambridge I bought two floor lamps. Most of the Advocate candi-
dates came to the Bow Street house to drink beer in the Board Room. I was
undisturbed in the library, and did most of my first-year course work there.
On rainy days I would read some of the back numbers of the magazine,
and soon found all of the poems signed “W. Stevens.” Theodore Roosevelt
had also been an Advocate writer, and I tracked down his undergraduate
articles. Witter Bynner, a Western poet and novelist and a classmate of
Wallace Stevens, was on the Board of Trustees of the Advocate. We appealed
to men like him and to Harold W. Bell, Hoffman Nickerson, and Roy E.
Larsen (then president of Time, Life, and Fortune) when we needed money.
I think the only Harvard professor with whom Stevens studied who was
still lecturing at Harvard during my freshman year was Charles Townsend
Copeland, called “Copey.” He lived near the Advocate building and at-
tended the initiations of new board members. I took a freshman course in
art theory with Professor Arthur Pope, a relative of Theodate Pope Riddle
of Farmington, Connecticut, and one of Stevens’ roommates at the Misses
Parsons’ boarding house at 54 Garden Street, where the poet lived as a
student. Pope then seemed to be obsessed with the Munzell Tone Solid, a
wooden model for defining the spectra of colors.

Extracurricular activities at Harvard University in 1939 seemed to me
as educational as the compulsory lectures in “English A” by Theodore
Morrison in the large New Lecture Hall. Cambridge was then home to
two popular “little magazines.” One, called Vice Versa, was edited by two
overstaying Harvard students who lived on the top floor of the Advocate
building—Dunstan Thompson and Harry Brown (later the author of the
popular World War II novel A Walk in the Sun). Vice Versa was distributed
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in the United Kingdom as well as in the United States, since Thompson
was a product of an English “public” school from the time when his father
was the U.S. Naval Attaché at the U.S. Embassy in London. New poems of
W. H. Auden, Christopher Isherwood, and George Barker appeared in
this magazine, along with the works of prominent American writers. I
read proofs and worked on the typographic layout of this magazine until
its editors went into military service and the magazine ceased.

In 1940 James Jesus Angleton, then enrolled as a law student at Harvard,
brought his Yale-born “little magazine” called Furioso, which he and Reed
Whittemore had founded around 1936, to Cambridge. I worked with
Angleton’s younger sister, Carmen Mercedes Angleton, a student at
Radcliffe College, and with her classmate Emma Swann on the proofs and
typographic layout for the issues that continued to be published and
distributed from Cambridge. In 1942 Angleton went into the U.S. Army,
and later spent a lifetime as the counterintelligence chief of the Central
Intelligence Agency. Before World War II Angleton’s father, Colonel James
Angleton, then president of the Italian branch of National Cash Registers,
had been a patron of Ezra Pound and other avant-garde writers. In 1953,
when I served as a cultural affairs officer at the U.S. Consulate General in
Milan, the senior Angleton was the president of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Italy. His second son, Hugh, and his Radcliffe daughter
Carmen, then married to Ernest Hauser, European editor of The Saturday
Evening Post, all had apartments in downtown Milan, and entertained the
leading writers, publishers, and artists in northern Italy. The interest of
Italian intellectuals at this time in the poetry of Wallace Stevens devel-
oped through the desires of the reading public and Italian publishers (the
majority of them in Milan) to “catch up” with aspects of American culture
that fascism had banned. The politics of Pound had complicated the matter.

XII

The December 1940 issue of The Harvard Advocate was the first number of
any literary magazine dedicated to a serious appraisal of the poetry and
ideas of Wallace Stevens. Today, in 1997, it seems to me exceedingly pre-
scient that a small group of twenty-year-olds, soon to depart for military
service in a terrible world war—some to be killed—felt an excitement over
the new language and new philosophy of a middle-aged poet in Hartford,
Connecticut—a grandfatherly man who spent the better part of his day read-
ing surety claims in one of the more Kafkaesque insurance companies of
the world.

The Wallace Stevens Number, Vol. CXXVII, No. 3, sold, according to its
black-and-white cover, for 35 cents. Listed on the cover were the critics who
were having their say on the worth of Stevens’ poetry. They included Allen
Tate, Howard Baker, Cleanth Brooks, Harry Levin, F. O. Matthiessen, John
Finch, Delmore Schwartz, Hi Simons, Marianne Moore, Theodore Spencer,
William Carlos Williams, Robert Penn Warren, and Morton Dawen Zabel.
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The Advocate then was published six times a year. Page 42 of this num-
ber carried an advertisement of Alfred A. Knopf’s headed: “HIS BOOKS:
HARMONIUM, IDEAS OF ORDER and THE MAN WITH THE BLUE GUITAR.” There
were three new poems that Stevens gave us especially for this issue. They
were: “Of Bright & Blue Birds & the Gala Sun,” “Mrs. Alfred Uruguay,”
and “Asides on the Oboe.”

Thirteen poems, written between 1899 and 1900 while Stevens was a
special student at Harvard, were also featured. Curiously, he used four
different pen names. A “Sonnet,” “Quatrain,” “Song,” “Street Song—1. The
Pigeons, 2. The Beggar, 3. Statuary, 4. The Minstrel,” and a second “Song”
were all signed either by “W. Stevens” or “Wallace Stevens.” “Outside the
Hospital” and another “Sonnet” were signed “R. Jerries,” while “Night
Song” was signed “Kenneth Malone.” The “Ballade of the Pink Parasol”
was by “Carrol More,” while a second “Quatrain” was by “Henry Marshall.”

Bowden Broadwater was the “Pegasus,” or Literary Editor, for the Wal-
lace Stevens number. He was later a longtime writer for The New Yorker’s
“Talk of the Town,” and was the second husband of the novelist Mary
McCarthy. I was listed on the masthead as a “Literary Associate,” as were
Sloan Wilson and Marvin Barrett, who would later distinguish themselves
as novelists. Howard Turner, of the Class of 1941, and I drew the eight
black-and-white illustrations. With Broadwater we designed a new cover
for the magazine, and the typographic mock-up for the printer in Ver-
mont. The issue included a bibliography of Stevens’ oeuvre at the end of
the decade by Hi Simons.

Since I was going home to Farmington, Connecticut, for the Christmas/
New Year ’s holidays, I was delegated by the Advocate board to deliver to
the poet personally a bundle of this special number. Stevens was enor-
mously pleased, and gave me a Dutch-uncle bear hug.

XIII

To earn some money for my junior year at Harvard, I got a job during
the summer of 1941 at the Moyer Gallery of Art, located on Trumbull Street
near Pratt Street, where the longtime Hartford clothier Stackpole, Moore,
& Tyron today is located. It was then the area in the “Insurance City” of
chic women’s shops, a fashionable “ice cream parlour,” the best jewelers
and a few interior decorators. A Mecca for rich Hartford and West Hart-
ford ladies, the Moyer Gallery was a favorite place in the city to take one’s
treasures to be framed or to buy a tasteful gift.

It was owned by the millionaire Paul Cooley, a trustee of the Wadsworth
Athenaeum, and one of the most active supporters of the museum direc-
tor, Austin. Cooley, after graduation from Yale, bought the gallery from a
French-American, Curtis Moyer. In the basement were the prints of Louis
Orr, Seymour Hayden, Cadwallader Washburn, Dwight William Tryon,
and others of the post-Whistlerian school of American etchers. (The
Veerhoff Gallery, on Connecticut Avenue in Washington, D. C., was a spiri-
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tual cousin of the Moyer.) Hartford tastes in the 1930s favored the Old
Lyme School of Late Impressionists, for example, Guy Wiggins. James
Goodwin McManus, in a Trilby hat, flowing bow-tie, cape, and cane was a
frequent visitor to the Moyer gallery. The mystical landscapes of Louis
Eilshemius were popular in Hartford. The Rev. Remsen B. Ogilby, Presi-
dent of Trinity College, owned more than ten of them.

 Cooley, friendly, bald, with a roseate face, dabbled in the arts. He had
the good business sense to store also in the basement the sketches done at
the new Avery Wing of the Athenaeum by the Dutch avant-garde painter
Kristians Tonny, and to save even the doodlings of Pavel Tchelitchew,
Alexander Calder, Eugene Berman, and others he met at the museum.
During the summer of 1941, Cooley was having an affair with Alexandra
Danilova, “ballerina assoluta” of the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo, and
left the operations of his gallery to two professionals. One was Percy Brown,
an elegant old gentleman who, like Wallace Stevens, a frequent customer
at the gallery, was perpetually clothed in shiny gray suits. The other,
Edwina (Oetzell) Urann, a remarkable woman—even today at ninety-eight,
living at 17 Evergreen Street, Hartford—was the helmsman. After intro-
ducing herself to me, Mrs. Urann said, “Don’t give my name a British
pronunciation.” Mrs. Urann knew not only all high society patrons who
spent good money at the gallery but also all the poor creative artists who
needed to have their works framed. Several times a year, she, with Cooley’s
encouragement, organized one-man shows of “safe” New York, Boston,
and Hartford artists. Stevens frequently attended these “openings” and
came back again on a lunch hour to examine the works.

My job was that of a “gopher.” I took framing orders from the gallery to
the workshop on Pearl Street where a gruff old Swedish-American father
and his quiet son did the best framing in Hartford—much of it for the
museum. The principal exhibit at the gallery during the summer of 1941
was a collection of portraits of writers and artists by the New York photog-
rapher Sylvia Salmi. One noon Wallace Stevens came into the gallery to
talk to Mrs. Urann about the photography of Miss Salmi. I said, “Good
afternoon, Mr. Stevens,” and reminded him I was “Holly’s friend Jack”
and mentioned The Harvard Advocate. Perhaps puzzled by how I had got
from the upstairs job at the Mitchell bookstore on Lewis Street to the
Trumbull Street gallery, he smiled and said, “You’re the ubiquitous Jack,”
and gave me his back, indicating, I assumed, he had serious business to
discuss with Mrs. Urann. I went off with my framing orders to the work-
shop. When I returned, Mrs. Urann said that Wallace Stevens wanted to
meet Sylvia Salmi on her next trip to Hartford. “He will pay her good
money to go with him to Pennsylvania to photograph the tombstones of
his Dutch relatives. But right now he isn’t interested in being photographed
himself.” Miss Salmi returned to Hartford, met with the poet at the insur-
ance company, and the gallery earned a commission on the photograph-
ing of the family graves.
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Eventually, however, Stevens agreed to be photographed by Sylvia
Salmi. In fact, he later considered this photograph, and one by the Hart-
ford society photographer John Haley, to be his preferred photographs of
himself. In 1954, when the Milan publisher, Einaudi, was bringing out the
Renato Poggioli translations in Italian of Stevens’ poems, the poet sug-
gested to the publisher that the Salmi photograph be used on the jacket.

After Stevens’ death, the United States Information Agency sent to cer-
tain of its many cultural centers around the world a popular exhibit of
photographs of persons prominent in American arts and letters. The Salmi
portrait of Wallace Stevens was included. Another exhibit of photographs
by another New York photographer, Rollie McKenna, who also special-
ized in portraits of writers, including Stevens, was also exhibited globally
under U.S. Government auspices.

XIV

In September 1941, I returned to Harvard as a junior and was elected
“Pegasus,” or Literary Editor of The Harvard Advocate. I began to plan a
special issue for April 1942, which would celebrate the 75th year of publi-
cation. In this issue, I wanted to turn the undergraduate publication into a
professional international literary magazine. I wanted to get away from
the “Joe College” stamp of most American undergraduate literary maga-
zines. This led to a hassle with the president, Bruce Barton, Jr., and most
board members, including one of my favorite classmates, Norman Mailer,
who were in strong opposition. For a few months I prevailed, but only
after much skullduggery.

At this time my rebellion against what I considered Harvard’s snob-
bish House system came to a head. I felt Harvard was institutionalizing
too much students who would soon be asked to lay their lives on the line
for the USA and the so-called “free world.” Although John Finley, one of
my favorite professors, was the new Master of Eliot House, and Eliot was
“the intellectuals’ house,” I moved out. Seeing an advertizement for stu-
dent rooms on a bulletin board at Pierce’s Market, I went to 8-10 Nutting
Road, a short street that ran south from Mt. Auburn Street toward the
Charles River, ending at the Harvard University Press and the Anglican
monastery of the Calley Fathers. The address was for a rundown but once
elegant Federal-style home of an eccentric and “literary” lady in her eight-
ies, Mrs. Edson (Maude) Bemis, widow of a once illustrious Harvard pro-
fessor of classics. Later I learned she was the subject of many short stories
and poems. I soon realized that this was an inspiring venue from which to
edit a literary magazine, for “Maudie” Bemis, while in straitened finan-
cial health, organized fascinating “literary teas.” George Lyman Kittredge,
Harvard’s great Shakespeare scholar, Charles Townsend Copeland, who
had been Wallace Stevens’ professor, and John Livingston Lowes all sat
with Mrs. Bemis before a large pewter teapot and at a circular oak table
underneath an old gas-jet chandelier, swathed with the bittersweet of many
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autumns ago. The day that Professor Lowes came to call, I was sitting on
the front porch. Mrs. Bemis, in what she called her “wrapper,” came out
and halloed: “The Road to Xanadu has brought you to my Nutting Road.”
He responded: “Come into the garden, Maud, / For the black bat, night,
has flown; / Come into the garden, Maud, / I am here at the gate alone.”
For me, not yet twenty, this was heady stuff. I was too young yet to be
included at the oak table.

I persuaded one of my classmates, William R. Taylor, later the author of
The Puritan and the Cavalier in American Literature, to take another room at
Mrs. Bemis’, and he invited Curtis Bennett, a classicist from the Class of
1942 to rent a third bedroom. The three of us then proceeded to “take care
of Maudie”: we shoveled the walk, mowed the lawn, and bought her gro-
ceries. We lived there until we all went into the armed services. Over tea
or sherry, she introduced “her boys” to writers like Dudley Fitts, S. Foster
Damon, and Sir Phillip and Hamilton Gibbs, and we in turn brought to
the house our professors—Delmore Schwartz, Mark Schorer, John Bovey,
and an older writer, Dumas Malone, then Director of the Harvard Univer-
sity Press, whom I had enlisted to review books for the Advocate.

Using Harvard’s good name and the name of the Advocate, I began col-
lecting manuscripts for the April issue. By this time I had alienated almost
all of the Advocate board for not printing what I considered worthless un-
dergraduate prose and verse. If contributions by established writers were
not available to me free of charge, I offered to buy them. I had managed to
save some money while working as a dishwasher in a restaurant on Cam-
bridge Street run by a refugee Hungarian pianist named Lydia Grant.
Wendell Wilkie’s son Phillip, a law student, and T. S. Eliot’s brother, Henry
Ware Eliot, were two of our regular customers. Later I got a higher-paying
sinecure as assistant curator of the Farnsworth Room, a reading room then
on the ground floor of the Widener Library. In a baronial room at a great
mahogany desk, facing an oil portrait of the Farnsworth son killed in World
War I, I read the incoming manuscripts and planned the fattest issue of
the student magazine.

XV

In early November, I wrote Wallace Stevens on Advocate stationery say-
ing it was “Ubiquitous Jack” again, who had delivered to 118 Westerly
Terrace the copies of the December 1940 “Stevens Number.” I said I wanted
to tell him personally about a special 75th anniversary issue that I was
compiling for April 1942, for which I hoped he would give us a new poem.
I told him I would be in Farmington in early December for a long week-
end with my parents to celebrate my twentieth birthday, and that I would
return home again at Christmastime for about ten days.

Stevens replied with a short note and asked me to telephone him at his
office on the Friday I would be at home, saying we could then establish a
time and place to meet. He asked me if I would go to the Grolier Book
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Store, “the literary bookstore” of Harvard Square, then located off
Massachusetts Avenue at Plimpton Street, and bring him some copies left
over of the December 1940 Stevens issue. I had mentioned in my letter
that at the Bow Street offices of the Advocate we no longer had any more
copies. I was excited to be given a special task by a poet I now regarded as
far more important than Robert Hillyer, Theodore Spencer, and Robert
Frost, whose courses I had taken at Harvard College.

When I telephoned him in early December, Stevens first asked me when
I planned to return to Cambridge. I said I would take the Sunday night
Hartford–Boston Greyhound bus. “If you could come to the house on Sun-
day afternoon around 4:00 o’clock,” he said, “I might have something for
the Advocate.” My heart pounded, and I assured him I would be there.

XVI

I took the Sunday 2:20 P.M. Connecticut Company bus from Unionville
center, got off at Farmington Avenue in Hartford, and hiked in the snow
to Stevens’ home. The American holly tree, planted seventeen years ago
at 735 Farmington Avenue when Holly Bright came into the world, now
created a private bower, almost concealing the narrow front porch and the
entrance into the poet’s private world. It was like the holly maze the sculp-
tor Augustus Saint-Gaudens planted around the seated woman, marking
the grave in an old Washington, D. C., cemetery of Henry Adams’ wife
Clover. Like Wallace, Elsie, and Holly themselves, the holly tree had been
transplanted, and brought here to its final home. It had now flourished
nine years at its second home, and was red with berries and white with
snow. The rhododendrons in front of the house were shriveled, and the
tall pin oaks (today there are Norway maples there) were bare.

I rang the doorbell, and Elsie Viola Stevens, now fifty-five, answered
the door. I was a few seconds slow to say, “Good afternoon, Mrs. Stevens.
I’m Holly’s friend, Jack.” At first I thought she was the maid. She seemed
gray, tired, and crestfallen. She perfunctorily called across the long living
room to the right of the hall that “the Harvard student is here.” I thought
she would say: “It’s Holly’s friend—from Unionville.”

With a Big Daddy smile on his handsome, chubby, rosy face, Stevens,
sixty-two, gave me a hearty handshake, and after taking the packet of Advo-
cates from my wet rucksack, helped me off with my dirty trench coat and
put it in the hall closet. He pointed out that a landscape on the hall wall was
by “one of your professors.” I did not know then that it was by his Harvard
roommate, Arthur Pope. Stevens was wearing a gray cheviot vested suit.
Holly had once said that because of his height and weight he had to have all
of his suits specially tailored. They were made by John Campo, once the
chief tailor at Stackpole, Moore & Tyron, Hartford’s most fashionable men’s
clothier. (In the 1940s, Campo left the old Asylum Street firm to open his
own custom tailoring shop around the corner on Trumbull Street.) A gold
collar clasp kept anchored around Stevens’ fat neck a shiny and expensive-
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looking maroon silk tie. Maybe he was in his Sunday clothes. For a short
time we sat down in what then seemed to me to be very un-Hartford-like
furniture—Louis XVI–style silk-upholstered chairs of gilded wood, very
French. It was more the taste of a successful burgher than of a leader of the
avant-garde. The baroque-cum-Bauhaus style of “Chick” and Helen
(Goodwin) Austin’s mansion one street east of Stevens’ home, which Holly
and I and all the other young volunteers at the Athenaeum had known
since our teens, was a more likely setting for one who had known Marcel
Duchamp. There were several small oil paintings in the living room, each
individually lighted by one of those small museum-type metal fixtures.

After the poet had heard me out on what I was trying to achieve with a
fat 75th anniversary number of his old college literary magazine, he ex-
cused himself to go to his study in the rear of the house, suggesting that
“as an art history major, you might like to look at the paintings.”

For three years in classes at the Fogg Museum of Art I had been looking
at paintings. I looked at each one collected by Stevens then on the walls in
the main room of his home. Names like Labasque and Bombois did not
ring a bell. A half-century later, I would look at the same paintings at 134
Trolley Road in Guilford, Connecticut. Some were badly damaged by the
elements that invaded Holly Stevens’ beachside house. Returning to Hart-
ford one time with Millie Silvestri (Director of the Poetry Center at Trinity
College, Hartford, from 1975 to the present), after one of our luncheons
with Holly, we talked about these curious paintings. Millie, like Holly and
me, had had her taste in paintings developed by the “Austin Renaissance
in the Insurance City.” We decided these paintings might also have been
collected at the same time by an haut bourgeois from Lyon, France, per-
haps a gray-suited banker. These works of art had been purchased across
the Atlantic Ocean by proxy. A particular sum cabled in advance deter-
mined the artist of the acquisition received. But there was obviously great
personal pleasure and satisfaction for the collector of this group of paint-
ings. With the contemporaneity of Stevens’ own literary art, however, why
had he not been guided to purchase a Utrillo, de Pisis, Morandi, Sironi—
figures to whom he seems more related through his ideas and philosophy
than to these artists of turn-of-the-century academic landscapes?

The scent of white paper narcissi set in white pebbles in a low celadon-
like bowl attracted me into the “sun-room,” that windowy appendage to
the living room that was basic in the plan of the Hartford Colonial Revival
home. Having been a gardener since age twelve, taught by my Alsatian
grandfather, who raised prize dahlias in Unionville, I inspected the collec-
tion of Stevens’ house plants. There were several orchids, but also camel-
lias, oleanders, clivia miniata, hibiscuses, and a blue spiky agapanthus. These
were exotic plants to be found in the 1940s in a New England home. The
only place one could order them in Hartford was probably from Lane &
Lenge on Pratt Street. In front of the low bookshelves built under the win-
dows, there were a single, large, comfortable-looking armchair, a good read-
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ing lamp, and neat piles of Poetry and “little magazines.” This seemed to be
one of the places in the large house where the poet perhaps did his reading.
Since it was the southwest side of the house, there was good natural light.

When Stevens returned and found me in the sun-room, he waved me
back into the living room and into a French chair, saying: “Mrs. Stevens is
the gardener. I know the names of the plants, but I can’t take care of them.”
He handed me the thick manuscript of a long, neatly typewritten poem
entitled “Examination of the Hero in a Time of War.” It began: “Force is
my lot. . . .” I was thrilled to get what I considered an “important” poem
for the issue of the Advocate that was still nebulous in my head. Stevens
took the manuscript from me, methodically slipped it into a clean manila
envelope, and in a fatherly way suggested that I put it in my blazer ’s
inner pocket. I was overwhelmed. Not knowing what to say, I said the
subject was “timely,” and that only a short time ago Archibald MacLeish
had addressed the Class of 1943, saying we would never graduate in cap
and gown in June 1943, but instead would all be in uniform. I did not
know at the time that Stevens had a rather keen dislike of MacLeish, his
poetry, and his politics. Stevens looked down at me rather sadly and said:
“I think you all will be in uniform.”

Then Stevens appeared to me to feel that he had spent sufficient time
with this garrulous Harvard College junior, got up from his chair and be-
came the Vice-President of the Surety Department, Hartford Accident and
Indemnity Company. “Come back again,” he said, shaking my hand,
“when we can sit out on the lawn and talk some more about poetry.” With
almost a foot of dirty snow on the streets of Hartford at that time, it did
not seem to me to be too cordial or too pressing an invitation. After all, I
had already told him that, later in December, I would again be in
Farmington for ten days. While getting into my raincoat, I felt the clipping
of another poem I had written that had appeared a few weeks earlier in
Miss Spencer’s “Poet’s Corner” in The Hartford Times, and which I had
brought to give to him. Feeling certain he had not read my poem, I awk-
wardly handed him the clipping. I thought to myself, how lucky my good
friend Holly is to have such a charming father.

Mrs. Stevens came into the hall, and from the left of the house came the
smell of the Sunday supper she had been preparing. She seemed so differ-
ent from the elegant young parent I had first met in 1937, and whom I had
seen in the role of Holly’s always solicitous mother on occasional trips by
taxi when I took Holly home from various activities during 1938 and 1939.

Exhilarated, I hiked through the dirty snow all the way to Union Sta-
tion and took the evening Greyhound bus to Boston, carrying next to my
sweaty chest what I thought was the longest poem Stevens had ever writ-
ten, and which I thought was his “war” poem. On the bus, I began to
reconstruct the visit with the poet, but it was the face of Elsie Stevens
rather than the confident face of her husband that haunted me. Then I
realized that the piano was no longer in the large living room.
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Holly once told us that her mother had a talent for playing music by
ear, a talent, Holly said, she herself had inherited, and a few times Holly
sat down at a piano and played. Holly said that her mother, when a young
woman, played popular songs for prospective sheet music buyers in a 5 &
10 cent store somewhere in Pennsylvania.

Some time during the seven years (1917 to 1924) that the Stevenses lived
in a rented apartment at 710 Farmington Avenue in Hartford, Elsie joined
and became active in the Saturday Morning Music Club, which met for
many years at the Town and County Club on Woodland Street, a chic venue
for Hartford’s upper-class women, and not far from the Stevenses’ home.

One of Holly’s closest friends was Terry West. Her father, Clifton West,
was an architect who specialized in the then popular Colonial Revival
style and designed many homes of families on the upward social ladder
on the new streets being developed in West Hartford between Asylum
and Albany Avenues. Terry’s mother, Lucy West (who lived to be ninety-
nine), was also a pianist, and for a few years in the 1920s and 1930s she
bonded with Elsie Stevens. When Lucy West’s social life prevented her
from playing the piano for Mrs. Godfrey’s Dancing School on Girard Av-
enue, where Holly, Terry, and Holly’s Oxford School classmates learned
to dance the “Continental” (and other ballroom dances then in vogue due
to Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers’ movies), Elsie Stevens substituted as
the piano player. When in her early teens Holly Stevens began writing
poetry and showed her father her poems, she said he discouraged her, as
he had gradually discouraged Elsie from the keyboard, saying then to
Holly, “You don’t want to be a poet!” In the bus, I wondered where had
the piano been moved to in that big house.

XVII

During the spring break at Harvard in 1942, I brought the proofs of
“Examination of the Hero in a Time of War,” along with the proofs of the
entire anniversary issue, to 118 Westerly Terrace. This time I sat a much
longer time with the poet. He seemed interested that I had collected, on
my own initiative and in some cases spending personal funds, so many
new poems—from poets such as Marianne Moore, Horace Gregory, Conrad
Aiken, Robert Hillyer, George Barker, Marya Zaturenska, Frederick
Prokosch, John Malcolm Brinnin, Richard Eberhart, Dunstan Thompson,
and William Carlos Williams.

From his reactions, I could determine which fellow poets he consid-
ered highly and those he either did not or did not yet know. He was par-
ticularly interested in my meeting Marianne Moore. I gave him an account
of my trip to her Greenwich Village apartment and my negotiations for a
new poem. I had spoken with her briefly after her 1941 Harvard reading
in the Morris Gray Lecture Series and was among a small group of stu-
dents permitted to hear her record in the Harvard Vocarium Series for
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Professor Kenneth Packard. I told Stevens Miss Moore, like a prioress,
beckoned me to sit beside her on a stiff Sheraton sofa in front of a lighted
fireplace. On the mantel was an early New England tall case brass works
clock, framed by two Victorian candelabra with crystal girandoles, which
shone in my eyes. After a lady, whom I took to be her sister, squeezed us
fresh orange juice, saying it was “the poet’s only beverage,” Miss Moore
gave me a delightful short poem called “The Wood-Weasel.” Today, fifty-
six years later, I can still recite it. It begins, “emerges daintily, the skunk—
/ don’t laugh—in sylvan black and white chipmunk / regalia.”

Wallace Stevens also seemed interested in my having got in touch with
William Carlos Williams. I showed him the proofs of two new poems that
Williams had mailed me after I went by bus to meet him in his medical
office in Rutherford, N.J. One was entitled “Passaic, N.J.” I told Stevens
that Williams said he enjoyed contacts with student writers. Stevens
seemed to esteem the poetry of Conrad Aiken, who then with his writer/
wife, Mary, lived on Cape Cod near Brewster, Massachusetts. But he had
no kind words for the poetry of Horace Gregory, a likable professor of
English at Sarah Lawrence College, or for his poet/wife, Marya Zaturenska
(who in 1939 had won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry), or for the writing of
Frederick Prokosch.

I flipped through the proofs of the prose I had organized for this special
undergraduate issue. It included the very first article on architecture by
Philip Johnson, then an over-aged student at the Graduate School of De-
sign. This article was illustrated by four black-and-white photographs.
There were two short stories, one by Mark Schorer, then an “English A”
instructor at Harvard, and one by Djuna Barnes. At the mention of Barnes,
Stevens’ interest was piqued. He noted that T. S. Eliot had lauded her
novel, Nightwood, and her editorial work for the Little Review in Paris. I
told Stevens I tracked down Djuna Barnes in Greenwich Village, a strik-
ing woman in whitish makeup. In a long black Tunisian-like burnoose,
she walked about the Village, talking loudly to herself and chain-smok-
ing. (When as Cultural Attaché of the U.S. Embassy in Israel in 1975 I had
to go to the airport to meet Louise Nevelson, on her way to Teheran for an
exhibit of her sculptures, her whitish makeup and black attire reminded
me of Djuna Barnes. Among my papers, I still have an unpublished short
story by Miss Barnes.) I told Stevens that I had managed to buy two short
stories from Barnes for $50.00. The poet surprised me by showing no in-
terest at all in a small ink drawing by Jean Cocteau. I had considered this
quite a coup. It arrived in Cambridge one day from Paris with the ha-
bitual Cocteau “étoile,” by which he signed his ink drawings.

I told Stevens that as proud as I was to have been elected “Pegasus” of
The Harvard Advocate and to have managed almost single-handedly to pro-
duce a respectable 75th anniversary issue, I was prouder still for having
been elected to the Signet Society in the first group of seven from my class.
(Among the first seven elected each year were usually the editors of The
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Harvard Crimson, the campus newspaper; The Harvard Advocate; The Harvard
Monthly, on whose board Wallace Stevens also served in 1899; The Harvard
Lampoon; and the heads of undergraduate organizations.) This struck a
responsive note with the elderly poet since toward the end of the aca-
demic year in 1899 he too had been elected to the Signet Society in a group
of seven from his class. A letter of 1899 from his father congratulated him
on his becoming an editor of The Harvard Advocate. Another followed, ex-
pressing curiosity as to exactly what the Signet Society was, and men-
tioned the “initiation.”

Founded in 1870, the Signet Society has maintained its prestige, fiscal
health, and good food through longtime literary traditions combined with
a Lucullan interest in a good table with a bountiful supply of spirits. One
rite that has not changed much is the initiation. Since new members now
include women, the installation is less bawdy. The Signet Society selects
only twenty-eight students a year from classes which, since the 1930s, have
numbered around 1,000. The first seven are initiated in November and
the fourth in May. (In the 1890s, when classes were smaller, only three
sevens were chosen; Wallace Stevens was initiated in May 1899 in the first
group of seven of the Class of 1901.) During initiation, an upper-class spon-
sor stands behind the candidate, holding a long-stemmed red rose. The
Signet Medal, about the size of a silver dollar, with black and lemon-yel-
low silk ribbons attached to it, is placed over the candidate’s head by the
president of the club, and the rose is then presented. The tradition is that
upon the new member ’s first literary publication, he must send an
autographed copy of his work to the Signet Society library with the petals
of the rose pressed between its pages. The silver medal shows a signet
ring in the center, and within the ring “Signet, 1870” is embossed. In the
border around the medal in Greek is: “MOUZIKEN POIEI KAI ERGAZOU” (“Cre-
ators, Go Forth and Create”). On the obverse, the new member’s name is
etched in script, with the year of his class beneath. The Signet Society medal
was copied from the earlier Harvard Advocate medal, which is heavier and
of copper. On its face the winged Pegasus is seen dragging with its leather
halter a large bound book. Around the top of the shiny circular medal is
“The Harvard Advocate” and at the bottom “1866.” On the obverse in the
center are the student editor’s name and the year of his class beneath that.
Framed by a border around the medal is, at the top, in Latin: “Veritas
Nihil Veretur” (“Truth Is Nothing to be Feared”) and at the bottom “Dulce
est Periculum” (“Danger Is Sweet”). The silk ribbons of the Advocate medal
are maroon and gray—the traditional colors of Harvard College.

When the neophyte Signet member has received his medal and his rose,
two members flank him for the passing of the Signet silver loving cup, a
large bowl and another traditional symbol of Signet hospitality and fes-
tivity. (This is also a ritual observed at the conclusion of the annual liter-
ary banquets.) The protocol is this: with three members standing, the one
holding the bowl of champagne bows to the one about to drink. The per-
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son receiving the bowl first says loudly, “To the Society,” takes a deep
draft and passes the bowl to the waiting third member, who is then joined
by the next two, and so on, until all the members and guests have contrib-
uted to the toast.

In 1885, the Signet Society began to hold its annual banquets as occa-
sions to award the Signet Medals to a poet, prose writer, musician, and
artist. (The Irish poet and the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature
Seamus Heaney was the awardee for poetry in 1996.) The ancient banquet
menus, many illustrated like Celtic manuscripts and signed by all the par-
ticipants, are framed and decorate the walls of the twin dining rooms one
faces when one presses a secret yellow clapboard of the elegant Federal
Style two-story building at 46 Dunster Street and in that way gains entry
into the building. They indicate at first glance that while the muses of
poetry, prose, music, the pictorial arts, and oratory were honored at
Harvard in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the stomach, as well
as the spirit, was a vital consideration. Since 1939 another Signet Society
Medal has also been awarded at the annual banquets. It was created by
the initiative of poet David T. W. McCord, Class of 1921, the medal was
first awarded to the historian Samuel Eliot Morison, Class of 1908.

In the years just before World War II, the Signet Society served tastier
food than was served in the Harvard College dining rooms. A student
member could also sign a chit for a glass of sherry to sip while doing
reading assignments in the comfortable and commodious library. During
my sophomore, junior, and senior years, I managed to eat at the Signet at
least twice a week. At one’s table in those days one might find Wallace
Stevens, Marianne Moore, T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, James Johnson Sweeney,
Padraic Colum, John P. Marquand, or Walter D. Edmonds.

But one of the most memorable literary luncheons at the Signet Society
was the one honoring Gertrude Stein. Correspondence with the Signet in
advance from Alice B. Toklas advised that Ms. Stein tolerated no salt in any
of her food. Gertrude sat in a focal chair in one dining room, and Ms. Toklas
in the other. The soup course passed without Ms. Stein’s taking more than a
single spoonful, then putting her spoon aside. When the roast beef (so diffi-
cult to find in the pre-war years) and Yorkshire pudding arrived, a special-
ity of Archie, the longtime steward, all at Ms. Stein’s table watched as
Gertrude cut one piece of the tender meat, laid down her fork and knife, and
shouted: “Has Harvard exiled salt?” There then ensued a chaotic scurrying
among Harvard’s distinguished faculty, guests, and the Signet plebes who
upon Archie’s suggestion had stored all the salt cellars. Failing to remember
where they had stored them, the red-faced steward was obliged to bring
from the kitchen the recognizable blue box of Morton’s salt, to which Ms.
Stein murmured: “Even in rain it pours.” Ms. Toklas was thereafter credited
with having contributed another amusing anecdote in the life of her writer/
companion at the expense of Harvard’s culinary-conscious litterateurs.
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This time when I left 118 Westerly Terrace, I had the feeling that I had
become a respectful friend of Wallace Stevens. He had spent an entire hour
with me, and did not push me out of the house as he seemed to do on all
previous visits. I remember hoping to myself that I might continue this
“friendship” with him after the war.

XVIII

Although I was now in an accelerated paramilitary program at Harvard
College, and had been obliged to take two courses in engineering “for the
war effort” in order to stay in the field of fine arts history, I received in
April 1942 a notice to report at once to the draft board in Farmington,
Connecticut. My two engineering courses, one of which included the tech-
niques of military camouflage, were supposed to have guaranteed me the
rank of Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and quali-
fied me for advanced military training in 1943 at Fort Belvoir. Since I was
“a candidate for honors” at the Fogg Museum, I had also to complete my
thesis, “Orientalism in late 19th Century American Painting and Poetry,”
by late 1942. I would then get my B.A. cum laude degree in three, rather
than in four, years.

I took the occasion of reporting to the draft board in Connecticut to
deliver to Wallace Stevens, again at 118 Westerly Terrace, a package of
copies of the “75th Anniversary Number” of The Harvard Advocate. “‘Ex-
amination of the Hero in a Time of War,’ A Long Poem By Wallace Stevens”
was spread in bold print and black ink across the bright red and gold
cover. He was obviously pleased. This time it was my cluttered agenda
that sadly for me shortened the visit. He insisted, however, that I stay for
a cup of tea, which he prepared himself. When I said good-bye, I added
that I would soon be going overseas, and most likely would not see him
again for a long time. He gave me again his paunchy bear hug, and seemed
quite moved. (I failed to understand later, why many of his literary critics
found Stevens “cold” and “without passion.”) “Examination of the Hero
in a Time of War” appeared again that year in Parts of a World, published
by Alfred A. Knopf in September 1942.

In May 1942, I received a letter from Stevens commenting favorably on
the Advocate’s 75th anniversary number, and on one of my poems. “You
write cleanly and clearly,” he wrote. I treasured that letter, and along with
one from President Harry Truman, kept it for twenty-five years in my safe
deposit box at the Farmington Savings Bank. When Holly began accumu-
lating her father ’s correspondence for the 1966 Knopf publication of Let-
ters of Wallace Stevens, I made those written to me available to her. She
acknowledged this in the foreword.

Shortly after that, I got my stripes as a Corporal at Headquarters, Spe-
cial Troops, U.S. First Army. After World War II, I spent nearly forty years
in the U.S. Diplomatic Service—never again seeing my curious, elegant,
fatherly old poet/friend.
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XIX

Between 1950 and 1955, I served in Italy as a Cultural Officer in the U.S.
Diplomatic Service—first assigned to the U.S. Consulate General in Flo-
rence, at the time of international meetings at the Palazzo Pitti to establish
UNESCO. I was an aide to the U.S. Delegation, which included writers Elmer
Rice and Marc Connolly, movie actress Myrna Loy, and Luther Evans, Li-
brarian of Congress. Later, with my colleagues, we opened cultural offices
in Bologna, Venice, and Milan. This was during the beginning of the Cold
War, which inspired the U.S. Government to open no fewer than twelve
libraries and cultural centers throughout the Italian peninsula, a politi-
cal/cultural response to similar activities of the powerful and popular Ital-
ian Communist Party.

Milan was then, as it has remained, the publishing center of Italy. My
friends there included two Italian poets, both of whom later would win
the Nobel Prize for Literature, the Catholic poet Salvador Quasimodo in
1959 and Eugenio Montale, my neighbor in Via Bigli in downtown Milan,
in 1975. Montale has been considered Italy’s greatest contemporary poet.
Born of humble origin in the coastal region near Genoa called the Cinque
Terre, he was a self-educated “intellectual,” eventually becoming the lit-
erary editor of “la terza pagine” (“the third page,” or the literary section)
of Corriere della Sera, the most influential daily newspaper in Italy. Montale,
rather anti-American, spoke little English and was a great admirer of French
culture, spending vacations with his longtime mistress and sponsor, Xe-
nia Marangoni, in Paris. He had an early curiosity regarding the poetry of
Wallace Stevens, and the more I told him of Hartford’s surety lawyer/
poet the greater became his interest. In vocabulary and ideas, he felt they
had common ground.

Occasionally Montale—the sun in a literary firmament that included
Quasimodo, the novelists Riccardo Baccelli and Elio Vittorini, the play-
wright Dino Buzzatti, and the literary critics Gillo Dorfles and Fernanda
Pivano-Sottsass—descended from his large apartment on the third floor
of Via Bigli 15, and walked to lectures at the American Cultural Center at
Via Bigli 11A. Via Bigli is like a thin, black snake that winds one street
away from noisy Via Manzoni. In that street a few years later, Mrs.
Marangoni would be crushed to death by a truck, a shocking tragedy that
inspired some of Montale’s most memorable poems.

Throughout the academic year at Via Bigli 11A, we presented in public
appearances (as we did at the other eleven American cultural centers) a
winter series of distinguished Americans in the arts. Montale and literary
Milan came to listen to Allen Tate, Robert Penn Warren, R. W. B. Lewis,
Richard P. Blackmur, Mary McCarthy, Saul Bellow, Virgil Thomson, Aaron
Copland, Glauco Cambon on the Italian translations of Emily Dickinson,
and Renato Poggioli on the poetry of Wallace Stevens—which he had be-
gun to translate in 1947.
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Over drinks with Montale and Poggioli in the Via Bigli apartment of
Marjorie Forbes Ferguson, an American born in Rome who served as Pub-
lic Affairs Officer at Milan, and who was far more knowledgeable than
even Colonel James Angleton, Sr., about Italian life, politics, and arts, we
drafted a letter to Stevens for Montale that he later sent off to 118 Westerly
Terrace, Hartford, Connecticut. To Professor Poggioli it seemed an obvi-
ous connection, since both poets were deep into French culture, used similar
images, and expressed similar philosophical ideas about the imagination
and reality.

In early 1954 the Milan publisher Giulio Einaudi, son of the postwar
president of Italy, brought out Mattino Domenicale ed Altre Poesie (Sunday
Morning and Other Poems) by Wallace Stevens, translated by Renato
Poggioli. The book was reviewed shortly thereafter on the third page of
Corriere della Sera by Montale. Younger critics, more au courant about
American writing, felt Italy’s greatest poet did not get the American poet’s
message, and was incapable of evaluating Stevens’ place in the develop-
ment of American poetry. Professor Carlo Izzo, then the most informed
Italian academic on American literature, whose course in American Cul-
ture at the University of Venice was unique in all of Italy, wrote a much
more thoughtful critique of the translation of Stevens for Il Gazzetino di
Venezia. He drew analogies between Wallace Stevens and the great World
War II poet from the University of Turin, Cesare Pavese, and even with
the Italian World War I romantic poet/politician, Gabriele d’Annunzio.

Because of Wallace Stevens’ illness, nothing developed of Montale’s
overture of friendship and his suggestion that they might meet “at some
P.E.N. conference in Milan, Paris, or New York.” Curiously, Stevens,
through his long correspondence with Poggioli, had also been attracted to
Montale’s poetry. Stevens had never been to Italy, save in his imagination.
Montale had never been to the United States, save in his imagination. Both
poets had been offered, earlier by the U.S. Department of State and after
1953 by the U.S. Information Agency, “leader grants,” whereby each poet
could plan his personal literary itinerary. Nothing ever came of the itiner-
aries we outlined on several occasions for Montale, who in 1975 flew to
Stockholm for the Nobel award. But on all those projected American trips
before 1955, a “call on Wallace Stevens in Hartford, Connecticut,” was a
plan of Montale’s.

When Holly Stevens, after her father’s death, visited Italy for the first
time, I helped her to call on Eugenio Montale and Mrs. Marangoni in the
Via Bigli penthouse. Mrs. Marangoni, separated for many years from her
husband, a professor of art history at the University of Pisa, had taken the
young “Eusebio” (her name for Montale) under her rich wings when he
was beginning to write. She was credited by some Italian literary critics
with having had a considerable hand in the poet’s first collection of poems,
entitled Osse di Sepia (“Cuttlefish Bones”). Montale, in turn, nicknamed
Mrs. Marangoni “Mosca” (“the fly”), and after her tragic death wrote some
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of Italy’s great contemporary love poems to “la mosca infernale” (“the
infernal fly”). Before their deaths, Holly Stevens and “Mosca” Marangoni
established a friendly rapport.

XX

In the early 1950s the U.S. Government, through the Department of
State and with considerable funding from the new and affluent Ford Foun-
dation, launched an international arts quarterly in Europe and later in
other parts of the world. One of its goals was perhaps to illustrate that
indeed there was something one might call “American culture,” as there
were courses at most European universities on British, French, German,
and Italian cultures. There were then singularly few university courses
outside the United States in “American Studies.” Except through radio
broadcasts, intellectuals in Europe, especially if they were anti-Nazi or
anti-Fascist, were cut off during World War II from developments of the
arts in the United States. The reverse was just as true for intellectuals in
the United States.

Entitled Perspectives, an English edition was printed and distributed
from London, the French one in Paris, the German one in Bonn, and the
Italian version in Milan. In Italian, the magazine was called Prospetti. Dur-
ing its life it enjoyed considerable popularity with Italian readers.

The editors and small staffs of the different language editions of this
American-subsidized quarterly worked closely with the Cultural Attachés
of the American Embassies and the Cultural Affairs Officers outside the
capital cities. Fernanda Pivano-Sottsass, a well-known translator for
Garzanti, the Milan publisher of American fiction—from the early New
England writers to the Beat Generation—became the first Italian editor of
Prospetti. A protégée of the poet Cesare Pavese at the University of Turin
during World War II, Mrs. Pivano-Sottsass had been jailed by the Fascists
while in her twenties for having translated Ernest Hemingway’s A Fare-
well to Arms (Addio all’armi). Its portrayal of troops of the Italian Army
during World War I had irritated no less than Benito Mussolini.

Fernanda Pivano-Sottsass, a close friend to this day, relied on Marjorie
Forbes Ferguson and me in the early 1950s for suggestions as to which
contemporary American writers, still unknown to the Italian university
students and readers, should appear in the first numbers of Prospetti. We
persuaded her to include a selection of the poems of Wallace Stevens. I
suggested that two young Italian writers in Bologna, Alfredo Rizzardi and
Mario Pasi, would be capable of rendering Stevens’ imagery and ideas
into Italian. They edited an arts and letters quarterly in Bologna called
Archi, after “La Grassa’s” famed colonnades. Their subsequent transla-
tions may have been the very first versions of Stevens’ poetry in the lan-
guage of Dante. After the 1954 appearance of the Poggioli translations for
the Einaudi publication, Poggioli became the recognized expert on the
meaning of Wallace Stevens’ poetry in the Italian language.
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Elizabeth Mann Borghese, daughter of the great German novelist Tho-
mas Mann and widow of Giuseppe Antonio Borghese, Italy’s great anti-
Fascist essayist, novelist, and political activist (who died in 1952), succeeded
Mrs. Pivano-Sottsass in 1953 as the Editor of Prospetti. From Borghese’s
villa in Fiesole, outside Florence, she edited the next issues of the quar-
terly. Mrs. Borghese’s German background, in spite of her father ’s anti-
Nazi stance, did not endear her editing to Italian readers. They could not
understand why a German should direct a postwar U.S. Government–
sponsored cultural quarterly in Italian. They expected to see one of their
own, of the stature of Professor Carlo Izzo, editing the Italian-language
version of new writing from America.

Like the Marshall Plan and the Fulbright Scholarly Exchanges Program,
the dissemination of Perspectives in major European languages was a laud-
able U.S. Government rebuilding of educational and cultural bridges that
had been demolished, especially in the lands of recent “enemies.” The
concept of creating a global community of educated peoples, knowledge-
able and respectful of each others’ cultural mores and achievements, was
a commendable example of a postwar American idealism. Private and pub-
lic (taxpayers’) monies were combined to subsidize an American program
where writers of prose and poetry were as important as generals—a far
cry from the optic of today’s U.S. Congress and Executive Branch of gov-
ernment.

XXI

In 1942, after dropping out of Vassar College, Holly Stevens, following
a week of heavy drinking in New York City, returned to Hartford, Con-
necticut, to face her angry parents. She moved her things out of 118 West-
erly Terrace to a small apartment on Niles Street—a few hundred feet from
Wallace Stevens’ office at the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company.
Even though “patriotic” and well-paying jobs “for the war effort” were
then easy to get in the large aviation industries of Pratt & Whitney and
Hamilton Standard Propeller across the Connecticut River in East Hart-
ford, Holly—curiously—went to work for an insurance company. She be-
came a clerk at the block-long Aetna Life Insurance Company on
Farmington Avenue, a short walk from her new apartment. Male employ-
ees of the Aetna were being drafted into the armed services in large num-
bers. Holly told me that on the basis of her having had the equivalent of a
high school education, her beginning pay was $15.00 a week.

Holly met John Martin Hanchak,2 a friendly office equipment repair-
man who had avoided the draft, when he came to the Aetna to repair her
adding machine and service her Underwood typewriter. She told me that
she was attracted to Hanchak from this first encounter. When Holly and
John eloped, riding off in his truck to Pleasant Valley, N.Y., where they
were married by a justice of the peace on August 5, 1944, Wallace and
Elsie Stevens were miserable. Holly was afraid to take John Hanchak to
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118 Westerly Terrace. During the first two or three years that they seemed
happily married, Holly loyally defended John to her wealthier and “more
intellectual” friends. They both drank a lot of beer and were always in
need of money. Hanchak had an easy, relaxed, devil-may-care manner,
which he may have passed on to their sole offspring, a handsome son,
Peter Reed Hanchak, born on April 26, 1947.

Child-rearing in cramped quarters with insufficient money became a
stress for both young parents. To save money, Holly about this time had
one of her father’s employees at “The Hartford” named John McCone come
every other week to Niles Street to “do” her hair. McCone, also in his twen-
ties, had studied hairdressing at night to amplify his $15.00 a week pay.
After several months of not being paid, he complained to Holly. She nas-
tily told him to “skip it,” and threatened him—noting that with her father’s
known homophobia McCone was “lucky to have a job.” McCone, of course,
ceased going to Niles Street, told fellow employees at “The Hartford” that
the vice-president’s daughter was a “bitch of the first water,” and then
worried about his job.

Holly soon came to regard John Hanchak as a spoiled rich girl would a
toy. She had tired of her plaything. Among the newly married young
couples that drank beer with the Hanchaks at the Silver Tap on Main Street,
Hartford, and in Italian beer parlors in “Little Italy” on Front Street were
Harris G. and “Peggy” Monroe, Jr. and “Bob” and Elise Prentis. Both men
were talented editorial employees in the city room of The Hartford Times.
Holly, when drunk, would brag before their young wives of her ability to
“wreck” their marriages by maneuvering to sleep with the two husbands.
The seven-year union of John and Holly Hanchak legally ended on Sep-
tember 25, 1951, but to the beer-drinking close friends she reported that it
“had ended two years earlier.”

During the last five years of his life, Wallace Stevens seemed to recon-
cile himself to Holly’s marrying “beneath her station” (as he had done
when he married Holly’s mother and alienated his own father). The poet
came to enjoy the grandfather role that his declining health permitted
him to exercise too briefly. He wrote special poems about Holly’s
innocent progeny. Peter Reed Hanchak is today fifty years old, lives in
the south, and seems to have some genetic insights into his grandfather’s
complicated poetry.

Throughout her adult life, Holly Stevens had bouts of depression and
alcoholism. Her periods of bitterness seemed more continuous than those
that were sweet. Often, she seemed to me to hate men, make bad judg-
ments about men, be attracted to weak men she could dominate—often
like an angry bully. Her choice in mates after John Hanchak was based
more on ambition and security than on love. From her teens she had been
a closet poet, writing good poetry. We had written poems to one another,
and I have saved them.3 In her fifties and sixties, drunken poets, like my
government co-worker and Georgetown neighbor John Pauker, were close
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to her. When her father became seriously ill and she realized she would
never again have to worry about money, her reform set in. She became the
Keeper of the Flame, a gifted and scrupulous editor of Stevens’ exceed-
ingly interesting and vast correspondence and of his collected verse and
early journals. She developed an expertise in editing, saving for posterity
superb letters from Stevens’ father to his young poet/son, and those mar-
velously warm, witty, and sometimes testy letters that Wallace Stevens
wrote to a huge menagerie of friends.

She selected sufficient correspondence from the tedious amount of let-
ters on genealogy to show that his obsession to prove direct descent from
the first child born in New Amsterdam was important enough for him to
sacrifice all that time and energy that could have been devoted to creative
writing. Establishing Wallace Stevens for future eyes as the successful Ger-
man-American burgher/genius perhaps had become as much a goal of
the daughter as it had been for the poet himself.

At the last luncheon that Millie Silvestri and I had with Holly in Guilford,
shortly before she died of cancer, she in her sixties still seemed to me dev-
ilishly girlish and girlishly devilish. She chain-smoked, drank her vodka,
reminisced over those “wild times in Hartford when we were young,”
and when the fish restaurant bill arrived, in her usual languor said: “Let’s
go Dutch.”

A few weeks after that The Hartford Courant, in an editorial, lauded her.
In the long run, Holly Stevens had been the good daughter. She had saved
for the world the best of a difficult father—his words.

Critics, here and abroad, since 1955 have found at least thirteen ways of
looking at Wallace Stevens (Joan Richardson, Milton J. Bates, Glen G.
MacLeod, and others are among the most recent). But Holly had the van-
tage point. Hers was the fourteenth—the most intimate, the saddest, and
(for one who throughout her life had been sloppy and indifferent), the
most meticulous.

Unionville, Connecticut
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Notes

1 The Inadequate Landscape
(For Wallace Stevens)

What is there in this four-walled room
Which can now show me how I feel
And tell you clearly what I mean
When all its time and gathered space,
Its lamps, its books, its fireplace broom,
Its thick blue rug, its Chinese screen,
And all its furniture. . . . are real?

What is there in this mortal place
For speech, for telling long desires?

What can I call up to express
A foggy reminiscent haunt,
The pathos for an autumn limb,
When this room is stability,
And opposite my fantasy?

If, looking at a shooting star,
The mood is sketched in pale blue fire
Outlined in feathers which obsess
The sudden momentary whim,
Portraying flim-flam, love, or vaunt,
How can such sense, tactility,
Despatch emotions, all which are
Opposed to its reality?

Jack Crockett
(The Hartford Times, January 14, 1941)

2 John Martin Hanchak’s real surname is Hancak, a common surname of
families in Eastern Slovakia and Eastern Poland (near Cracow), or of those
who live either on the Southern or Northern ridges of the Low Tatra and High
Tatra Mountains, the southern section of which was once part of Sub-
Carpathian Ruthenia, seized by the Soviet Union after World War II and made
a part of what today is Ukraine. A diacritic would appear over the “c” called
a “hácek” or “hook,” like an inverted circumflex, to indicate the “ch” sound
of the name: Háncak. To facilitate the pronunciation of her new Slavic mar-
ried name, Holly, without any opposition from John, spelled their name
“Hanchak.” Some of us at the time suggested they go full-hog and change the
name to “Hancock.” Hancock might have been more acceptable to Wallace
and Elsie. Many in the Greater Hartford area with this Slavic surname, in

^

^
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towns with broad ethnic mixes like New Britain, Winsted, Torrington, and in
the Unionville section of my home town, Farmington, changed their names to
Hancock. In the Greater Hartford telephone directory today there are twenty-
one Hancocks; two families I know personally once were named Hancak. South
Windsor, Connecticut, still has a Bronnislau Hanchuk and Windsor Locks a
Heather Hanecak.

3 A Poem to Holly Stevens

Explain is, truly, to explain away,
Better the nebulous things unsaid,
What I felt for you I could not say,
Where tongue could not, body and hands instead
Have been loquacious, they have talked
And without a whispering persiflage
Have trapped you in your lair, stalked
Your garrulous camouflage.

For all you doted on the word beloved,
You had no anchorage, and languor
Over nauseating creme-de-menthe, but proved
You were a nitwit and without ardor.

Like art, love simply is, and cannot be defined,
But once explained seems oh-so-faraway.
Tourists in youth’s happy, homeless mind
We kidnapped one another, drove away
Where no mature sobriety impedes.
Daring the wildest currents in the glade,
Aloof, insensate, we were two wanton weeds
Against whom life itself had set an ambuscade.

I cannot now define my gypsy heart
Of those ten years ago, nor try to paint
The beautiful vacuity you were.
Why were you more to me than sinner-saint?
Was it because we never spoke,
Nor broke love’s silence that is almost art?

John Crockett, 1950



Ariadne’s Apron Strings:
Stevens and André Gide

ALISON RIEKE

The proverbial apron-strings have a devil of a firm hold on
me & as a result I am unhappy at such a distance from the
apron. I wish a thousand times a day that I had a wife. . . .

—Stevens, Journal, July 26, [1900]

I was never at Pontigny, though I was much in France in
those years between two wars. . . . Yet to anyone who knows
what French conversation can be at its best, it is not hard to
imagine what it was like at Pontigny.

—John Peale Bishop,
“Entretiens de Pontigny: 1943”

“Style is the man”; but we can say: style is, at least, two
men, or more precisely, man and his social grouping,
incarnated by its accredited representative, the listener, who
participates actively in the internal and external speech of
the first.

—Voloshinov/Bakhtin

IT IS NOT SURPRISING that Stevens’ provocative reference to “a
kind of sister of the Minotaur” (NA 52) in the essay “The Figure of
the Youth as Virile Poet,” delivered at Mount Holyoke College for

the Entretiens de Pontigny of 1943, has received puzzled attention from
scholars and critics.1 His audience at the conference included French and
Belgian refugees, as during World War II Mount Holyoke “was transformed
into the American equivalent of the twelfth-century monastery at Pontigny,
France” (Brazeau 181). American and European artists, poets, and phi-
losophers were brought together at South Hadley in much the same way
as “historian-critic Paul Desjardin had earlier brought the likes of Valéry,
Gide and Lytton Strachey to a converted monastery in the Loire valley”
(Brazeau 181).

This background and intellectual context would seem to have little to
do with “a kind of sister of the Minotaur.” The intriguing discussion grow-
ing up around this phrase focuses on issues of gender, Stevens’ muse, and
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his uneasy confrontation with the feminine (Brogan 3–22; Longenbach 222–
36; Leggett, Early Stevens 135–39). What Stevens hoped to convey through
his “inscription above the portal” (NA 60) addressed to an enigmatic muse
remains problematic in terms of the line of argument in “The Figure of the
Youth.”2 However, the potential connection between Stevens’ curious “in-
scription” and the occasion of the conference at Mount Holyoke is less
than remote. Through it, Stevens may implicitly respond to and even honor
a French intellectual who intrigued him at the time—André Gide.3

The first reference to the enigmatic figure of the “sister” appears in an
often-quoted passage, after Stevens has made the unsettling pronounce-
ment that “The centuries have a way of being male” (NA 52):

When we look back at the face of the seventeenth century, it is
at the rigorous face of the rigorous thinker and, say, the Miltonic
image of a poet, severe and determined. In effect, what we are
remembering is the rather haggard background of the incred-
ible, the imagination without intelligence, from which a younger
figure is emerging, stepping forward in the company of a muse
of its own, still half-beast and somehow more than human, a
kind of sister of the Minotaur. This younger figure is the intel-
ligence that endures. It is the imagination of the son still bear-
ing the antique imagination of the father. (NA 52–53)

Abstract even while it is allusive, the complex and densely figurative phras-
ing of this passage evokes the mythical Minotaur, offspring of Minos and
Pasiphae, who did have half-sisters: Ariadne, who devotedly gave Theseus
the thread or “clue” to find his way out of the Labyrinth after slaying the
beast, and Phaedra, who eventually married Theseus. Yet so far “a kind of
sister of the Minotaur” invites speculation and resists full analysis, in part
because Stevens’ figurative construction of her is both specific and vague,
both particular and generic.

The phrase “a kind of sister” has tended to lead critics away from con-
sidering its allusive, referential, or intertextual possibilities in relation to
the essay’s argument as a whole. As Stevens did not give her a proper
name, the identity of the “sister” has been confined to the realm of poetic
abstraction, removed from any particular tradition, but kept in the family
of Stevens’ own multifaceted feminine muse. Although commentary about
the mysterious “inscription” has opened up vital questions about our un-
derstanding of this essay—especially compelling are the questions about
gender and the poet’s conflicted masculine and feminine poetic identity—
critics almost exclusively focus on “a kind of” rather than the mythic “sis-
ter” Ariadne (and possibly Phaedra).4 Yet the Minotaur is named (“Minos”
+ “bull”: more a descriptive term than a proper name), and the roles of
Ariadne and Theseus are hinted at in the essay. Even a cursory identifica-
tion of the “sister” as Ariadne radically changes our understanding of these
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references. They need to be probed as a version of the myths surrounding
Theseus and Ariadne, and as a potential response to other texts. Several
variations on the myth were undoubtedly a part of Stevens’ general knowl-
edge at the time he wrote the essay.5 In a number of poems, Stevens con-
jures Shakespeare’s Theseus from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, echoing
the husband of Hippolyta who speaks of “The lunatic, the lover, and the
poet” and distrusts those men who “Are of imagination all compact” (MND
V.i.7–8; see Cook 67–68; for examples, see CP 25, 89, 441). Examining other
versions of the myth brings yet more information to bear on the perplex-
ing identity of the “sister” and on the ongoing critical discussion of Stevens’
“mystic muse” (NA 60): a side of his creative identity he recognizes as femi-
nine, and also an externalized, essentialized female muse.

Stevens’ “sister of the Minotaur” and his “inscription above the portal”
point toward an intriguing intertextual relationship with André Gide.
When he agreed to speak at the Entretiens de Pontigny at Mount Holyoke,
Stevens almost certainly knew that Gide had been to Pontigny in 1910 for
the décade, or ten-day conference attended by literary figures from all over
Europe. Moreover, at the time he wrote “The Figure of the Youth as Virile
Poet,” Stevens could well have been aware of a passage in Gide’s increas-
ingly prominent Journal that outlines his plan to base a story on the myth
of Theseus, Ariadne, the Labyrinth, and the Minotaur.

Before turning to Gide’s Journal, we should briefly examine the prob-
lematic line of argument in “The Figure of the Youth,” specifically with
regard to Stevens’ mysterious poetic inscription.6 In general, the first half
of the essay develops around Stevens’ comparison between the poet and
the philosopher, in a search for an adequate definition of poetry or “poetic
truth” (NA 53). The essay never arrives at a firm definition; Stevens con-
cludes early on that “The look of it [poetry] may change a little if we con-
sider not that the definition has not yet been found but that there is none”
(NA 43). However, after he has considered reason and imagination as the
primary modes used by philosophy and poetry to approach truth, Stevens
takes up issues in the later half of the essay involving his “virile poet” and
figure of the muse. He posits that “poetic truth is the truth of credible
things” (NA 53) in his “only extended discussion of poetry that is written
explicitly as a conflict of gender” (Leggett, Early Stevens 135): masculinity
is associated with a credible reality, femininity with the incredible and the
“imagination without intelligence” (NA 52).

As the essay progresses, Stevens reframes his initial reference to the
“sister” in an oracular, italicized form of direct address.7 Interpolated ut-
terances are delivered in the first person from the point of view of the
“virile poet,” though we must keep in mind that the poet is a “figure”—as
figurative a construction as the abstract metaphoric muse. Stevens notes
that “He is able to read the inscription on the portal” and speaks “so that
we can all hear him” (NA 62–63). Thus Stevens builds upon the first refer-
ence to “a kind of sister of the Minotaur,” the invocation punctuating the
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discussion twice more and then concluding the entire essay (see NA 60,
63, and 67). One version of the “inscription” rejects the “sister,” even while
it objectifies her as a female muse:

No longer do I believe that there is a mystic muse, sister of the
Minotaur. This is another of the monsters I had for nurse, whom I
have wasted. I am myself a part of what is real, and it is my own speech
and the strength of it, this only, that I hear or ever shall. (NA 60)

Critics equate the enigmatic muse with “the sister of the Minotaur”—
the first reference to her in the essay is fairly explicit in its identification of
“muse” with “sister” (see NA 52). In the passage above, however, an obvi-
ous grammatical ambiguity opens up questions about her function and
identity: “sister of the Minotaur,” functioning as an appositive for “mystic
muse,” makes them appear to be one and the same; but the virile poet
could be addressing the “sister” directly in the form of a speech or formal
invocation. More crucial to the potential referentiality of the passage is the
sentence “This is another of the monsters . . . whom I have wasted.” The
word “wasted” in this context carries the meaning of loss and failure (I
have wasted opportunities or have wasted those who have “nursed” me),
while it also suggests triumph, as in “laid waste to.” Since the two mean-
ings are antithetical, they force readers to balance irreconcilable ambigu-
ities in the meaning of this passage and the other “inscription[s].”
Moreover, the phrase also implies a kind of Theseus as the speaker of the
italicized utterances. The legends concerning Theseus, a prototype of vir-
ile bravery, enumerate his adventures and exploits as a hero who destroyed
monsters. From the passage above it seems reasonable to understand
Stevens’ virile poet as a type of Theseus. The poet as Theseus directly
addresses Ariadne, the “sister,” who betrayed her half-brother the Minotaur
by giving the hero the means of escaping the Labyrinth. Stevens’ overt
reference to the Minotaur makes it difficult to avoid his hints about Theseus
and Ariadne.

The “sister” undergoes a transformation from metaphor to personified
muse in the italicized passages, if we accept that the virile poet addresses
her verbally. He definitely addresses her at the close of the essay, though
Stevens confuses the direction of his speech. Stevens as eavesdropping
essayist hears “an intimation of what he [the poet] is thinking” and aims it
at a generalized mass, “us” (NA 67). However, the poet also asks the sister
to “hear me and recognize me as part of the unreal” (NA 67). She was first
introduced in the exposition as a complex trope, a “figure” like the virile
poet himself. In the italicized poetic insertions, Stevens’ use of conven-
tional invocation elevates her and gives her substance. Simultaneously,
Stevens redirects the poet’s speech outward toward an abstract audience,
constructed of those who share the virile poet’s thoughts, a kind of virile
audience rooted in reality and facts: “He is thinking of those facts of expe-
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rience of which all of us have thought” (NA 67; my emphasis). Stevens’
apparent need to annihilate rhetorically the feminine muse may be miti-
gated by his form of address to the “sister,” but not without the ambiguity
imposed by the dual direction of the virile poet’s speech.

Several critics have grappled with this muse’s “monstrosity”: she
emerges in “The Figure of the Youth” as a kind of Minotaur (or “she-wolf”
or “tigress”) through association if not direct kinship.8 As Jacqueline Bro-
gan claims, these figures are “the fantastic manifestations of his [Stevens’]
own feminine voice, or anima, repressed throughout most of his poetic
career” (8), and “the uncomposed and, therefore, potentially destructive
aspect of his creative energy is perceived or figured by Stevens as a (threat-
ening) woman” (8–9). I will argue, from a different angle, that even as a
kind of Ariadne this muse/sister has a monstrous aspect. Her particular
form of monstrosity changes in light of information from Gide’s Journal
providing an added intertextual dimension to Stevens’ “inscription.”

Stevens’ grammatical and poetic shift from trope to formal invocation
in “The Figure of the Youth” consolidates the role of the enigmatic, ab-
stract muse who is rejected, even if temporarily. From the passage I dis-
cuss above (NA 60) and the italicized section that follows it (NA 63), Stevens
would seem to have put the figure of the muse aside, dismissing her in a
gesture that will reflect the development of ideas through the remainder
of the essay. The essay appears to argue that an exchange with “the real”
will affirm the creative autonomy of the “virile poet” seeking to be free of
his dependency upon metaphoric muses: “I am myself a part of what is real
and it is my own speech and the strength of it, this only, that I hear or ever shall”
(NA 63). Stevens attempts to identify and eliminate an unreasonable or-
der; when the poet “accomplishes his purpose” he achieves “a moment of
victory over the incredible” (NA 53). That unreasonable order is identified
as feminine, depicted figuratively through the strange, shifting “inscrip-
tion above the portal” (NA 60). Turning away from imaginative uncertain-
ties, the male writer finds his way in a realm of factual particulars and
“real problems” (NA 39) that will properly “nurse” his creativity.

Near the close of the essay, Stevens continues to assert that the poet’s
“virility” is a part of his essential connection with the actual: “We have
been referring constantly to the simple figure of the youth, in his character
of poet, as virile poet. The reason for this is that if, for the poet, the imagi-
nation is paramount, and if he dwells apart in his imagination . . . the
masculine nature that we propose for one that must be the master of our
lives will be lost” (NA 66). The sexual construction of the youthful poet as
“virile” in conflict with the feminine imagination bifurcates the treatment
of gender in the essay; also, the essay’s argument (and the ambiguous
direction of the poet’s utterance to the “sister”) suggests that a masculine
reality will displace the feminine “mystic muse” as the virile poet’s source
of inspiration.
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Yet, countless times prior to this essay Stevens argues the contrary, that
imagination interacts with and masters (or fails to master) a reality fig-
ured as feminine. Generally speaking, in Stevens’ poetry, an erotic, femi-
nine reality is given the power to displace imagination: “A feme may come,
leaf-green, / Whose coming may give revel / Beyond revelries of sleep”
(CP 89). Instances of the reverse—an exclusively masculine reality—such
as that in “The Figure of the Youth” are rare. As Longenbach observes:
“Throughout his life, Stevens often described the source or ground of poetry
in feminine terms, implying that the detached masculine poet requires
the stability of ‘feminine’ reality” (229–30).9 In “The Figure of the Youth,”
reality annihilates imagination, masculinity vanquishes femininity, in what
appears for Stevens to be an uncharacteristic dismissal, an extreme posi-
tion that might be viewed as anomalous in relation to other versions of his
fictive muse.

This incommensurate position becomes yet more perplexing at the close
of the essay: after the virile poet’s apparent rejection of the “sister and
nurse,” Stevens reverses direction and reaffirms her power in the essay’s
final words. He has progressed through a contingent and metaphoric figu-
ration of “the sister” or “mystic muse,” a paradoxical verbal invocation of
her as a muse whom he rejects completely, and finally a reaffirmation of
her, again through formal invocation. At the close, her identity becomes
increasingly multifaceted and complex, even while it remains abstract,
now “sister,” “enigma,” “mask,” and “guide,” this last designation again
suggesting Ariadne:

Inexplicable sister of the Minotaur, enigma and mask, although I
am part of what is real, hear me and recognize me as part of the un-
real. I am the truth but the truth of that imagination of life in which
with unfamiliar motion and manner you guide me in those exchanges
of speech in which your words are mine, mine yours. (NA 67)

Rhetorically, Stevens’ choice of direct address to cap off the essay reaf-
firms the power of “the sister of the Minotaur” and her essential role in
the virile poet’s life. This progress intensifies the mysteriousness of the
figure even while it appears to confuse the direction of the essay as a whole.
It comes as no surprise that the closing has emerged as contradictory, con-
fused, and even tentative to some readers (see Brogan 9–10). This “conces-
sion . . . that the creation of poetry involves, finally, a feminization of a
kind” (Leggett, Early Stevens 137) seems to assert nothing more solid than
Stevens’ ambivalence about rejecting her outright.

At significant points in his career, Stevens opposes the practice of nam-
ing mythic figures in his poetic work. The “inscription[s]” function poeti-
cally within their prose context, and the mythic figure Ariadne may be “A
name for something that never could be named” (CP 381). Contrarily,
Stevens chooses to refer directly to the Minotaur, this running counter to
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the apparently abstract and figurative intent of the passages. Both the “sis-
ter” and the Minotaur would seem to function as abstract concretions, she
a poetic “guide” into the heart of the labyrinth, he the monster that the
poet/hero must subdue to prove his virility. The fact that Stevens names
the beast impels us toward these passages as allusion and intertext. “The
Figure of the Youth” contains a number of sources and identified quota-
tions—Stevens cites some twenty French figures in a sixty-minute talk—
primarily direct references to the reading that provided background for
his ideas. Obviously, the italicized shifting “inscription” is not overtly al-
lusive; Stevens is often indirect and secretive in his method of responding
to and incorporating other texts, especially where his poetry is concerned
(Vendler 44–60; Cook 3–22).

Michael Riffaterre has observed that “Intertextual connection takes place
when the reader’s attention is triggered by . . . clues . . . by intratextual
anomalies—obscure wordings, phrasings that the context alone will not
suffice to explain“ (627). The contradictions and ambiguities expressed in
Stevens’ “inscription” make us suspect that there is a missing intertext,
one that might help us grasp something more of its potential significance.
Explicit evidence demonstrates that Gide’s Journal had captured Stevens’
interest at the time he conceived “The Figure of the Youth,” and a strong
potential link may well exist between the “sister of the Minotaur” and
material in André Gide’s Journal of 1911.

Placing Stevens’ essay beside Gide’s remarks on the projected compo-
sition of his story Thésée, we confront a possible instance of intertextuality
in Stevens’ work, one that has probative value in exploring how the poet
responds to writers at specific points in his career.10 Making a connection
between Stevens and Gide may help resolve some of the existing confu-
sion about the argumentative direction of “The Figure of the Youth as Vir-
ile Poet,” even while this connection suggests new problems in our
understanding of Stevens and gender.

In a letter to Hi Simons on 29 March 1943, Stevens responded to ques-
tions about “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction”: “Mr. Church tells me that
there is a character called Aspirin in Gide or somewhere else. No relation”
(L 445). Such a flat denial might deflect or discourage any notion of a po-
tential association between Stevens and Gide; in his correspondence,
Stevens makes similar denials about other writers.11 However, evidence
points to a rich, though indirect, literary association between Gide and
Stevens—and between Stevens and the French intellectual community in
general—during the war years. “The Figure of the Youth” was conceived
and written during a time when “Stevens watched closely . . . as Church
agonized over—and finally, sadly rejected—a proposal made by no less
impressive a threesome than Malraux, Gide, and Claudel to restart Mesures”
(Filreis 106). As distant and transcontinental as this association might have
been, Stevens clearly pondered the concerns and wartime experience of
French and European intellectuals in exile. Noting the high number of
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French figures cited in the talk, Filreis remarks that Stevens “would also
please them by referring to a recent review of a book on Gide by Klaus
Mann,” son of Thomas Mann and a German refugee (109).12

By January of 1944, direct evidence of Stevens’ esteem for André Gide
appears in a letter to Henry Church, who acted as an intermediary be-
tween Stevens and his French contacts (see Filreis 100–10): “It would please
me very much if you were to send a copy of NOTES to Andre Gide; now
that his Journal has taken the place of Flaubert’s Letters, I have been think-
ing that I should like to have a complete set of the whole thing” (L 461).
Stevens refers here to his Cummington Press edition of “Notes toward a
Supreme Fiction” (1942). Church was ready to send it to Gide in Algiers
(Filreis 106); that he received the copy has been confirmed by Fernand
Auberjonois (Filreis 312 n 48). The complimentary gesture of sending
“Notes”—with the suggestion of intellectual exchange (he will have my
“Notes”; I would like his “Journal”)—demonstrates Stevens’ growing admi-
ration, a respect for Gide confirmed by remarks in the letters through the
second half of the 1940s and early 1950s,13 and by Stevens’ acquisition of a
number of books by and about Gide published in the early 1950s. These
included Roger Martin du Gard’s Recollections of André Gide, Justin O’Brien’s
Portrait of André Gide: A Critical Biography, and Madeleine—Gide’s intimate
journal about his problematic, though abiding and devoted, relationship
with his wife (Moynihan 87, 92, 94).

This gesture of sending “Notes” to Gide postdates Stevens’ composi-
tion and delivery of “The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet,” but, during
the early 1940s, we detect Stevens’ deepening interest in Gide’s Journal,
through his expressed desire to purchase the complete set of volumes,
presumedly the 1939 or 1942 edition.14 Dating from the time he first men-
tions his wish to own the volumes, we can assume that Stevens already
had access to and was reading this material. The Journal was published in
segments from early in Gide’s life and then issued complete in 1939 (Jour-
nal 1889–1939). Church recommended to Stevens an article discussing
Gide’s Journal, Frank Jones’s “Writers and Defeat,” appearing in the March–
April 1942 issue of Partisan Review.15 Stevens delivered “The Figure of the
Youth” in August 1943 and first published it in the Autumn 1944 issue of
the Sewanee Review. In effect, the earliest evidence of Stevens’ demonstrated
interest in Gide’s Journal coincides with his conception and composition
of the essay.16

Moreover, Stevens read critical responses that express high praise for
the Journal, stressing its tremendous impact on Gide’s career as a writer.
Stevens quotes Enid Starkie’s review of Klaus Mann’s André Gide and the
Crisis of Modern Thought in “The Figure of the Youth” (see NA 64). Both
Mann’s study and Starkie’s review affirm the central position of the Jour-
nal among Gide’s accomplishments. Mann states that “his work would be
fragmentary without his diary. . . . [T]o know Gide we must know his
journal. Far from being an accessory, it is an essential—the heart and cen-
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ter of his creative effort” (167). Similarly impressed, Starkie writes: “The
portrait which emerges from his Journal—his greatest work and the one
best suited to his particular talent—is that of a man of rare delicacy, gentle-
ness and sympathy“ (339). Considering that Stevens was attracted to Gide’s
work, and that he himself would be speaking at the Entretiens de Pontigny,
he could well have been aware of Gide’s 1910 entry in the Journal on
Pontigny (see Journal: 1889–1912, 371).17

More intriguing, however, are Gide’s comments early in the Journal about
his plan to write the story of Theseus. In an entry for the year 1911, he
offered an outline of what, for him, was the crucial content of this myth:18

Créüse ou la femme de Loth; l’une s’attarde, l’autre regarde
en arrière, ce qui est la pire façon de s’attarder.

C’est aussi Ariane qui fait, après qu’il a tué le Minotaure,
Thésée revenir au point d’où il était parti.

Il n’y a pas de plus grand cri de passion que celui-ci:

Et Phèdre au Labyrinthe avec vous descendue
Se serait avec vous retrouvée ou perdue.

Mais la passion l’aveugle; au bout de quelques pas, en vérité,
elle se serait assise, ou bien aurait voulu revenir en arrière —
ou enfin se serait fait porter.

Dans le Thésée il faudra marquer cela — le fil à la patte, soit
dit vulgairement. Il voudrait, après avoir dompté le Minotaure,
continuer. — Il est tenu — contraint de revenir.

(Gide, Journal: 1889–1912, 419)

[Creusa or Lot’s wife; one tarries and the other looks back,
which is a worse way of tarrying.

It is also Ariadne who, after he has killed the Minotaur, makes
Theseus return to the point from which he started.

There is no greater cry of passion than this:

And Phaedra having braved the Labyrinth with you
Would have been found with you or lost with you.

But passion blinds her; after a few steps, to tell the truth, she
would have sat down, or else would have wanted to go back—
or even would have made him carry her.

In the Thésée this must be brought out—the apron-string, to
express it vulgarly. After having conquered the Minotaur, he
would like to go on.—He is held—obliged to return.]

(Gide, Journals, vol. I: 1889–1913, trans. O’Brien, 301–02)

In this highly suggestive passage, Gide mentions, for the first time, his
intention to write the story of Theseus, a task he did not complete until
1944; Thésée did not appear in print until 1946.19 (Stevens obtained a copy
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of the 1950 translation of Gide’s Oedipus and Theseus [see Moynihan 87]).
And while Gide had commented on this projected story at various points
in his ongoing Journal, the entry for the year 1911 contains the pertinent
information that was likely to have drawn Stevens’ attention. Stevens’
construction of the muse as “a kind of sister of the Minotaur” and his
problematic rejection of this feminine “guide” resembles Gide’s particu-
larized reading of Ariadne’s role. In Gide’s entry, the hero must return to
Ariadne after he has slain the Minotaur, and Gide stresses an aversion to
that inevitable return. By assisting Theseus, Ariadne subjugates him by
way of his implied obligation to her: “he would like to go on.—He is held—
obliged to return.” Thus, for Gide, Ariadne clearly represents a feminine
force impinging upon the hero’s liberty.

Gide quotes Racine’s Phèdre,20 and certainly Stevens was also aware of
this other half-sister of the Minotaur who became Theseus’ eventual wife.
This reference might potentially complicate the identity of Stevens’ muse
in his essay; however, his abstract construction primarily evokes Ariadne.
In Gide’s journal entry, the feminine figure threatens masculine autonomy
because she waits at the “portal,” the entrance and exit to the Labyrinth.
More pointedly, Theseus is tied to Ariadne by the famous thread, “le fil à
la patte,” which strongly evokes a fetter or tether that restricts his liberty
(O’Brien’s translation of this phrase as “apron-string” heightens the gen-
der-specific implications of Ariadne’s means of helping Theseus return
from slaying the Minotaur). However unfortunate a construction of
Ariadne’s assistance, Gide equates the metonymic thread of Ariadne with
an unwanted obligation and loss of masculinity. In his journal entry, Gide
also finds Racine’s Phèdre to be a burden: had she entered the Labyrinth,
she would have been blinded by her own passion and “made him carry
her,” though hers “is no greater cry” (trans. O’Brien, Journals, vol. I, 302).
In the logic of Gide’s remarks in the Journal (and this is borne out in his
finished story Thésée), Ariadne becomes monstrous to Theseus because
she expects him to return to her. Ironically, for her devotion and willing-
ness to destroy her half-brother she earns Theseus’ distaste.21

Of course, Stevens’ use of language in the progress of the “inscription”
is not so explicit. While evidence strongly suggests that Stevens would
have known Gide’s entry, a direct link between the two texts must remain
speculative. Nevertheless, the argumentative direction of Stevens’ essay
implies a discomfort similar to Gide’s with the feminine “guide” (and, in
general, with a feminization of the male poet). In his highly abstract ren-
dering of the myth, Stevens, like Gide, addresses the problem of the femi-
nine muse who waits at the entrance to the Labyrinth. The fact that Theseus
and the “virile poet” must inevitably return to a kind of Ariadne, after she
has sapped his masculinity by giving him the means to overcome the
monster, transforms her into a kind of monster, ironically “proving” her
kinship with the Minotaur. By way of the shifting “inscription,” Stevens
underscores the poet’s unwanted dependence upon a feminized imagina-
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tion. He attempts to escape this dependency by denying the female’s power
to assist, guide, or inspire him—and as the underlying myth suggests,
help him survive. Stevens then admits her power at the close of the essay,
but that power seals the virile poet’s fate—his inevitable return to her. He
concedes that “The poet . . . will decide to do as the imagination bids,
because he has no choice, if he is to remain a poet. Poetry is the imagina-
tion of life” (NA 65).

It is not surprising that the final evocation of the muse in “The Figure of
the Youth” has appeared provisional, ambivalent, and even contradictory
to many readers. Within the course of this essay, Stevens draws an un-
avoidable conclusion that there can be no final liberty from the feminine,
either that part of himself he identifies as feminine or an externalized
muse.22 However, through a trick of rhetoric, Stevens accomplishes a seem-
ingly triumphant mastery of the feminine imagination as he introduces
the final invocation: “in the radiant and productive atmosphere with which
we have surrounded him,” we hear “an intimation of what he [the virile
poet] is thinking as he reflects on the imagination of life, determined to be its
master and ours” (NA 67; my emphasis). In this stubborn effort to limit the
power of the muse, “The feminine imagination acquires a virile speech
through the poet who is in touch with the credible” (Leggett, Early Stevens
138).

After looking at Stevens’ Ariadne in the light of Gide’s remarks about
this myth, we see emerging a plausible explanation for the confusing ar-
gument in “The Figure of the Youth.” If Stevens’ puzzling evocation of “a
kind of sister of the Minotaur” is understood as an intertextual response
to Gide’s version of the myth, then his problematic handling of the femi-
nine in the context of the essay makes more sense. However, the role of
the “sister” remains powerfully disturbing in terms of Stevens’ construc-
tion of the muse over the course of his career and does not settle easily
into his canon. Elsewhere, Stevens does probe the issue of freedom and
feminine restraint. In “Farewell to Florida” Stevens frames the poet’s es-
cape from his Floridean paramour as a desire to be “free” of “Her mind,”
that “bound me round” (CP 117). Yet the masculine north to which the
poet returns is no less binding and devouring: “a slime of men in crowds . . .
/ . . . will bind / Me round” (CP 118). This trope of geography and climate
is familiar in Stevens’ poetry and depends upon seasonal mutability and
the poet’s restless desire for change, death, and renewal. Stevens’ vari-
ously figured erotic muses of reality can be both creative and destruc-
tive—for instance, his woman of summer, “a woman in threadless gold
[who] / Burns us with brushings of her dress” (CP 445). The figure of
death as a witchlike, devouring mother and queen in “Madame La Fleurie”
nurtures only to destroy the masculine poetic imagination; she is “the
earth,” “the waiting parent” ready to “Weight him down” (CP 507). Con-
structed within a trope of feminine imagination severed from masculine
reality, the “sister of the Minotaur” and lover of Theseus becomes a figure
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who may remain problematic in ongoing discussions of Stevens’ multi-
faceted muse, certainly those in the family of his “green queens,” and even
those constructed as savage or primitive (see, for instance, “Esthétique du
Mal,” CP 321–22).

While it is Stevens’ tendency to repeat and rework poetic subjects, im-
ages, and tropes, the myth of Ariadne and Theseus is not given such em-
phasis elsewhere in his poetry or prose. His versions of Theseus harken
back to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and no instances of the word “laby-
rinth” appear in his poetry (though he once refers to “the master of the
maze” in the opening of “The Auroras of Autumn” [CP 411]). For all the
reference he makes to weaving, thread, and garments, it is not Ariadne’s
thread that preoccupies him (see for instance “The Dwarf,” “Puella
Parvula,” or “What We See Is What We Think”). By contrast, his various
constructions of Penelope waiting for Odysseus’ return offer a persistent
and compelling mythic figuration of the feminine.23 The unique appear-
ance of an abstract Ariadne underlines the fact that Stevens tailored this
figure for the composition of the piece. It reflects the context of its occa-
sion, Stevens’ intellectual concerns at the time, and his readings for the
essay. The “sister” might be said to be a distant cousin of his enigmatic
muse, who, because of Stevens’ desire to make a French connection, be-
came appropriate for the time and place of the Entretiens de Pontigny.

How might we then describe the type of intertextuality engaged in here?
Through direct quotation Stevens refers to a number of French writers
and philosophers in “The Figure of the Youth.” However, he does not quote
Gide—this particular dialogic dimension of the “inscription” is implicit
and finally speculative. Yet through Stevens’ poetically rendered inser-
tions, Gide’s discourse may receive material corroboration and be sum-
moned forth as a variation on the myth of the Minotaur. Gide’s outlined
version of the myth appears to provide a backbone or structural principle
for Stevens’ development of one of the essay’s central concerns: the virile
poet’s supposed “victory over the incredible” through his rejection of the
feminine; then his inevitable return to her and his qualified reaffirmation
of the fact that he is not “free” of the feminine.

Further, Stevens chooses to possess or collect, as he gathers other French
intellectuals for the essay, Gide’s text, make it his own, vary it, and even
cloak it in abstraction. He may be seeking an identification with another
writer, making Gide’s Journal “interior” to his own text, thus making it
“safe for his consumption”—an intriguing twist on this particular instance
of Stevens’ indirection and secrecy (Lentricchia 232). Yet Stevens does not
“withdraw” Gide’s Journal “from the social network in which it was em-
bedded” (Lentricchia 232). Rather, Stevens’ interest in the Ariadne figure
at this time in his career, along with his documented appreciation of the
Journal, may tacitly affirm Gide’s prominence in a literary community
threatened and displaced by the reality of war. In turn Stevens would like
to carve out a position for himself within that revered community exiled
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from the real Pontigny, in effect to become a Frenchman in Mount Holyoke
by writing his version of a Frenchman’s text.24 The American poet would
have liked to imagine himself at a conference in Pontigny: “Stevens was
never more pleased than when he could imagine his ideas working in the
French matrix” (Filreis 106).25 Having given a copy of “Notes toward a
Supreme Fiction” to Gide, Stevens must have been curious about Gide’s
response to his own work and would have appreciated the Frenchman’s
esteem.

The pleasure of agreeing with Gide, which might in turn elicit Stevens’
imagined pleasure of Gide’s reading him, may lie at the heart of this in-
stance of intertextuality. Stevens’ assimilation of Gide, then, could be said
to be “passive” (Todorov 70–71), in that Stevens agrees (at least when he
wrote “The Figure of the Youth”) with Gide’s construction of a kind of
Ariadne. Stevens does not wish to debate or evaluate that construction.
We might even conclude that he intentionally created a highly abstract,
unidentified version of Gide that demonstrates “reinforcement by fusion”
(Todorov, quoting Bakhtin, 74).26 The first voice, Gide’s, is realized and
partially transformed for the thematic underpinning it provides in the
essay, but not inverted and only partially appropriated as Stevens’ own.
Stevens is certainly no disciple, but in a shrewd, indirect recognition of
Gide, he pays a kind of homage.

Also implicit within the elevated poetic construction of the “inscrip-
tion” may be a conventional literary affirmation of Gide’s reading of the
myth. The poetic form Stevens gives his version—within its expository
context—may confer honor upon Gide’s sketchy outline for a story he
would not write for over thirty years. Stevens creates, within his essay, a
literary and poetic framework for a provisional text, itself a highly intrigu-
ing response to Gide’s Journal—keeping in mind that Stevens had already
read the critical assessment that it was among Gide’s greatest accomplish-
ments (Mann 167; Starkie 339). In Gide’s career, the pre-text in the Journal
may be as compelling as the completed Thésée.

Underscoring the limits Stevens places on feminine power at the close
of the essay, we might also conclude that Gide’s voice leaks through
Stevens’ uncharacteristic rejection of the feminine muse in favor of a virile
encounter with reality.27 The virile poet’s concession to the female who
provided the clue to survival in the labyrinth may be a gesture more Gide’s
than Stevens’. If we read forward to Gide’s completed Thésée, the hero’s
rejection of a cloying Ariadne is drawn with explicit cruelty. Her potential
“monstrosity” in Stevens’ version will continue to make us uneasy.

The mythic intertext in “The Figure of the Youth” reflects a construc-
tion of the feminine that, at the very least, confuses Stevens’ own. Argu-
ably, Stevens’ attempt to embrace virile autonomy in “The Figure of the
Youth” is a logical extension—or an excessive version—of impulses present
in his work since “Sunday Morning” (see Leggett, Early Stevens 133–41;
Lentricchia 154–58). Early in his career, the poet had already envisioned a
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virile paradise: “Supple and turbulent, a ring of men / Shall chant in orgy
on a summer morn” (CP 69). However, the “sister of the Minotaur” seems
only remotely related to the questing woman (seeking freedom from con-
straint no less) in “Sunday Morning,” though we might contextualize the
“sister” within the body of Stevens’ achievement in this way.

The strange, shifting “inscription above the portal” in “The Figure of
the Youth” has mystified readers; yet its intertextual dimension can help
to clarify the argumentative direction of the essay. It is probable that Stevens
tried out a figurative device he found compelling precisely because he
was interested in Gide and the intellectual community Gide represented
to him. The figure of the “sister” gains admittance into Stevens’ family of
queens, mothers, spouses, paramours, and muses when the poet acknowl-
edges his sympathy with a male writer and by extension with a “virile”
intellectual community in touch with “facts of experience” (NA 67).

Yet as B. J. Leggett reminds us in his discussion of the Nietzschean
intertext, “the relation between source and text is always problematic, never
a matter of simple cause and effect” (Early Stevens 16). Making a case for
an intertextual connection between Gide and Stevens, at this particular
point in the poet’s career, obviously raises critical questions about source
study and the historical coincidence of Stevens’ and Gide’s involvement
with the Entretiens de Pontigny, France in 1910 and Mount Holyoke in
1943. To some readers, my argument here will suggest no more than a
fortuitous paralleling of texts. However, I have concluded that a direct
link between the two texts is not only plausible but also useful in opening
up Stevens to more speculation about the potential intertextuality of his
work. André Gide was deeply invested in conflicts that would touch a
chord in Stevens: freedom and fidelity, order and adventure, conventional
morality and passionate expression. At times, Stevens, like Gide, was
haunted by a restless recognition that ordinary reality—the settled choices,
the female quotidian, his fidelity to the apron-strings, as it were—had
hemmed in his engagement of life and his art.28 It should not surprise us
that Gide’s mode of expressing and acting out his own disquiet in the
Journal fascinated the American, this provocative encounter speaking from
within Stevens’ conflicted engagement of masculine and feminine, fact
and imagination, in “The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet.”

University of Cincinnati
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 Notes

1 The essay was then published in the Sewanee Review 52.4 (Autumn 1944): 508–
29. I would like to thank the Charles Phelps Taft Memorial Fund, University of
Cincinnati, for its generous support of my work on this article.

2 For background information on the conference for which Stevens wrote and
delivered the essay, see Filreis 98–100.

3 References and sources in “The Figure of the Youth” have helped pinpoint
areas of Stevens’ interest at the time he wrote the piece, but few have been help-
ful in our understanding of the “inscriptions” and the figure of the muse. An
important source, Henri Focillon’s The Life of Forms in Art (see Leggett, Wallace
Stevens and Poetic Theory 142–72), may have provided a foundation for Stevens’
interest in “labyrinthine” form. See Focillon on “the system of the series” and
“the system of the labyrinth” (20).

4 Discussions of “the sister” as an abstract feminine force appear in Brogan 9–
10; Longenbach 229–30, 235–36; and Leggett, Early Stevens 135–38. Cook point-
edly discusses “the sister” as Ariadne in “The Function of Riddles at the Present
Time”: “The familiar sister of the Minotaur [in Stevens’ essay] is, of course, Ariadne,
‘la tua sorella,’ as Dante calls her (Inferno, xii, 20)” (330). Fisher describes Stevens’
abstract, compound, and often “nameless” muse by evoking many mythic, bibli-
cal, and Jungian figures (56–57), including a “half-savage, half-divine Ariadne-
figure” (58). Carroll states that the speaker of the “inscriptions” addresses Ariadne,
and he discusses Theseus’ desertion of her (96–97). The myths surrounding
Phaedra are not crucial to my argument.

5 A number of classical and literary versions would have been common knowl-
edge to Stevens, for instance Plutarch’s Theseus, Ovid’s account in Metamorphoses
VIII and Heroides IV, and Racine’s Phèdre.

6 Generally speaking, the direction of the essay has confused readers and
opened Stevens up to the charge of “being knottily allusive, rarefied, monoto-
nous, aimless, unreal, and even uncommunicative. . . . Even admirers of Stevens’s
prose, like the poet Richard Eberhart, have viewed the Mount Holyoke paper as
typifying Stevens’s indirectness, his ‘indecision’ and ‘lack of resolution’—at worst,
so rhetorically conditional as to be self-contradictory; at best, so ‘intelligently con-
ditional’ as to go nowhere when it seems appropriate to stand still” (Filreis 99).

7 In a letter to Herbert Weinstock (30 July 1951, L 723–24), Stevens discusses
the choice of typefaces for The Necessary Angel. That the quotations and
“inscription[s]” are italicized is apparently the result of manuscript preparation.
While the italics did not seem crucial to Stevens, he approved of them, appar-
ently for their visual enhancement of the book, and offered to pay for the expense
of printing with inset passages in italics (see L 724).

8 Fisher explores the dark side of Stevens’ paramour (54–63). MacLeod gener-
ally refers to the Jungian mythic associations evoked by “the sister” (153); he also
discusses the influence of Picasso’s Minotaur series upon Surrealism, showing
how this depiction of monstrosity may have had an impact upon “The Man with
the Blue Guitar” (75–77). Leggett (Early Stevens 135–38) and Longenbach (229–31;
235–36) focus upon the problematic division of masculine from feminine but do
not directly take up the issue of feminine monstrosity. Leggett addresses the nega-
tive connotations associated with “false imagination” (Early Stevens 137–38).
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9 Of course, exceptions to this generality occur and deserve more attention
than I can give them here. For example, see “Farewell without a Guitar” which
specifically refers to “male reality” and “that other and her desire” (OP 125).

10 I use the term “intertextuality” as it is suggested by Bakhtin’s studies and
used by Kristeva, i. e., that it is the transposition of one or more systems of signs
into another, accompanied by a new articulation of the enunciative and denota-
tive position. However, Kristeva discounts matters of influence by one writer on
another and “source criticism.” I have chosen to adopt the less constraining posi-
tion of Laurent Jenny in “The Strategy of Form”: “Contrary to what Kristeva says,
intertextuality in the strict sense is not unrelated to source criticism: it designates
not a confused, mysterious accumulation of influences, but the work of transfor-
mation and assimilation of various texts that is accomplished by a focal text which
keeps control over the meaning” (39–40). I will not argue the merits of the vari-
ous positions on intertextuality; rather, I follow Leggett’s example (Early Stevens,
chapters 1 and 2, 1–51) and use a composite approach that helps us with Stevens.
Both source study and the social element of intertextuality are surely pertinent to
Stevens’ essay: he was learned, an avid reader, and he responds to specific texts
in his own work, through allusion, echo, and a variety of other direct and indirect
methods; yet in responding to Gide and other writers, Stevens acknowledges a
literary community.

11 Leggett discusses Stevens’ denial of interest in Nietzsche as an indication of
Freudian “negation,” in which the reverse meaning is implied by the statement
(Early Stevens 44). Such denials are typical of Stevens and must be taken into ac-
count when examining the intertextual dimension of his work.

12 The quotation comes from a review of Mann’s André Gide and the Crisis of
Modern Thought by Enid Starkie (339).

13 For more information on Stevens and Gide in the 1950s, see Coyle and Filreis
(28, 58, 84, 185–87, 193–94, 200, 201). This material primarily reveals Feo’s views
about Gide and postdates the period of interest here; thus, I do not pursue the
references to Gide in this correspondence. However, Filreis and Coyle’s comments
underline Gide’s importance, and indicate that, by the late 1940s, he had become
a topic of contention between Stevens and Feo (185–87).

14 Gide allowed parts of his Journal to appear in print from early in his career. It
was issued complete up to 1939 by Bibliothèque de la Pléiade. It was again up-
dated and published in 1942. Gallimard published another edition in 1951 which
again brought the Journal up to date. It spans Gide’s life, beginning in 1889. Prior
to writing and publishing “The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet” in 1943–44,
Stevens would probably be reading either the 1939 or the 1942 editions. We can
be reasonably certain that Stevens owned an edition of Gide’s Journal. While the
checklists of Stevens’ books at the Huntington do not list Gide’s Journals (see
Bates; Moynihan), Filreis and Coyle state that “Stevens had been collecting the
volumes of Gide’s Journal . . .” (186). For a concise composition and publication
history of the Journal see Girard (152–57).

15 Filreis comments that, through this article, Stevens learned of Gide’s Journal
(102).

16 The evidence of Stevens’ ongoing interest in Gide and his familiarity with
the Journal solidifies from 1948 to 1950, when Stevens’ openly admiring refer-
ences to Gide in letters to Barbara Church confirm his approval (see L 602, 670).
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17 Gide’s entry reads as follows: “At Pontigny: How ridiculous we are! Already
I have such trouble in taking myself seriously when I am alone. . . . Each one of us
here looks to me as if he were in the tailor’s fitting-room, surrounded by mirrors
reflecting one another, and seeking in the minds of others his multiplied image.
In spite of oneself, one assumes a pose; one throws out one’s chest; one would
like so much to see oneself from the back!” (Journals, trans. O’Brien, vol. 1, 267).
Though any parallel between Gide and Stevens is highly speculative here, Gide’s
remarks might remind us of Stevens’ self-conscious public persona at Mount
Holyoke. He was reported to have maintained his distance from colleagues and
the audience (see Brazeau 184).

18 Stevens would have been reading Gide’s French; the Journal in its entirety
was not translated until 1947–51 by Justin O’Brien.

19 See remarks about its composition and completion in Journals, vol. III: 1928–
1939; trans. O’Brien (140 n 4, 190 n 71).

20 Articulating the hazards of looking back or tarrying, Gide first makes glanc-
ing allusions to the mythical Creusa, who delayed as she left the burning city of
Troy and disappeared in the flames, and the Biblical story of Lot’s wife, who
looked back at the destruction of Sodom and became a pillar of salt (Genesis
19:15–26). These female figures are only tangentially important to his own pro-
jected story and do not appear to play a role in Stevens’ essay.

21 Gide’s slant resembles Hippolytus’ characterization of Theseus as both noble
and ignoble in Racine’s Phèdre; he recounts Theseus’ exploits and his tendency to
abandon women (see I.90–93).

22 Longenbach’s treatment of this issue is intriguing: “Stevens is able to out-
line firmer distinctions between masculinity and femininity in ‘The Figure of the
Youth,’ but as soon as those distinctions are established in the hero poems, they
break down, and it becomes impossible for him to say that it must be masculine
without saying that it must be feminine as well” (236).

23 See, for instance, Lentricchia’s discussion of the figure of Penelope in Stevens’
late poetry (239–44).

24 Lentricchia’s notion of Stevens as collector is pertinent here, except that the
poet’s aesthetic “consumption” of texts involves a more complex response than
that of “gourmandizing” material possessions—tea, good cheese, Rhine wine,
“lots of books,” etc.—“The endless substitutes that money can buy, the speciality
market of supreme fictons” (229).

25 To further support this point, Stevens acknowledged his gratification at hav-
ing pleased Jean Wahl, who had belonged to the prewar Parisian circle that in-
cluded Valéry and Gide, and who had invited him to Mount Holyoke: “At the
end of 1942, Wahl had finished working with ‘Notes’ and wrote a letter to Church
praising it. . . . Stevens wrote Church that he was ‘most content, in the French
sense of that word, to have pleased Jean Wahl’ ” (Filreis 106). Yet Stevens kept his
distance: “He [Jean Wahl] is precisely the sort of person that I should like to have
down over weekends, talking about a thousand things. . . . But that is out of the
question” (Letter to Henry Church, 10 November 1943, Huntington Library;
quoted in Brazeau [186]).

26 Readers might further distinguish between forms that are intentional and
those that are not (Todorov 74).
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27 However, it is important to note that the result of Stevens’ intertextuality is
often refutation, or argument with another voice. Moynihan comments, in “Check-
list, Second Purchase,” that “A perusal of Stevens’ own comments in the marginalia
of the Huntington’s first purchase shows that he usually marked to refute, only
secondarily to assimilate, and almost never to imitate. His stance before a text
was dialectical: he questioned everything and rejected more than he accepted”
(76).

28 I do not delve into matters concerning Stevens’ biography, but the poet (like
Gide [see Mann 28]) always returned home and recognized his need for “the
apron string.” Early in his adult life Stevens wrote, “I am certainly a domestic
creature, par excellence. It is brutal to myself to live alone. . . . I begin to feel the
vacuum that wives fill” (L 43). See Bates’s sensitive and reasonable coverage of
Stevens’ relationship with Elsie in The Mythology of Self (49–82).
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Ships in the Night:
Stevens and The Mt. Desert

STEVEN RICHMAN

THOUGH MOST SCHOLARS surmise that Wallace Stevens lacked
courtroom experience, I have recently discovered what appears to
be the only reported decision in a case handled by Stevens. Since

the overwhelming majority of cases then as now are resolved without
written opinions, or by unpublished rulings of the court, only those cases
deemed significant are generally published for use as precedent. Although
it cannot be determined whether Stevens physically appeared before the
judge for argument, the evidence suggests that he actively litigated a mo-
tion in an otherwise run-of-the-mill matter and had direct concourse with
the judge and with his adversary.

The opinion, In re The Mt. Desert, was an admiralty decision issued Feb-
ruary 3, 1911, from the federal court in Brooklyn. The case originally in-
volved a dispute between Consolidation Coal Co. and Beebe Steamboat
Co. over coal provided by Consolidation Coal Co. to Beebe Steamboat Co.
for use on the steamer, The Mt. Desert. Because of admiralty procedures,
Consolidation Coal Co. was able to have The Mt. Desert seized and held as
collateral pending resolution of its claim for the money for the coal. The
case lasted for years and, although Stevens’ employer, The American Bond-
ing Co., provided a surety bond for the release of the boat and ultimately
paid Consolidation Coal Co. the sum of $1,532.64 for the value of the coal
plus interest, it disputed payment of $121.98 in costs and payment of in-
terest on the costs.

As lawyer for The American Bonding Co., which issued the surety bond
for Beebe Steamboat Co., Stevens argued this issue of whether costs and
interest on the costs should be paid by his company; a separate entity had
issued a separate bond for costs but not paid them. He lost, and the way
he handled the case provides a rare snapshot of his early legal abilities. By
examining his legal arguments (including his omissions), writing style,
and general approach to the particulars of the case, we can gain a better
understanding of Stevens’ capabilities as a trial lawyer, at least at this early
stage of his career. Although it is not necessarily fair to generalize too
much from one case, it does provide a counterpoint to the readily accepted
viewpoint of Stevens as a supreme technician and researcher.

THE WALLACE STEVENS JOURNAL 21.1 (SPRING 1997): 55–70.
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The Case

In December 1906, January 1907, and February 1907, Consolidation Coal
Co. sold and delivered 358 tons of coal at a price of $3.50 per ton, for a
total of $1253, to the steamer Mt. Desert at Hoboken, New Jersey, at the
request of Jeremiah Baker, captain of the boat. When no payment was made,
suit was brought in April 1907 by Consolidation Coal Co. In defense, Beebe
Steamboat Co. contested the authority of the captain to order the coal and
to pledge the vessel for payment of the bills, which were sent to George
Beebe, even though Beebe Steamboat Co. was the actual owner. Bonds
were posted for the value of the vessel and for costs, so that once the dis-
pute was resolved a means of payment would be available and the boat
could be released. The American Bonding Co.’s bond, technically called
the “stipulation for value,” was in the amount of $1500; Beebe Steamboat
Co. posted its own stipulation for costs in the amount of $250.1

After two years of litigation, in January 1909, an appointed commis-
sioner ruled in Consolidation Coal Co.’s favor, awarding it $1253, the value
of the coal, and interest in the sum of $73.35 through the date of his deci-
sion. After ruling on various exceptions taken to the commissioner’s re-
port, the federal judge, Thomas I. Chatfield, issued his order in the case in
April 1909. That order awarded $1253 for the coal, $157.66 in interest from
February 1907 (when the payment was due), and $121.98 for costs incurred
in bringing the case, for a total of $1532.64. Beebe Steamboat Co. appealed,
which meant that American Bonding Co. did not have to pay at that time,
but the appeal was dismissed upon the request of Consolidation Coal Co.
after Beebe Steamboat Co. failed to prosecute the appeal. After being served
with the dismissal, American Bonding Co. paid $1543.97 on November
11, 1910. This sum was composed only of the amount due for the coal and
the interest through the date of payment; it did not include the $121.98 in
costs from the original decree or any costs from the appeal.

Consolidation Coal Co. moved before the court for payment of the
$121.98 in costs, together with interest. The dispute centered upon spe-
cific language in the American Bonding Co. stipulation that expressly re-
quired American Bonding Co. to abide by all orders of the court and “pay
the amount awarded by the final decree rendered by this Court.”2 The
final decree had confirmed the commissioner’s report and specifically
awarded costs within the decree. As Consolidation Coal Co. (the libellant
in this case) stated in its brief, given that the final decree included a speci-
fied amount for costs, “this would seem to be very plain, but the stipula-
tor insists that because a stipulation for costs was also filed by the claimant,
that it [the stipulator for value] is not liable for the costs.” The issue may
be stated plainly: American Bonding Co. had posted a bond, or stipula-
tion for payment, in the amount of $1500. The actual award was less than
that, but with the court costs and interest added in it exceeded the face
amount of the bond.
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Consolidation Coal Co. relied heavily upon the decision of another trial
court from another state, The Madgie, 31 F. 926 (S.D. Ala. 1887), as prece-
dent, calling it the closest case in point and quoting from it extensively. In
Madgie, although decided in a different procedural context, the court none-
theless held that a stipulator for value (such as American Bonding Co. in
Stevens’ case) could be liable for costs, even though costs were the subject
of a separate stipulation, if that stipulation for costs was found to be worth-
less. However, in Madgie the court reduced the total award to be no more
than the total amount of the stipulation for value, citing the Supreme Court
decision of The Wanata, 95 U.S. 600 (1877).

The overriding principle of the Supreme Court in Wanata was that a
stipulation for value for a specified amount takes the place of the vessel
and that stipulated funds were available to satisfy a decree to the same
extent as if the vessel remained in custody. Whether or not a separate stipu-
lation for costs was filed was irrelevant. The total amount of the decree,
including costs, could be satisfied from the stipulation for value up to its
amount before resorting to any other stipulation, unless a decree for costs
was separately imposed for items not included in the decree. In Wanata, a
stipulation of value was posted for $16,000 and a separate stipulation for
costs for $250. Judgment was entered for $16,000 on the underlying mari-
time collision, with costs taxed at $305.27. A bond for $2000 was posted on
appeal. The Supreme Court held that the owners of the vessel could be
liable for costs that exceeded the stipulation for costs, but that the surety
issuing a stipulation for costs was liable only to the amount of the stipula-
tion. In Wanata, there were sufficient funds to cover the costs and interest
due to the bond posted on appeal. In Madgie, the court found the stipula-
tion for costs to be worthless, so that the practical effect of not allowing
recovery against the release bond would be to lose the costs, which the
Madgie court was unwilling to countenance. Madgie involved a similar case
in which the surety sought relief from liability for costs against its release
bond, arguing they should be assessed against the surety issuing the cost
bond, which was found to be worthless. The court in Madgie stressed in
particular that the “history” of release bonds indicated an obligation of
the surety for costs; the court stressed that the condition of the release
bond is to satisfy the decree, and that costs were part of the decree. In
other words, even though a stipulation for value would not necessarily be
construed to cover costs, if it covered the “decree” of the court and that
“decree” included costs, costs could be included. The important point,
though, was that even in Madgie the court limited recovery to the total
amount of the bond.

In Stevens’ case, the issue was that the principal award was less than
the total amount of the stipulation for value, even including the original
interest, but that the amount of the costs pushed it over the bond’s limit of
$1500. There was no bond or additional money put into the fund on ap-
peal, so interest continued to run not only on the original amount but also
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on the costs as well; so if Consolidation Coal Co. were to have full satisfac-
tion on the stipulations, with no practical recourse against the owner or
the stipulation for costs, the American Bonding Co. would have to pay
more than the face amount of its stipulation. Herein lay Stevens’ biggest
problem, which was getting around the “plain meaning” of the document
at issue, the stipulation, which did not so limit the liability. In other words,
in Wanata the stipulation was expressly worded so that the surety would
pay the agreed-upon amount and only in case of neglect or default or
contumacy would they be liable for more. In Stevens’ case, as explained
below, the stipulation’s language was such that the parties set the amount
and agreed that in the case of contempt or contumacy they would be li-
able for that amount, but their stipulation further stated that the stipula-
tors would abide by all orders of the court (“and pay the amount awarded
by the final decree rendered by this Court”).

The court in Madgie had relied upon statutory language as well as prac-
tical considerations in reaching its conclusion, but it also relied upon Wanata
in limiting the amounts of the award to what the sureties had agreed to
pay. In other words, it would not force the stipulator for value to pay costs
that, when added to the amount of the principal award, pushed the amount
over the amount of the stipulation for value. In Stevens’ case, Judge
Chatfield found that Madgie therefore disposed of the “principal conten-
tion” of American Bonding Co.

Stevens submitted both an affidavit and a brief in opposition to the
motion. His affidavit put before the court the stipulation for costs and
asserted (1) that stipulation was still in full force and effect and (2) that the
payment of $1543.97 by American Bonding Co. satisfied the decree of April
14, 1909, “in all respects except as to costs,” and therefore, Stevens claimed,
American Bonding Co. should not be liable for costs, and he sought de-
nial of the motion to docket judgment against American Bonding Co. for
those costs. There was no further information provided by way of testi-
mony by Stevens in the affidavit.

His brief, dated November 18, 1910, and titled “MEMORANDUM OF AU-
THORITIES in opposition to motion returnable November 18th, 1910, for an
order directing that judgment be docketed, etc.,” begins by stating the
question before the court, as Stevens wanted it phrased:

The question involved on this motion is this: In an action in
admiralty in rem, in which a claimant has appeared and filed
an approved stipulation for costs and, thereafter, an approved
stipulation for value, and in which a decree has been made and
filed awarding the libellant certain damages and costs, and or-
dering “that the stipulators for costs and value on the part of
the claimant . . . . . . cause the engagement of their stipulations
to be performed”, is the surety on the stipulation for value, who
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has paid the damages and interest awarded by the decree in
full, liable for the costs, the stipulation for costs being at all
times in full force and effect?3

Unlike Consolidation Coal Co., whose brief began with a general state-
ment that “this is a motion for judgment against the American Bonding
Company of Baltimore, one of the stipulators for value in this cause on the
part of the claimant,” and proceeded directly to the facts, Stevens defined
the case in summary fashion with the issue, and proceeded into an argu-
ment that focused upon the different court rules pursuant to which stipula-
tions were filed. His point was that since there were separate requirements
for separate stipulations, each one should be looked to separately for satis-
faction in accordance with their respective purposes, and he developed it
with general case law citation that such rules may be established. He quotes
extensively from the rules. For example, he cites then Admiralty Rule No. 7:

“which provides that no appearance or answer, etc. shall be
received unless ‘a stipulation for costs shall be first entered into
by the party conditioned that the principal shall pay all costs
awarded against him by this court, and in case of appeal, by
the Appellate Court, such stipulations to be with at least one
surety resident in the Southern or Eastern District, and to be in
the sum of Two hundred and fifty Dollars in cases in rem.’”

Writing that these rules and practice were “by implication a part of the
stipulations,” Stevens then makes his major point: “Such stipulations are
to be interpreted as to the extent of liability created by them by the inten-
tion of the court which required them” [no period in original], citing a
Supreme Court decision for the proposition that it is not the intention of
the parties but the strict language of the rule as being issued by the court
requiring the stipulations that governs. In other words, Stevens argues
that since the rules delineate separate stipulations, and those rules be-
come part of the stipulations, then the rules prohibit the assessment against
the stipulator of value for the costs in the action. Stated simply, Stevens is
arguing that even though the stipulation states that American Bonding
Co. must pay what is in the decree, and the Mt. Desert court included costs
within the decree, the court rules prohibit a payment by the stipulator for
value of those costs, whether included in the decree or not.

Still ignoring the language of his stipulation, Stevens continues with
his legal position by asserting that the courts must have meant that the
stipulator for value is not responsible for costs, since there was a separate
provision for a stipulation for costs, and he cites a different Admiralty
Rule providing for release of property upon provision of a stipulation for
value. He distinguishes it from a release bond that has been held liable for
costs, citing (and misspelling) The Madgie. Stevens attempts to distinguish
Madgie by virtue of its discussion of a release bond under a statutory pro-
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vision as opposed to a stipulation for value under the admiralty rules. He
discusses the difference in procedure between what a marshal must do
under the admiralty rule versus the statute, and he cites another Supreme
Court case for further support of this distinction, but without any elabo-
ration. For some reason, although he distinguishes Madgie in terms of its
facts, he neglects to emphasize that case’s citation to Wanata and the prin-
ciple that stipulators “are not liable beyond what they agreed to pay,”
unless they are found to be in contempt. His argument would have been
that agreement to pay the “decree,” even if it included costs, must still be
limited to the face amount of the bond, even if accumulated interest in-
creased the amount due over the face amount of the stipulation.

Having completed his legal distinctions, Stevens finally turns to the
express language of the stipulation with which he ultimately must come
to terms. He attempts to get around the “plain meaning” of the specific
language cited by the Consolidation Coal Co. that American Bonding Co.
has agreed “‘to pay the amount awarded by the final decree rendered by
this court’” by arguing that “The stipulation is to be construed as a whole
and its various parts are to be taken together.” Stevens suggests that this
“whole” includes language in the stipulation that states it was entered
into pursuant to the court rules and practice, thereby tying into his princi-
pal argument as to the legal distinctions between his stipulation for value
and other stipulations and release bonds. He stresses at least twice that
“stipulations in admiralty are not subject to the rigid rules of the common
law,” without repeating any case citation but referring back to authority
previously cited. Since there was still a stipulation for costs in effect, Stevens
argues, his stipulation was not intended to cover costs.

The decree specifically ordered that “the stipulators for costs and value
on the part of the claimant of said steamer Mount Desert cause the en-
gagement of their stipulations to be performed. . . .” Stevens then takes
this language to mean that each of them would perform in accordance
with his above-stated distinctions, and that this language in the decree is
consistent with his argument. He then cites a treatise for the basic propo-
sition that stipulations of value are issued to substitute for the vessel so as
to allow its release, as opposed to costs, which are a matter of discretion
for the court, and for this latter point he cites a case. He concludes by
repeating his argument that the rules of practice govern the interpretation
of the stipulations. On January 4, 1911, Judge Thomas I. Chatfield ordered
the stipulators for value and costs and the stipulators on appeal “to cause
the engagement of their stipulations to be performed.” There was an ap-
parent communication between the court, the Consolidation Coal Co.’s
attorneys, and Wallace Stevens, for by letter dated January 6, 1911, the
Consolidation Coal Co.’s attorneys submitted an additional affidavit and
further memorandum, with Consolidation Coal Co.’s attorneys indicat-
ing that the trial court “has already indicated that in its opinion the Bond-
ing Company as a stipulator for value, is liable for the costs.”
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It is not clear whether there was actual oral argument on the motion or
a subsequent conversation in which the statements were made. There might
have been one, with the judge making those remarks from the bench but
asking for additional briefing of what the total sum due was and whether
American Bonding Co. had discharged its obligation. If this is the case,
then it implies at least one court appearance by Wallace Stevens, and a
losing one at that.

In any event, Consolidation Coal Co. claimed a total amount now due
of $1838.75, computing it by finding American Bonding Co. liable to the
extent of $1500, with interest from April 1907 through that moment calcu-
lated at $338.75. Still unpaid were the costs of $121.98, interest on that,
and costs of $27.22 from the appeal, so the total of all that, less what had
been paid, was due.

By letter dated January 9, 1911, Stevens wrote to Judge Chatfield, ac-
knowledging receipt of the papers, and requested an adjournment, with
no reason offered:

I desire to have your Honor consider with these papers a
memorandum on behalf of the American Bonding Company,
the stipulator for value, but find to my regret that it will not be
possible for me to prepare and submit such a memorandum
before January 13th, 1911. I trust therefore that you will let me
have until that time to prepare a memorandum as above.

This appears somewhat legalistic for a simple request for an adjournment
(“I trust,” “I desire,” and “as above”). There is little guidance from the
letters or journals as to Stevens’ schedule or work load, or whether he was
overwhelmed at work or had other personal commitments. The only pub-
lished correspondence from this time is a letter of January 2, 1911, to his
wife Elsie, detailing his lengthy walks and visits to the museum (L 168–
69). Shortly before this, between Christmas 1910 and New Year’s Day,
Elsie’s grandmother had died, but Stevens remained in New York and
sent a postcard, postmarked January 8, 1911, to Elsie indicating he would
meet her in Jersey City (Richardson 375–76). It would appear that this case,
or perhaps his daily grind, was not of overriding importance to Stevens,
or certainly not worth noting. This is consistent with Stevens’ views of his
past legal experiences; his early years in practice were an “ ‘unhappy time
in some respects’ ” (Brazeau 36, quoting Richard Sunbury). When asked
why, Stevens is reported to have replied, “ ‘Well, Richard, I wasn’t doing
the type of work I would liked to have done’ ” (36).

By letter dated January 14, 1911, Stevens submitted his further memo-
randum as well as his affidavit annexing the waiver of further security on
appeal. His “FURTHER MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY STIPULATOR FOR VALUE
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR AN ORDER DIRECTING THAT JUDGMENT BE
DOCKETED, ETC.” began with a summary of the procedural points and events
occurring since the original return date of the motion on November 18,
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1910. After noting that although he might object to the delayed entry and
service of the January 4 order, Stevens writes that American Bonding Co.
“is willing to have the full extent of its liability under its stipulation deter-
mined on the present motion.” Stevens argues that the issue remains the
same:

The primary question (to repeat but not to discuss it) is: in an
action in admiralty in rem in which the claimant has appeared
and filed an approved stipulation for costs and thereafter an
approved stipulation for value, and in which a decree has been
made and filed awarding the libellant certain damages and
costs, and ordering “that the stipulators for costs and value on
the part of the claimant . . . . . . . . cause the engagement of their
stipulations to be performed”, is the surety on the stipulation
for value, who has paid the damages and interest awarded by
the decree in full, liable for the costs, the stipulation for costs
being at all times in full force and effect.?” [sic]

In rearguing the full matter, Stevens apparently takes issue with Consoli-
dation Coal Co.’s conclusion that the judge had already decided the prin-
cipal point against him, namely, liability.

His next full paragraph, and the meat of his reply, dissects the appli-
cable language in the stipulation. He specifically takes the words “amount
awarded” and asserts they refer only to damages, not to costs, which dam-
ages have already been paid. Interestingly, there is no legal authority cited
immediately after this statement; it is Stevens’ naked assertion. He then
notes, “If this contention should be wrong the stipulator contends that it
is certainly not liable for costs in the first instance for the stipulation reads
that execution may issue ‘in case of default or contumacy on the part of
the claimant or its surety.’“ Claiming “[t]his is not very clear language,”
Stevens argues that it at least requires a demand upon the claimant before
proceeding to the surety; he finds it “difficult to see” how such a default
could be determined without a demand first upon the claimant. Regard-
less, he writes “the essential question is whether or not the stipulator for
value is responsible for costs under any circumstances.”

The remaining half of his brief is a long paragraph discussing why
American Bonding Co. was not liable for the further interest charges pend-
ing the appeal and arguing that Consolidation Coal Co. had caused its
own problem by “eliminat[ing] all question of a stay in the case” and there-
fore could have eliminated the question of interest by enforcing the stipu-
lation earlier. Stevens returned again to reliance upon rules and practice
to argue that the additional interest charges and costs were the responsi-
bility of the libellant for failing to obtain the appropriate security on ap-
peal and limit its exposure to the matter prior to appeal. He noted that
even if American Bonding Co. were liable for costs it should not be “re-
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sponsible for interest thereon after the date of the stipulation mentioned”
or for costs contained in the order entered at the mandate of the Court of
Appeals. In a burst of passion, he concludes:

For the libellant to manoeuvre in such a way as to thrust the
entire burden of the litigation, that is to say the award, the in-
terest, costs, interest on the costs, and the costs and interest in
the Appellate Court, on the stipulation for value is inequitable
and it is submitted should not have the sanction of the court.

In a relatively short opinion, Judge Chatfield ruled against Stevens on
all of his arguments. He held that under local rules and past practice par-
ties insert provisions into stipulations allowing for interest to be paid even
though that could result in a total amount greater than the stipulation
amount if the decree were not paid. He found that Madgie governed, and
that even though separate stipulations might be posted, costs could be
satisfied from the stipulation for value if the terms of that document made
funds available for satisfaction of a decree, which decree itself might in-
clude costs and interest.

In addressing the specific issue that was not raised in Madgie, involving
a case where costs and the principal award, with interest, exceeded the
amount of the stipulation for value, Judge Chatfield found that Stevens’
case was “substantially like” that of Wanata, with one critical exception:
there, the stipulators bound themselves to pay a flat sum and interest and
costs if they were neglectful or contumacious; here, he read the stipula-
tion to mean that American Bonding Co. bound itself to pay the sum of
$1500 plus interest if the decree were not paid. The interest stopped run-
ning only when American Bonding Co. paid the damages. In Wanata, dam-
ages alone exceeded the stipulation for value; in this case, they were less
than that amount and therefore the full amount plus the interest was avail-
able for payment. Judge Chatfield apparently felt that the costs of $121.98
were part of the “damages,” which when added to the $1253 were still
under the $1500 stipulation amount. Since interest was always part of the
obligation of American Bonding Co., even if the total then exceeded the
face amount if the decree were not paid, American Bonding Co. was liable
for this full amount. This was consistent with a situation in which the
vessel had been sold and the money remained with the marshals, accru-
ing interest that would then revert to Consolidation Coal Co. In other
words, Judge Chatfield relied upon the “plain meaning” of the words of
American Bonding Co.’s stipulation.

As for costs, the stipulation provided for payment of the decree. Had
other bonds been posted on appeal the result might have been different
since they could have been looked to, but none were. The Court rejected
the argument that it was “inequitable” for American Bonding Co. to pay
the decree with interest through the present, since Consolidation Coal Co.
had waived security on appeal, on the grounds that American Bonding
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Co. was now a principal on this debt. Finally, the court answered Ameri-
can Bonding Co.’s last objection that it must be shown to be fruitless to
levy against the stipulators for costs by noting that Wanata holds that even
if there is a possibility of looking to other stipulations for help that would
not relieve the fund representing the vessel of the primary obligation for
payment of the decree.

Criticism of Stevens’ Advocacy

Reviewing the work of Wallace Stevens in In re The Mt. Desert yields
several impressions. First is a sloppiness of presentation. A principal case
is misspelled (Magdie for Madgie), his form of citation is different from the
court’s and his adversary’s, a typographical error remains uncorrected
(“Rebised” for “Revised”), and a word is inserted awkwardly rather than
having the page retyped. This in itself provides counterpoint to the gen-
eral observation that Stevens was a “stickler for the facts,” at least at the
Hartford (Longenbach 108), and in light of the general view that Stevens
“was a terrific man for legal research” (Brazeau 20).

Second, and relating to this latter point, Stevens does not cite case pre-
cedents advantageous to him and available at the time. The most glaring
example is his complete failure to discuss Wanata. His adversary had an-
ticipated that American Bonding Co. would rely on this case and made
such a point in its brief; apparently it was cited by American Bonding Co.
in some communication with Consolidation Coal Co. preceding the mo-
tion. Even Judge Chatfield recognized the closeness of the case and distin-
guished it on a procedural point. Stevens might have argued the underlying
principles of Wanata and tried to bring his case within its result. Since
Stevens also made a short argument about “fairness,” that might ultimately
have been one of his stronger points. He might have argued that despite
the language in his stipulation, a court was bound to interpret it consis-
tently with Wanata since the purpose of the stipulation was to replace the
value of the boat and provide a fund for recovery, and no more.

He did not cite cases from other jurisdictions that might have helped
him if only to provide a counterpoint to his adversary’s cited precedents
from other jurisdictions that could not bind the court. For example, Stevens
might have cited The James McCaulley, 181 F. 932 (3rd Cir. 1910), issued
some four months before he submitted his supplemental brief, in which
the Third Circuit recited Supreme Court cases, which Stevens ignored,
that held that the aggregate amount of the decree could not exceed the
amount of the stipulation. There was also The Southwark, 129 F. 171 (E.D.
Pa. 1904), which, although it allowed a decree in excess of a stipulation
against the owner of the vessel, nonetheless relied on Wanata to limit re-
covery against the surety to the principal award and only such interest as
brought the total to the face amount of the stipulation, with the balance of
the interest assessed against the owners.
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In essence, Stevens had to deal with two discrete issues. The first was
whether American Bonding Co. would have to pay the costs and if so,
what would happen if the costs when added to the principal damages
exceeded the amount of the stipulation. As a matter of basic law, Wanata
would have helped him, limiting the exposure to the total amount of the
stipulation. Stevens did argue appropriately that the language obligating
American Bonding Co. to pay the decree should be read with the rest of
the stipulation; he might have indicated expressly that the “whereas” clause
indicated the parties’ intent to limit liability of American Bonding Co. to
the face amount. The argument would have been that although American
Bonding Co. was obligated to pay the amount of the decree, the court was
not allowed in the first place to award a decree that exceeded the face
amount of the stipulation.

Regarding the second issue, that of interest, Stevens could have used
these other cases to support his argument that the word “decree,” even if
it included interest, did not override the principle that the limit of liability
is the face amount of the bond. Since interest on an admiralty award may
be deemed “further damages,” interest on the stipulated value would be
further damages and therefore should not be awarded if the pre-decree
interest when added to the damages award would exceed the stipulation
amount. This was a point decided by a later case, Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha,
Ltd. v. Societe Purfina Maritime, 133 F. 2d 552 (9th Cir. 1942), which, though
decided in 1942, relied upon Supreme Court cases available in Stevens’
time, such as Hemmenway v. Fisher, 61 U.S. 255 (1857); The Ann Caroline, 69
U.S. 538 (1864); The Steamer Webb, 81 U.S. 406 (1871); and Beatty v. Hanna
(The Manitoba), 122 U.S. 97 (1887). While there is a difference in the cases
between the liability of an owner and a surety in terms of the effect of the
stipulation vis-à-vis the person suing, the overriding principle is one that
limits the obligation of the surety to the face amount of the bond.

Although Stevens did not cite these cases, he made a form of this argu-
ment by stressing that the language in his stipulation must still be taken
in context, and that regardless of its language about a decree, a stipulation
for value does not allow recovery against the stipulator of a greater amount
than its face value. In this regard, Wanata certainly could have been read
this way; yet Stevens does not even refer to it. He could have relied upon
a series of Supreme Court cases4 to support his position that there could
be no recovery in excess of the stipulation, and he could have cited other
Supreme Court cases that followed to the same effect.5 Since he went part
of the way by suggesting the stipulation be read in context, his failure to
provide the full background of available legal precedent that might have
bolstered his argument is puzzling. This is particularly so given the possi-
bility of distinction on technical grounds upon which the judge focused,
but that focus is also against a vacuum of any counterargument by Stevens.

In short, Stevens might have tried an argument based more on legal
principles that persuaded other courts. His complete lack of discussion of
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Wanata and any attempt to bring his case within it (by arguing that Judge
Chatfield’s distinction is really not a distinction) is odd. This is so particu-
larly since American Bonding Co. had expressly relied upon Wanata ear-
lier in its exchanges with Consolidation Coal Co. In other words, Stevens
apparently abandoned the framing of the issue that American Bonding
Co. seems to have posed originally. Instead, Stevens framed his argument
mainly in terms of recitation of the admiralty rules that provided for sepa-
rate stipulations for cost and value, to indicate that they each served dis-
crete functions and therefore one could not be used to replace the other
for purposes of recovery in this case. To his credit, although Stevens fo-
cused on a rule-oriented discussion rather than on trying to argue helpful
precedent, he attempted to frame the issue to his benefit rather than sim-
ply address the issue set forth by his adversary.

A broader question is why this issue, initially for only $121.98, was
fought at all, particularly in light of a view of Stevens’ “psychic” abilities
in determining whether to continue to appeal cases or settle them (Brazeau
37). In all fairness to Stevens, he simply may have been following orders
as the in-house attorney, regardless of his view of the company decision.
On the other hand, perhaps it was Stevens’ inherent reaction to merce-
nary behavior, even at this early point in his career, that prompted the
fight for the few dollars at issue, reflecting a viewpoint voiced in a later
period of his career:

A claim man is constantly separating the good from the bad.
Some of the bad is due to a disposition to claim everything and
let the company look after itself; some of it is due to improper
constructions placed on language used by the company; some
of it is due to a willingness to make a nuisance of yourself un-
less you are bought off. (“Surety and Fidelity Claims,” OP 237)

Richard Sunbury’s comments offer a possible clue. He asked Stevens why
he took exceptions, and Stevens said, “ ‘That’s to stop people. That’s to
give you the go-ahead. If you take your exceptions there, you’ll stop them
right there, for the moment anyway, and that gives you something to go
ahead on in the next higher court’ ” (Brazeau 36). In this case, although
Stevens ultimately lost, he might have been posturing American Bonding
Co. for a settlement. We cannot be sure.

If Stevens was involved in the decision of whether to fight or not, then
it might also have been a desire by him to show aggressiveness and com-
mitment at a time when his job history had been checkered, suggesting an
insecurity. At this time, in 1911, Stevens was avidly pursuing promotion
within the American Bonding Co. and was disappointed in being passed
over, particularly in light of the friendships he had formed with certain
superiors (Brazeau 5–6). Stevens had previously formed his own partner-
ship in 1904 with Lyman Ward, a Harvard acquaintance, which firm col-
lapsed in 1905 (Lensing 38). This instability followed a pattern. Within
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four months after passing the bar, he referred to his practice as “Living a
strange, insane kind of life. Working savagely; but have been so desper-
ately poor at times as not to be able to buy sufficient food—and some-
times not any” (SP 142). During this period, Stevens was “afraid of the
illusions and day-dreams that comfort me—and frightened at the way
things are going, so slowly, so unprofitably, so unambitiously” (SP 156).
He was “Out of work” (SP 171) on September 15, 1906, having been with
Philbin, Beekman and Menken (Lensing 38), but managed to “make an
advantageous connection with Eaton & Lewis,” which he joined on Octo-
ber 8, 1906 (SP 171). Another possible explanation for the effort that went
into litigating the Mt. Desert matter was Stevens’ “stomach for sheer drudg-
ery” (Longenbach 116; Longenbach cites several Stevens letters in sup-
port of Stevens’ claim to dislike “niggling,” although he suggests Stevens
does like it [121–22]).

As noted, Stevens simply may have been “following orders” in not set-
tling or otherwise pursuing this matter. Even so, unless he were directed
as to what point to make, pursuing the matter does not excuse not using
applicable cases or the lapses of argument I have noted. Again, someone
from American Bonding Co. had presented Wanata to Consolidation Coal
Co. at some point in the discussions since Consolidation Coal Co. men-
tions that in its papers, and takes immediate pains to distinguish it. Stevens
never mentioned it. It also does not explain why no appeal was taken
from this decision, since none appears to have been made in the records.
The absence of the attempt is puzzling in light of the evidence of Stevens’
above-mentioned temperament in such matters, or at least of the attitude
of his superiors to this case. For example, when Richard Sunbury asked
him why he kept appealing cases, Stevens responded, “ ‘There’s only one
reason. You hope for the unexpected. If you have judgments against you
in the lower courts, when you get to the Supreme Court your prospects
are only three in ten of overturning that’ ” (Brazeau 36). One wonders if
Stevens had the same attitude at this stage, and whether he communi-
cated that to his superiors if the final decision rested with them.

Two other points should be made. At this time, American Bonding Co.
utilized outside counsel. Two other reported decisions from approximately
the same time indicate this to be the firm of Wilder, Ewen and Patterson.6

That firm was not used for this case. John Ladish, one of Stevens’ lawyer
assistants at the Hartford, made the distinction between in-house func-
tions and courtroom work: the bond-claims man analyzed the contractor,
“ ‘But when it came strictly to court work, that was farmed out’ ” (Brazeau
12). It may be that given the amounts involved, this was the type of case
that could be handled in-house with little expenditure of resources, and
Stevens had no choice.

Secondly, the failure of Stevens either to find applicable cases or to cite
authority from other jurisdictions to support his arguments is curious in
light of his prior experience. A review of the available reported decisions
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from the firms with which Stevens had been associated, including his clerk-
ship with W. G. Peckham, a successful lawyer in New York City, reveals a
variety of commercial cases. It is fair to presume that Stevens as a clerk or
young associate was called upon to draft briefs and research them. Stevens
had put in long hours at this stage of his career7 and one can infer only
that he must have profited from the experience. Whatever he might have
known and demonstrated later, this one snapshot into his abilities as a
litigator demonstrates a small degree of carelessness and a question about
his judgment and approach. His performance in Mt. Desert, even if an
isolated episode, raises questions about his absorption of the lessons of
litigation.

Conclusion

The basic conclusion is that Stevens chose a technical route rather than
a policy-oriented one. He paid little attention to legal precedent, which
provided a wealth of cases that in many instances were unclear or con-
fused, often failing to distinguish between decrees against the claimant or
the stipulator. Instead, he focused on the rules and an almost rigid argu-
ment. To the extent his stipulation contained language that caused prob-
lems in light of some of the case law (which cases, for example, considered
stipulations that did not bind the surety to interest), he nonetheless had
more room to “manoeuvre” (to use his word) than he seemed to utilize.
Stevens’ ultimate problem in the case became the language in his own
document that on its face was clear at least to the court. For Stevens as
poet, however, ambiguity was essential. There are, after all, at least thir-
teen ways of looking at a blackbird.

To the extent that Mt. Desert has anything to teach us about Stevens as
poet, it may be that he was intrigued by the interplay of rules and fair-
ness, of procedure and result. In some ways, the very technical nature of
much of what Stevens had to do, particularly in his early career, forced
him to focus on that. Whether his approach to Mt. Desert and its situation
is isolated or typical of his practice in those days cannot be determined,
but given his own statements about his feelings of the period and his later
essays, the comments of others, and some of the themes touched on in his
poetry, the analysis of his work in Mt. Desert adds an important dimen-
sion to what has previously been mainly anecdotal evidence.

Gallagher, Briody & Butler
Princeton, N.J.
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Notes

1 At this point it may be useful to define certain terms. “Costs” were comprised of
the commissioner ’s fee for deciding the case, the stenographer ’s fee for transcribing
the testimony, nominal witness fees, and various costs of docketing the case and pro-
cessing it through the court. “Value” was the substantive amount sought by Consoli-
dation Coal Co., that is, the cost of the coal. The “stipulation for value” was in essence
a promise by the issuer, American Bonding Co., to pay the judgment and in essence
provide a replacement for the boat. In other words, rather than sell the boat to satisfy
the judgment, Consolidation Coal Co. could look to the stipulation for value to ensure
its payment. The “stipulation for cost” serves the same function except it covers the
types of items mentioned above. The “libellant,” Consolidation Coal Co., is the one
who brought the action and caused the arrest of the vessel; the “claimant” is the owner
of the vessel, Beebe Steamboat Co.

2 This and other quotations are taken from the original court papers in In re The Mt.
Desert. In addition, I have consulted numerous reported decisions in reviewing the
case precedent available to Stevens and his adversaries in and before 1911.

3 In rem is a legal term referring to an action against the property itself. Again, the
concept here is that in an admiralty dispute, the boat itself would remain in port so
that the aggrieved party—Consolidation Coal Co.—could force its sale to satisfy the
debt. The bonds and stipulations posted by sureties take the place of the boat, allow-
ing the boat to leave port because a pool of money now exists to satisfy the claim.

4 See The Ann Caroline and The Steamer Webb, both cited by the Supreme Court in
Wanata. In fact, the author of Wanata, Justice Clifford, also wrote the opinion in The
Ann Caroline.

5 See Beatty v. Hanna (The Manitoba), and The Maggie J. Smith v. Walker (The Maggie J.
Smith).

6 See American Bonding Company of Baltimore v. Strasburger (this was a suit by
Strasburger to recover money for stolen jewelry), and American Bonding Company of
Baltimore v. Alcatraz Construction Company (this was a suit over construction monies).

7 In a letter dated July 18, 1909, Stevens complains to his fiancée, “And promptly at
nine o’clock to-morrow the stale round of the office will commence all over again and
I must grind for six days before I can get back to the sun” (qtd. in Lensing 43).
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“There is no map of paradise”:
Lyrical Dialogues with Epic Narratives

ANGUS CLEGHORN

STEVENS’ POETRY DISRUPTS the confines of epic and lyric genres
by constructing a dialogue between them. These generic borders
are drawn by modernist poetry’s revitalizations of Homer’s Od-

yssey, the ensuing critical legacies, and in this essay I specifically observe
Stevens’ subversions of the epic form. Stevens undermines epic narrative
teleology by resisting destinies, even as they are minutely ushered in by
the definitive finalities of words. Instead, he recontextualizes words (and
narratives as narratives) as palimpsests on etymological trash heaps; never
taking lightly past contexts but nevertheless suggesting they be overhauled
for the sake of a less destructive present and future. Beginning with “The
Motive for Metaphor,” Stevens opens up the lyric as a negotiable medium
that requires readerly cooperation. Lyric moments are no longer monu-
mentally frozen in time and place. Instead, lyrics are rhetorical dramas
that reflexively and enigmatically display the materiality of language.1

The poetry of the 1950s especially realizes its site as a ritual and forwards
the poet’s persona as a “half-figure,” thereby presenting a dialogic model
in which the reader completes the poem.

Modernist poetry’s epics share certain “family resemblances,” which
are described by M. A. Bernstein in The Tale of the Tribe: Ezra Pound and the
Modern Verse Epic. Besides Pound, Bernstein details the epics of Williams
and Olson within a four-part “series of propositions characterizing epic
verse”:

(a) . . . a narrative of its audience’s own cultural, historical, or
mythic heritage. . . . (b) The dominant voice narrating the poem
will, therefore, not bear the trace of a single sensibility; instead,
it will function as a spokesman for values generally . . . com-
munal. . . . (c) Consequently, the proper audience of an epic is
not the individual . . . but the citizen as participant in a collective
linguistic and social nexus. . . . (d) The element of instruction . . .
is deliberately foregrounded in an epic. . . . (14)

THE WALLACE STEVENS JOURNAL 21.1 (SPRING 1997): 71–93.
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Although Stevens may share some of these goals, none of his poems
are epics that claim a representative perspective of a communal heritage.
Stevens rarely assumes the role of communal spokesman, nor does he in-
struct the collective. Importantly recognizing the poet’s role as a visitor,
Stevens acknowledges that linguistic wizardry is confined to the poem,
yet suggests poetic patterns of rhetorical influence carry on in the actual
world. Stevens’ lyrics condition their occasion with reflexive signifiers that
provoke new contexts (in the poem, then out of the poem). The poetry
presents an ethical interaction in which the lyric is no longer possessed by
its author. Stevens’ poetry urges the reader to participate rather than ad-
mire a monument or follow a program.

Michael Davidson’s essay “Notes beyond the Notes: Wallace Stevens
and Contemporary Poets” observes Stevens’ influence

as occupying three general areas: the use of the long poem in
producing a destructive or decreative poetics; the operational
or performative use of language to create a philosophical poetry;
and the transformation, by these means, of a poetry of place
into a poetry of occasions. (Davidson 144)

Davidson traces the manner in which these influences decreate2 romantic
poetic ideals (Truth, Beauty, Joy) and inform the long poems of many con-
temporary poets. Davidson postulates a poetry in which the narrative is
not concerned with plotting a destination. Pursuing Davidson’s third area,
I suggest that each Stevens poem progresses as an occasion in which the
reader re-cognizes the narrative as a composition. Recognizing its
compositionality, readers may still follow a story, but since fictionality is
ever-inscribed into the poem’s dramatization, readers are involved in con-
figuring meaning rather than being told a story about the world.

In this sense, the very occasion is performed linguistically. Because the
words on the page compose subject matter, Stevens disrupts the supposi-
tions of linguistic mimesis, which aims to represent time and place in the
world. The epic is the most capacious genre in making these representa-
tive claims in culture (Bernstein 14). While modernist literature revital-
ized the epic, I suggest that Stevens investigated and problematized the
epic’s manipulation of language and culture (in a similar manner as
Davidson says Stevens decreated romanticism). Stevens questions
language’s capability to tell linear narratives, especially as they mean to
represent culture. Stevens’ critical approach to epic containment in poetry
is similar to Joyce’s deconstructions in Ulysses, which Kenneth Burke called
“the Anti-Odyssey.”3

Ever aware of the claims of representation, Stevens (like Joyce) brings
the epic down to a quest(ion) of language. Homer ’s Odysseus conquered
land and achieved heroic identity. Stevens makes each signification epic.
The play between signifier and signified is one of issue and return. Each
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utterance is a disembarking cry that comes home possessing meaning.
“The poem is the cry of its occasion” (CP 473); a “chome” (CP 260) regis-
tering in the listener’s ear. As much as Stevens recognizes the power of
incantations, his poetry problematizes the possession and definition of
the occasion’s meaning. Stevens shows definitive symbolizations to be
stories of mastery, epics. Countering dominant and inflexible styles of lan-
guage, Stevens demonstrates the impermanence and malleability of the
lyric, so that poetry meets the challenge of representing mutability with-
out monumentalizing it.

In “The Motive for Metaphor,” the poem’s narrative speaks of a quest
for, and from, signified identity. The title informs us of a search for figura-
tive language, and the poem’s opening lines introduce a figure in nature.
Although the narrative seems typically romantic in its portrayal of a sub-
ject in nature, the scene is situated within a context of personified speech.

You like it under the trees in autumn,
Because everything is half dead.
The wind moves like a cripple among the leaves
And repeats words without meaning. (CP 288)

Between each line lies an implicit comparison; if these implications can be
figured out, then we might approach the motive for metaphor in this poem.
“You like it” implies motivated desire in the subject; the verb “like” sug-
gests attraction and simile, furthering the subject’s position in the process
of motivating metaphor. The “half dead” “autumn” resembles the subject
who “like[s]” the season, while the “wind” is personified by the simile
“like a cripple.” The wind is even more human since it “repeats words
without meaning.” As usual in Stevens’ poetry, the subject and surround-
ing phenomena bear upon each other while not quite being metaphorical
reciprocals. They remain separate and distinct as much as they cohabitate.
Reflexive language (“repeats words”) powerfully signifies the simulacra
being conjured. All of the scene’s parts correlate among motivated desires
that are dramatically enacted in (and by) the poem’s language: “You like
it,” “half dead,” “like a cripple,” and “repeats words without meaning”
are all half-meanings teasing the reader and desiring consummation. They
are unfulfilled metaphors that get us thinking because they are potent
and evolving.

The poem dramatizes figuration—a subject in nature within language—
as an adventure that accumulates suspense for a heroic and meaningful
return, thereby resembling epic teleology. But instead of telling the reader
what happens next, Stevens’ next stanza provides another metaphor with
which to compare the first stanza: “In the same way, you were happy in
spring, / With the half colors of quarter-things” (CP 288). Instead of at-
tending to the subject’s unresolved inarticulate autumnal desire, the sec-
ond stanza offers an analogy, yet another metaphor to build upon the
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comparisons provided in each line. The poem resists being about an eas-
ily locatable topic; it is not primarily about autumn, wind, leaves, spring,
or the bird and moon that follow. These are the metaphorical referents of
the past.4 About the motive for metaphor, the poem’s stanzas build tropes
through the repetition of half-ness, partial-ness, the genesis of expression.
Why does Stevens continue to use natural symbols here? Tradition? Well,
maybe in spite of it, Stevens points to them as half-entities, things that
captivate us because they die and return (like language).

Desiring the exhilarations of changes:
The motive for metaphor, shrinking from
The weight of primary noon,
The A B C of being. . . . (CP 288)

Death is ever prescient to this desire for change (it “is the mother of
beauty” [CP 68] after all). The subject is “shrinking from / The weight of
primary noon” because the moment is fully present without shadows or
simulacra. Resisting the sublimity of that moment is an acknowledgment
of its sublime temporality: the “weight of primary noon” contrasts with
its fleeting diminishment at the hands of time. Noon’s full presence makes
the moment sublimely dominant, such that there is no occasion for meta-
phor. While the shadowless noon dominates, the passive subject receives
primary sensual data, and thereby becomes an agent of metaphor—to such
an extent that the subject disappears from the poem while remaining the
implied subject. Fully present noon is tied to a loose metaphor of identity
constituted by language: “The A B C of being” suggests primary building
blocks; the beginning of the alphabet is like the beginning of a day’s shadow
following “primary noon” (A also being Alpha, the first star in the uni-
verse). Then quickly “of being” calls up identity or ontology. We are left
wondering whether “A B C” begins to write the subject’s being, whether
these primary letters characterize elemental form, or whether this poem’s
decreative subject might bring all sensual matter together in metaphor.

As with the other transitions between stanzas, indeterminacy is
appendaged by more layers of suggestion. In the final stanza, sensory
images accumulate rapidly, making logic increasingly difficult, which
causes the motive for metaphor to be stronger. Stevens dramatizes the
sublime as a moment that makes expression nearly impossible, and that
challenge is cause for poetic occasion. The reverence Stevens lends to these
occasions makes each signification of epic proportion, yet lyrically tenu-
ous. Stevens wants epic grandeur in each utterance while maintaining
poetry as impermanent song. The last stanza presents the challenge of
articulating primary sensual experience in a series of concocting images,
sounds and responses:

The ruddy temper, the hammer
Of red and blue, the hard sound—
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Steel against intimation—the sharp flash,
The vital, arrogant, fatal, dominant X. (CP 288)

Characteristic of Stevens, these sensations are strongest when most logi-
cally undeveloped. Gone are the natural referents. Instead we get “Steel
against intimation.” “Steel” does not belong to a mimetic picture created
by the poem. Here language becomes a suggestive half-measure that only
invokes more possibilities and less certainties. “Steel” follows from “the
hammer / Of red and blue,” a metaphor implying colliding colors. “Steel”
also follows “the hard sound—” of what? Colors? The hammer? Significa-
tion? The latter is often the lurking referent in Stevens. But then, “Steel
against intimation” introduces the contrast of cold metal against human
emotions, thus reminding readers of the frail protagonist afraid of self-
expression. Also lurking in Stevens is Nietzsche, whose “The Hammer
Speaks” is a parable of steely creation in the face of pliant, yielding timid-
ity. In Nietzsche’s parable, “the diamond” chastises his brother, the “kitchen
coal,” for “self-denial” and a lack of creative “destiny.” Consequently, the
diamond blesses the coal with a “new tablet” that reads “become hard!”5

“The Motive for Metaphor” also shows a process of organic crystalliza-
tion, in which “the hammer” of senses becomes articulated “X.” Stevens
and Nietzsche both play epic surmountings together with the lyrical ut-
terance. Stevens’ poem ends with “X,” the variable signification that is
“arrogant” because once signified, it does not change, and “fatal” because
it no longer lives in the poetic genesis that leads up to it. “X” marks the
spot, which Stevens’ subject does not want fixed. “X” is also “vital,” as the
sign beginning communication, or the expressive signature that the poem’s
subject avoids.6 Stevens is careful to leave the identity protectively undis-
covered.

As a lyric that begins by suggesting romantic desire, the identity of “X”
is curiously provocative. “X” is ungendered, some might say the arbitrary
chromosome, which might lead to psychological interpretations of Stevens’
Interior Paramour.7 Many of Stevens’ romantic lyrics are directed to (of/
from?) this paramour, whose source of identity can range from his mother
to his wife to his anima to the muse of one’s choice. However, signifying
an object from Stevens’ arbitrary marker would betray its role in the poem;
the never fully born, never dead “X” remains cloaked as a mysterious
symbol, much like the traditional muse. The poem also has a love lyric’s
opening address, and Stevens’ romance with the linguistic paramour hap-
pens to follow the lyrics he stopped writing to his wife Elsie.8 Although
poetic tradition and Stevens’ biography direct the motive for “X” to femi-
nine sources, the last stanza hammers out an aggressive language worthy
of Lacan’s masculine signifier. Although the motive for Stevens’ meta-
phor remains elusive, the fluid and dynamic language of the first three
stanzas opposes the monumental rigidity of tradition’s “man-locked set”
(CP 497). The last stanza’s adjectives describing “X”—“arrogant, fatal,
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dominant”—are early indicators of Stevens’ further excavations of deathly
stasis, possession, dominance, and authority, which the poet increasingly
associates with epic language in the late poems soon to be discussed: “The
World as Meditation,” “Prologues to What Is Possible,” and “The Sail of
Ulysses.” Stevens’ poetry often posits masculine power in traditional rep-
resentations of culture. His many statues, for example, stand as state arti-
facts, which are challenged in his poems of the thirties. Stevens also
expresses language’s contexts through the poetry’s etymological palimp-
sests; its manipulation of word lineages that the poet was known to dig
up in dictionaries. For instance, in “The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet”
Stevens recontextualizes the Minotaur myth in order to develop an evolv-
ing mythos for the future.

Jacqueline Vaught Brogan’s important essay “ ‘Sister of the Minotaur ’:
Sexism and Stevens,” employs a title taken from “The Figure of the Youth
as Virile Poet,” in which Stevens observes gender traits in language’s
history:

The centuries have a way of being male. . . . In effect, what
we are remembering is the rather haggard background of the
incredible, the imagination without intelligence, from which a
younger figure is emerging, stepping forward in the company
of a muse of its own, still half-beast and somehow more than hu-
man, a kind of sister of the Minotaur. This younger figure is the
intelligence that endures. It is the imagination of the son still
bearing the antique imagination of the father. (NA 52–53;
Brogan’s italics)9

Brogan criticizes Stevens’ convenient (Jungian) use of feminine typecast-
ing as a means to “fragrant portals” (CP 130)  of masculine discovery. Again
in this language we can detect the masculine quest/feminine mystery, epic/
lyric dialectics that contribute to language’s inescapable traditions of gen-
der stereotypes. I think Brogan nears Stevens’ motive for metaphor when
she points to the search for the “healing-point in the sickness of the mind”
(OP 138) in “Artificial Populations.” In this poem Stevens searches for a
“music that lasts long and lives the more.” Its endurance depends upon
sexual balance, and here we can see masculine descriptions in conjunc-
tion with feminine characteristics: “The rosy men and the women of the
rose” (OP 138). It would be a mistake, or at least a terrible reduction, to
read Stevens’ curative poetry biographically. In “The Figure of the Youth”
essay’s next intertext, we can see that the myth is part of a developing
ethos: “No longer do I believe that there is a mystic muse, sister of the Minotaur.
This is another of the monsters I had for nurse, whom I have wasted. I am myself
a part of what is real. . . .” (NA 60). Stevens is not divulging secrets here,
though perhaps he employs a rhetorically intimate strategy for hooking
the reader into his fluctuating myth. By using a revelatory language,
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Stevens makes irony out of his former mythic pronouncement, and also
mocks several tropic personae by denouncing them, and aggrandizing
his full emergent presence (as if it could exist freely and autonomously).
Brogan neglects quoting the last intertextual reference that concludes “The
Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet”:

Inexplicable sister of the Minotaur, enigma and mask, although I
am part of what is real, hear me and recognize me as part of the un-
real. I am the truth but the truth of that imagination of life in which
with unfamiliar motion and manner you guide me in those exchanges
of speech in which your words are mine, mine yours. (NA 67)

Stevens closes his speech by placing his mask within a dialogue that
continues for “the intelligence that endures” (NA 52), rather than some
mythic privation held close to the poet’s breast. As the intelligence that
endures this sister is not bound to epic Greece; rather, she departs from
contextual place (even if mythic), becoming present and future “occasion.”
If there is a muse here, it is projected as a future reincarnation of
mythology’s neglected sibling. As in “The Motive for Metaphor,” Stevens’
discourse refers to “words” that are constructed between “what is real”
and “unreal,” thereby requesting inventive dialogue to be continued by
listeners. Stevens turns to siblings, generations, and marriages in his po-
etry as models for an always unsatisfied but emerging poetic language.
As we will see in Stevens’ later poetry, the halfness from which Stevens
increasingly speaks requires that the reader “coproduce” the text, as
Davidson says. I suggest the reader ’s doubling is key to opening up
poetry’s epic mastery as participatory lyric occasion. The dialectically
gendered poetry becomes a dialogic process attempting to reach people
by asking for authority rather than delivering it.

 The manner in which Stevens’ poetry counters discourses that monu-
mentalize worldy events can be put into the context of postmodernism’s
challenges to discursive dominances of the past. Julia Kristeva’s Revolution
in Poetic Language theorizes avant-garde writing as social change. Her essay
“From Symbol to Sign” succinctly shows the breakdown of language’s mi-
metic authority.10 Paul Bové’s Destructive Poetics cites Stevens within this
linguistic historical shift, but Bové traces a deconstruction of western meta-
physics back to Heidegger, or perhaps as early as Whitman: “Demystified
literary history and literary interpretation is marked by an awareness that
all genuine uses of language are destructive, that is, that they stand ori-
ented towards the future in a discontinuous, nonimitative relation to the
verbal events of the past” (xiii). “The Motive for Metaphor” resists fixture
and represents figures in flux, genesis, gestation. I find the evolutionary po-
etics of Stevens, and Kristeva’s l’ecriture feminine, largely derives from
Mallarmé, whose Symbolist poetry sometimes employs metaphors of preg-
nancy to ascribe creativity, as does Joyce. Generative metaphors have been
employed by Jacques Derrida as well: “Here there is a kind of question, let
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us still call it historical, whose conception, formation, gestation, and labor we
are only catching a glimpse of today” (293). Today was 1978’s “Structure,
Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences.” I suggest Stevens
pre-dated Derrida’s historical question in his poetic search of the motives
for metaphor. All of these writers share an avant-garde belief in the power
of language to revolutionize cultural thought. Stevens’ theoretical poetry
suggests that if a healthy culture is to survive, language has to incorporate
change and regeneration within its articulation.

 The halfness “that would never be quite expressed” in “The Motive
for Metaphor” finds its entelechy in Stevens’ constructed readers. “Notes
toward a Supreme Fiction” addresses an ideal reader, “ephebe,” thereby
positing the poetic voice as existing for the listener. The half trope is famil-
iar to us from “The Motive for Metaphor” as the state of becoming ful-
filled through language’s marker, “X.” In “Notes,” the poet invites
“ephebe” to color in the poem’s linguistic landscape through the “begin
again” of decreation and subsequent recreation. Stevens then proposes
fallible heroes, such as MacCullough, who, like Bloom in Ulysses, wel-
come readers by virtue of their anti-heroic modesty. These early “half-
figures” are versions of the “Angel Surrounded by Paysans,” the poet’s
necessary persona that relies upon the countrymen for whom he enables
clearer sight.

 Before employing its personae, “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” sug-
gests an epic narrative structure while subverting the very form that en-
cases it. The poem’s title announces a quest, and immediately the prologue
fulfills it:

And for what, except for you, do I feel love?
Do I press the extremest book of the wisest man
Close to me, hidden in me day and night?
In the uncertain light of single, certain truth,
Equal in living changingness to the light
In which I meet you, in which we sit at rest,
For a moment in the central of our being,
The vivid transparence that you bring is peace. (CP 380)

The epic’s typically male conquest is quelled by the exchanged gift of broth-
erly love: “The vivid transparence that you bring is peace” stresses a gift
in the last syllable, “peace.” The lyric moment is not transcendent; it is
transparently shared without monumental consequence. Although
Stevens’ poetry is written in a far from transparent language, the trans-
parency achieved here is equated with peace: a marriage occasioned
through the artifice of language. The prologue’s address to Henry Church
sets a tone requesting peace with the reader, “ephebe,” who is the listener
accepting the gift of knowledge: the poem.
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 The ease of the transparent gift between Stevens and Henry Church as
fellow aesthetes perhaps serves as a catalyst for the rest of the poem’s
search for a poetic ontology in a time of war. The poem’s heroes can be
viewed as a series of projections in an effort to reach the wartime needs of
the reader. Beginning with Church, Stevens moves to the ideal “ephebe”;
to the “latent double,” “Beau linguist,” and “major man” MacCullough;
the many marriages of It Must Change; Canon Aspirin; and the “Fat girl,
terrestrial.” While these heroes are modest in their dependence on abstract
conception, the final hero of the epilogue, the soldier, is set apart by his
wartime reality. The soldier is displaced from the abstract process of
Stevens’ poetics. The reciprocity Stevens desires between poet and soldier
in the epilogue was, at the time, an immanent need for the poet. In terms
of the poet’s developing style, “Notes” includes readers in an effort “to
face the men of the time and to meet / The women of the time” (CP 240),11

as the poet projected in “Of Modern Poetry.”
 By the time of “Angel Surrounded by Paysans” in 1950, the poet, in the

guise of an angel, demonstrates a more confident public voice, asking “One
of the countrymen”: “Am I not, / Myself, only half of a figure of a sort. . . .?”
A “half-figure,” the poet as “the necessary angel of earth” allows the
paysans to “see the earth again, / Cleared of its stiff and stubborn, man-
locked set” (CP 496–97). This figure allows Stevens to move between the
epic/lyric dialectic. By neither telling stories nor singing songs but by clear-
ing away static resistances, the poet coalesces attributes of earlier heroes
in order to reach readers. Like “The Man on the Dump,” the necessary
angel engages in what Bové calls destructive poetics. But as Bové points
out, standing on the trash heap of history enables the poet to sift through
history’s language as it lives in the present, thereby recreating it for the
future. The poems are decreative so that the figures and tropes of the past
can be reconfigured again, anew, as the sun is in “Notes.” For instance, the
decreated figure of the comic vagabond in “Notes” is a mock-hero wear-
ing “sagging pantaloons” (CP 389). The visual imagery of his baggy clothes,
complemented by the spacious aural imagery of “pantaloons,” creates open
spaces that the reader can fulfill. He is a comic masculine version of the
“body wholly body, fluttering / Its empty sleeves” (CP 128) from “The
Idea of Order at Key West”: Stevens opens up cluttered symbols of poetic
tradition, such as the sea and muse, so that they can be recreated by the
poet and his solicited reader (Ramon). In “Angel Surrounded by Paysans,”
however, the angel-poet becomes the empty hero requiring flesh to fill his
clothes. Language is treated as a flexible material made of sounds and
images that are fulfilled by the reader ’s response to the poem and poet-
angel.

 The reader, then, is asked to embody the poem. In “Final Soliloquy of
the Interior Paramour” the reader is asked to “Light the first light of
evening, as in a room” (CP 524; italics added). In “Debris of Life and Mind”
the protagonist envisions a dream-woman, only for her to disappear, caus-
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ing an abrupt personal request in the last line that seems to jump out of
the poem’s enclosure: “Stay here. Speak of familiar things a while” (CP
338). We are invited conditionally (the condition is language) to fulfill the
poems as negotiated texts.12

 These “half-figures” embody poetic signification at work because they
are signs demanding cooperation. Such figures could also appear futile in
their dependency, but Stevens is creating a modest ideal that undermines
authority by requesting a co-habitated poetic world. In order for poetry to
be vital, the lyric must move beyond univocal musing to enacting its place
as occasion. Stevens’ poems force the reader to make meaning by using
language as the site of production: a living space. In “Angel Surrounded
by Paysans” the angel speaks to the people of his fleeting role, one that
demands reciprocity, while finally suggesting that readers are responsible
for their outlook beyond the confines of poetic discourse:

 And, in my hearing, you hear its tragic drone

 Rise liquidly in liquid lingerings,
 Like watery words awash; like meanings said

 By repetitions of half-meanings. Am I not,
 Myself, only half of a figure of a sort,

 A figure half seen, or seen for a moment, a man
 Of the mind, an apparition apparelled in

 Apparels of such lightest look that a turn
 Of my shoulder and quickly, too quickly, I am gone?

(CP 497)

As both an active ghost and flat material trope, readers depend upon
the figure, but there is no mystical pretension beyond the poem’s walls.
There is little to separate this angel from any other linguistic figure in the
poem. He is, at once, as cold and distant as an inscription on a slate; yet
intimately part of every metaphor: each sign constructed by the reader is
the poet: the ghost in the machine as material letter and signified material.
By paralleling “half-meaning[]” with “half of a figure,” the figure becomes
an “apparition.” But it is reflexively ironic (and oxymoronic) because as
an “apparition apparelled” the ghost is clothed, which I think is Stevens’
point. The apparition is brought down to earth through the word-play,
“apparition apparelled in / Apparels. . . .” Within this hilarity, Stevens
takes a traditional ethereal ghost figure (something that floats around with
transcendent imprecision) and re-clothes it in new linguistic alliterative
“apparel.” In doing so, the spiritual wizardry of the figure is now per-
formed anew in the materiality of language, thus grounded. Stevens is
most effective at taking signifieds like this that are full of mysterious hocus-
pocus, parodying them, and yet resignifying them as signifiers that still
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evoke bewilderment due to the rhetorical power of sound and image (the
muse of “Key West” is another example). While the figure from “The
Motive for Metaphor” is reluctantly signified a dominant and indetermi-
nate “X” through the course of the whole poem, this ghostly subject is
swiftly dressed in fitting clothes made of tailored words. These multiple
layers of poetry depict a subject so expressive of itself that we can see why
Stevens argues that the style of a poem, gods, and men are one (OP 262).13

The poetry of “Angel Surrounded by Paysans” converses between a self-
reflexive text and exterior references, while demonstrating how the poet
coproduces that occasional relationship with the reader.

 After co-opting the reader in a coproductive, dialogic poetry, Stevens
writes several poems in the 1950s that question epic narrative teleology.
These late poems problematize characteristics of epic writing, such as pos-
sessive totality and linear definitions of knowledge (territory, language).
“Prologues to What Is Possible” and “The World as Meditation” suggest
that lyrical motivations drive epic routes. The maps of poetry and knowl-
edge are drawn by muses. Stevens, though, is discontent with poetry’s
musical tailoring, and “The Sail of Ulysses” shows that the motives for
muses need delineating.

 “Prologues to What Is Possible” demonstrates the dangers of neglect-
ing the motives involved in defining the figure or poem. In “Prologues”
the main seafaring figure acquires tropes with rapid grandeur, and in the
process he forgets about the factors propelling his boat. This voyager be-
comes increasingly “at sea,” in both senses of the word:

There was an ease of mind that was like being alone in a boat
at sea,

A boat carried forward by waves resembling the bright backs
of rowers,

Gripping their oars, as if they were sure of the way to their
destination. . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The boat was built of stones that had lost their weight and

being no longer heavy
Had left in them only a brilliance, of unaccustomed origin. . . .

(CP 515)

The mariner’s epic journey, his energy, is propelled through the simile of
the waves as rowers: “as if they were sure of the way to their destination”
suggests a multiplicity of impulses seemingly sure in their plot. The con-
ditional simile contradicts the surety of the rowing, pointing to the way in
which a plotted direction often makes up for uncertainty. The material
“stones” comprising the boat are then abstracted into an “unaccustomed
origin.” Their “brilliance” may be more anathema than praise; the trav-
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eler also forges an increasingly singular identity that neglects his compo-
sition. This singularity becomes a symbol, which for Stevens is often “a
question of identity” (OP 194).14

He belonged to the far-foreign departure of his vessel and
was part of it,

Part of the speculum of fire on its prow, its symbol, whatever
it was,

Part of the glass-like sides on which it glided over the salt-
stained water,

As he traveled alone, like a man lured on by a syllable
without any meaning,

A syllable of which he felt, with an appointed sureness,
That it contained the meaning into which he wanted to enter,
A meaning which, as he entered it, would shatter the boat

and leave the oarsmen quiet. . . . (CP 516)

The monument on the prow, traditionally a symbol of grandeur, here slides
from a stately synecdoche to a metonymy in an undetermined relation-
ship with the traveler, the “glass-like sides” of the boat, even the water.
The indeterminacy is then set in a metaphor of linguistic construction, “a
syllable.” The epic journey is the process of making meaning: not so much
a journey of topographical adventure, or a poem, not even a word, but a
syllable in search of a metaphor.

 The downsizing of focus here leads, in the second section of the poem,
to a “metaphor [that] stirred his fear.” Whether or not the metaphor links
up with the “fire on its prow” is the point. In addition to the fear of uncer-
tainty and identity that the poet-voyager demonstrates, his epistemologi-
cal insight obliterates those around him: the oarsmen, who may be fellow
writers, mentors, family, friends, or simply tropes.15 The oarsmen become
“all his hereditary lights.” The metaphorical discovery is “a new and un-
observed, slight dithering, / The smallest lamp, which added its puissant
flick, to which he gave / A name and privilege over the ordinary of his
commonplace. . . .” (CP 516–17). This illumination, the introduction of a
new signification, is treated here in miniaturist idolatry—rather like a new
trinket for a glass menagerie. There is part of Stevens, the collector, who
relishes such a thing, and part of him, the skeptic or socialist, who de-
spises it. Both these tones can be read here, especially in the “puissant
flick,” which juxtaposes French civility with American flippancy.

 Stevens resolves these battles of tone, and, moreover, comes to terms
with the epic ingredient within the lyrical gift:

A flick which added to what was real and its vocabulary,
The way some first thing coming into Northern trees
Adds to them the whole vocabulary of the South,
The way the earliest single light in the evening sky, in spring,
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Creates a fresh universe out of nothingness by adding itself,
The way a look or a touch reveals its unexpected magnitudes.

(CP 517)

These novelties—words or touches—are lyrical gifts exchanged between
pairs (North and South, poet and reader). Yet the exchange epically brings
the journey of one into contact with an other. “What Is Possible” arises out
of the anxiety of “Prologues” with the acceptance that each nomination,
however arbitrary, is a novelty in a pre-set world of language revitalized
only by new arrivals. Like numerous late Stevens poems, this one ends
with a rhetorical appeal to human contact, thus bringing the epic, poetic,
linguistic discussion into warmer environs. More than rhetorical tricks,
Stevens’ theories of poetry apply to ethical human interaction. For instance,
the mariner’s hierarchical symbolization neglects his crew and could be
taken as a comment on authority, a warning about prioritizing ego over
communication in collective endeavors. Or the seafarer could be seen as a
visionary colonialist, blind not only to his destination but also to his crew
of countrymen.

 The three final metaphors following the “flick which added to what
was real and its vocabulary” all speak of communion, which indirectly
invokes the reader. Earlier in the poem, the fearsome metaphor’s arrival
into the poet-traveler’s repertoire was “Removed from any shore, from
any man or woman, and needing none” (CP 516). If left in that state, the
metaphor remains an isolated, stubborn symbol. The “fire on its prow, its
symbol” is akin to Yeats’s gold bird in “Sailing to Byzantium” that is used
“To keep a drowsy Emperor awake.” Stevens’ refusal of monumental fix-
tures extends to a re-examination of all poetries leading toward stasis, or
any destination. The danger of the epic is its conquest, which here is
brought down to the level of syllable. For Stevens, the only way around
such inherent destructiveness is through the notion of gifts, exemplified
by the communications in the final stanza of “Prologues to What Is Pos-
sible.”

 “The World as Meditation,” one of the later poems from The Rock, con-
tinues Stevens’ inquiry into the epic and lyric dialectic. The poem is set in
the story line of Ulysses’ return to Penelope, and unites masculine and
feminine roles as they are typecast in this narrative paradigm. The poem
begins by asking whether Ulysses “approaches from the east.” While this
question raises expectations, Penelope’s home is domestically prepared,
as “Someone is moving”

On the horizon and lifting himself up above it.
A form of fire approaches the cretonnes of Penelope,
Whose mere savage presence awakens the world in which

she dwells. (CP 520)
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We might assume that Ulysses’ combustible spirit is the “savage presence,”
but the lady in waiting, Penelope, composes herself in her world, suggest-
ing that she might be the agent of desire. Ulysses is either a god or an
apparition; whatever the case, Penelope has an inordinate amount of con-
trol in this courtship:

 She wanted nothing he could not bring her by coming alone.
 She wanted no fetchings. His arms would be her necklace
 And her belt, the final fortune of their desire. (CP 521)

Instead of being possessed in the story, the narrative becomes irrevocably
hers:

But was it Ulysses? Or was it only the warmth of the sun
On her pillow? The thought kept beating in her like her heart.
The two kept beating together. It was only day. (CP 521)

In “The Idea of Order at Key West,” written nearly twenty years earlier,
the poet observes the woman as the “single artificer of the world” and
then steps back with Ramon Fernandez to order and question human ori-
gins. In “The World as Meditation” the destination of the narrative,
Penelope, becomes its subjective center. She changes from being the po-
etic object to the motivational ego of the tale: the epic plot becomes the
lyric narrative. Stevens’ poem lyricizes the epic male journey. The poet
enacts a marriage of genres through the narrative.

 Well, almost. Stevens reports “She wanted no fetchings.” Short of con-
cluding that the mythic desire belongs to Penelope, the sun creeps in as
the external influence. Opposite from the “first idea” sun idealized in
“Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,” Penelope’s “gold flourisher” has a
strong but indeterminate bearing upon the desired figure of Ulysses.
Stevens resists closure, as usual, by disallowing ownership and origins of
(Penelope’s, Ulysses’, the poet Stevens’, or Homer’s) truth. “The thought
kept beating in her like her heart” reinforces simulacrum through simile,
followed by harmony, “The two kept beating together,” cut short by time,
“It was only day.”

Within Stevens’ transformation of Penelope from the epic object to lyric
desirer, we can infer not only epic impulses, but also an everyday occur-
rence demonstrating vulnerable truths about human motivations:

 It was Ulysses and it was not. Yet they had met,
 Friend and dear friend and a planet’s encouragement.
 The barbarous strength within her would never fail. (CP 521)

The identity of the epic hero is shrugged off. The “planet’s encourage-
ment” speaks of a willful mythmaking driven by humanity’s sentimental
desire for romance. Penelope, possessing “barbarous strength,” becomes
a romantic heroine of lyric and epic persuasions. She is presented by the
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poet as a trite romantic character and as a potent power because of, first,
her domestic resilience, and second, her role as an alternative origin for
this well-known myth of Western civilization. As the poem ends, Penelope
consoles herself in a language sure of itself but not of its desired referent:

She would talk a little to herself as she combed her hair,16

Repeating his name with its patient syllables,
Never forgetting him that kept coming constantly so near.

(CP 521)

This lyricization of the epic expresses domestic triumph (however pejora-
tive for Lentricchia) over masculine control. The poem enacts a disman-
tling of the tribal tale’s plot by acknowledging myth as desire (in the
displaced figures of the sun on her pillow, in her heart). The abstraction of
the hero into Penelope’s rhetorical suasion disengages the helmsman from
controlling the plot. This reversal empties plot by turning the narrative
into itself.17 In so doing, the tale of the tribe becomes a lyric narrative join-
ing “patient syllables” within composed myth.18

 Stevens was not the first to do this. In Joyce’s Ulysses Molly goes from
being plotted to captaining her own vessel. In Counter-Statement (1931),
Kenneth Burke recognizes Joyce’s reworking of the epic, which applies to
what I am suggesting about Stevens here:

Perhaps the most elaborate re-individuation [of form] in all
history is James Joyce’s Ulysses. But whereas in most instances
the purpose of the new individuations is to make changes which
reproduce under one set of conditions an effect originally ob-
tained under another set of conditions, in the case of Ulysses
each individuation is given a strictly “un-Homeric” equivalent.
The new individuations intentionally alter the effect. Ulysses is
the Anti-Odyssey.19

Together with Pound’s and Williams’ approaches to the epic, we can ob-
serve the importance of “re-individuating” old forms (see Bernstein). In
the Cantos, Pound tried to decreate the poetic ego to tell the tales of his-
toric evolution. In Paterson, the narrator could not stand outside the city
or the poem, for they were he. Regardless of the success or failure of these
epics, the modernist revisions point to fundamental instabilities of such
an authoritative genre. For Williams and Stevens, lyrical involvement dis-
allowed the distance required for narrative objectivity, yet their poetry
was made local. The poems lived as active occasions in their locales.

 Although “The World as Meditation” resuscitates lyric desire within
epic mythmaking, “The Sail of Ulysses” (1954) returns to the familiar trope
of the epic, and questions the paradigm of the quest. Its motivations prove
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to have bleak consequences, as the muse adopts the shape of a sibyl. This
poem perhaps goes furthest into how the Odyssean journey has affected
the English language that the poet must contend with.

 The “sail” of Ulysses suggests the voyager’s method of transport, ve-
hicle, poem or pen, catcher of wind, inspirational tool, motive for meta-
phor. This poem commemorates much of Stevens’ career, as Ulysses not
surprisingly “read his own mind” (OP 126). Rather than totalizing a long
poem’s chart of a long career, I will instead look at a few loose ends that
inevitably we will want to tie together.

“There is a human loneliness,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The luminous companion, the hand,
The fortifying arm, the profound
Response, the completely answering voice,
That which is more than anything else
The right within us and about us,
Joined, the triumphant vigor, felt,
The inner direction on which we depend,
That which keeps us the little that we are,
The aid of greatness to be and the force.” (OP 126–27)

This excerpt from canto II summarizes Stevens’ muse as that dialogi-
cally intimate double, so common to the later poems. However, just when
the request for a readerly “ ‘answering voice’ ” seems integral, the poet
asserts that the dialogue is answered “ ‘within.’ ” The nature of this force
is not debated or pursued as much as it is teased out by the rest of the
poem: some characterizations are “ ‘the true creator,’ ” “ ‘the thinker,’ ”
“ ‘Apollo,’ ” “ ‘black constructions, such public shapes / And murky ma-
sonry’ ” (OP 127) (which I infer as poetic and worldly inscription). The
heavy, almost Yeatsian voice then moves toward revelation in canto V.
The oracle, however, is typically pejorative: “ ‘There is no map of para-
dise’ ” (OP 128).  Since Stevens felt that heaven and hell had been done,
his big ambition for poetry was forecasted by the notion that “the great
poem of the earth remains to be written” (NA 142). Twentieth-century crit-
ics, such as Northrop Frye, too, connect “earthly paradise . . . with lyrical
poetry” (Hošek and Parker 309). To admit “ ‘There is no map of paradise,’ ”
Stevens again dismisses an available teleology (map) while asserting lyri-
cal presence within an elusive epic context.

 Following this epically inoperative assertion, Stevens does offer a sec-
ond coming with the “ ‘great Omnium’ ”: a “ ‘litter of truths becomes / A
whole, the day on which the last star / Has been counted.’ ” This plurality
of truth portends to “ ‘have gone behind the symbols / To that which they
symbolized’ ” (OP 128). Stevens’ typical poetic performance of the mo-
tives for metaphor here seems a hunt for origins after all. The seemingly
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external Omnium is roped back into interior compass in canto VII. Elud-
ing an apparent self-divinity, the poet divulges a system that brings these
philosophical-religious-semiotic-local inquiries together:

“The living man in the present place,
Always, the particular thought
Among Plantagenet abstractions,
Always and always, the difficult inch,
On which the vast arches of space
Repose, always, the credible thought
From which the incredible systems spring,
The little confine soon unconfined
In stellar largenesses—these
Are the manifestations of a law
That bends the particulars to the abstract,
Makes them a pack on a giant’s back,
A majestic mother’s flocking brood,
As if abstractions were, themselves
Particulars of a relative sublime.
This is not poet’s ease of mind.
It is the fate that dwells in truth.
We obey the coaxings of our end.” (OP 129–30)

The “ ‘difficult inch’ ” suggests a movement forward but, moreover, a
“ ‘particular’ ” grounding of idea—an inscription. This form of “ ‘law’ ”
adopts the marked creatures (words, contents of a “ ‘pack,’ ” the “ ‘brood’ ”)
into abstract orders. As “ ‘Particulars of a relative sublime,’ ” Stevens
projects the abstractions themselves as larger tropes partaking in an un-
ruly fate the poet has trouble with. The problem with this seemingly ab-
stract house of law and order is not its abstraction but its fatal finality.
Abstractions are made of particular laws. But the power of law to become
collective fate scares the poet. A collection of laws becomes sublimely domi-
nant, thus fatal. Many poems demonstrate how the process of significa-
tion becomes law: the “fatal, dominant X” from “The Motive for Metaphor”;
the symbol of the mariner on the prow in “Prologues to What Is Possible.”
Michael Beehler comments on Stevens’ performance of language, law and
abstraction in this poem:

It is not a law as in natural law or universal principle but a
procedure. . . . Each of its subsequent manifestations repeats a
structure in which particulars are bent “to the abstract” and are
made to organize themselves around that abstraction as though
it were their natural center and origin. . . . Truths cannot be de-
termined without this pattern of organization, but, for Stevens,
it is the paradigm itself that has no ultimate justification. As an
earlier poem asked, “Where was it one first heard of the truth?”
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Its answer, “The the,” interrupts the neutrality of the truth by
returning it to the “dump” of images. (Discourses of Difference
168–69)

Beehler articulates Stevens’ resistance to the totality of abstract paradigms.
However, “The the” also points to language’s ability to define arbitrarily,
which is the fate Stevens fears and makes us aware of. As the poet stands
on history’s dump of images, he must contend with the coaxed endings
underneath him. Because this paradigm of manufacturing truth seems un-
justified in its arbitrary fatal power, “The Sail of Ulysses” warns readers
of the danger and potential that poetry has to coax fates for the future.
However, instead of dwelling on permanence, Stevens demonstrates that
language’s “ ‘coaxings’ ” continue to change laws because of the differ-
ences within each new particular combination of words. Such “ ‘coaxings’ ”
can be attributed to human will, and for Stevens are written in each “ ‘dif-
ficult inch,’ ” that belongs to “ ‘our end.’ ” Stevens’ theory of poetry and
life performs rhetorically by linking will and fate together in a coaxing
language.

 This poem’s mystery tour has come full circle and, one might think, to
a stop. Just as Stevens refuses to do away with Ulysses, neither will he
neglect his feminine counterpart. Stevens opens the final canto with an
old friend, who appears less a “ ‘completely answering voice’ ” than a
fanciful prop:

“What is the shape of the sibyl? Not,
For a change, the englistered woman, seated
In colorings harmonious, dewed and dashed
By them: gorgeous symbol seated
On the seat of halidom, rainbowed. . . .” (OP 130)

The previous canto’s “ ‘relative sublime’ ” is concocted by abstractions in
the same paradigmatic way that “ ‘the sibyl’ ” is “ ‘englistered.’ ” Stevens
propels his theory of the sublime through the verbalization of
“ ‘englistered,’ ” thus making English language’s tradition of the beloved
a violent process. Within the alliterative “s” violence is the contrasted con-
fectionery adorning the sibyl as if she were a doll. The sibyl becomes a
violently “englistered” sign that is dressed by her linguistic accoutrements,
in a similar manner as the “apparition” was “apparelled” in “Angel Sur-
rounded by Paysans.” With the sibyl, Stevens reverses a traditional pat-
tern of exaltation and demonization. Stevens attributes beauty’s violence
to the writers of English literature, rather than to the bewitched woman.
“ ‘It is the sibyl of the self,’ ” then locates this violence within. The poet
further admits that art comes from a vulnerable lack:

“The self as sibyl, whose diamond,
Whose chiefest embracing of all wealth
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Is poverty, whose jewel found
At the exactest central of the earth
Is need. For this, the sibyl’s shape
Is a blind thing fumbling for its form. . . .” (OP 130)

The sibyl, then, is the final manifestation of “ ‘the force’ ” in the poem. As
a sibylline character, she is another version of “X,” or the “fluent mundo”
crystallized in “Notes.” All of them are part of Stevens’ evolving poetics
that work to re-articulate signifiers away from their darkened impover-
ished pasts.

 As the poem moves toward closure, there is an uncommon acknowl-
edgment: “ ‘As these depend, so must they use.’ ” This line follows ex-
amples of a woman and child that serve as rhetorical appeals to
regeneration. The question remains as to who are the dependents and us-
ers. Stevens depends on others for his poetry, and likewise the poet wants
his words to be put to use:

“The englistered woman is now seen
In an isolation, separate
From the human in humanity,
A part of the inhuman more,
The still inhuman more, and yet
An inhuman of our features, known
And unknown, inhuman for a little while,
Inhuman for a little, lesser time.” (OP 131)

The sibyl is an “ancient mouthpiece of God” and a “witch” (OED). By
making her an outdated figure sprung from the breasts of poets, Stevens
comments on a damaging paradigm (to women and to poetry) by for-
warding the she-devil as a signified human motive in need of
demystification. Stevens has made this historically abstract figure particu-
lar. This fortune teller is “ ‘known / And unknown’ ” in order to be recog-
nized, as are most of Stevens’ metaphors. Her inhuman figure, trope, and
tradition are decreated within the rhetorical coaxings of Stevens’ lyrics.

 The poem is framed within an epic narrative, closing as follows:

The great sail of Ulysses seemed,
In the breathings of this soliloquy,
Alive with an enigma’s flittering . . .
As if another sail went on
Straight forwardly through another night
And clumped stars dangled all the way. (OP 131)

This narrative epilogue incorporates a few previous elements of the poem.
Having presented the sibyl’s conventional “ ‘englistered . . . wealth [as]
poverty,’ ” the poet then requests an end to the figure’s “ ‘inhuman’ ” mys-
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ticism in literature. Similarly, in canto V, the forecasted oracle of the Om-
nium ends a current astronomy with “ ‘the last star . . . counted’ ” (OP
128). The epilogue’s “enigma” suggests another second coming, “As if” on
its way here, in which the “flittering” offers an alternative route for poetry.
As with “The Motive for Metaphor,” this poem undermines symbolic defi-
nition and mastery by activating the conditional similes that constitute
Stevens’ open lyric. “The Sail of Ulysses” extends the semiotic inquiry to
decreate the epic paradigm in literature. In deconstructing epic structures
in language and literature, Stevens more significantly constructs motiva-
tions. In the tantalizing last line of the epilogue Stevens projects stars as
lyrical gifts that coax the reader into wanting to possess them for guid-
ance. Once again, Stevens shows how human desire is taunted by the
mysterious givings that beg questions of meaning and meaning’s posses-
sive reciprocal, knowledge.

 A conclusion is rather like “X”—a fatal, dominant, and arrogant cross
to hang oneself on: who wants it. However, one apparent inference is that
both the epic and lyric prove inadequate generic containers for Stevens’
ambitions. Yet these modes of writing are finally indivisible because in
the lyrical gift there exists an epic transfer of goods. Neither genre can
collapse; they are part of a hand-to-mouth existence.20 Still, epic models of
language depend upon possession, seizure, totality, cultural segregation,
and ideals of destiny. Engaging readerly cooperation, Stevens’ lyrics look
to the future with the hope that ethical occasions contribute to “the intel-
ligence that endures.”21

Simon Fraser University, B. C.

Notes

1 I would like to thank Tom Grieve for helping me with this and many other sen-
tences.

2 See Eleanor Cook’s essay “The Decreations of Wallace Stevens” for Stevens’ poetic
applications of the philosophical term borrowed from Simone Weil.

3 Burke, Counter-Statement, 149. I will return to Burke’s comments on Ulysses later
in this article, as Burke’s analysis of form is applicable to Stevens. I will suggest, through
Burke, that Stevens’ and Joyce’s methods counter the structures they write within.
The Joyce and Stevens comparison seems limitless, and has been written about by
Daniel Schwartz.

4 In Destructive Poetics Paul Bové’s poetics are theorized through Stevens’ poetry,
such as “The Motive for Metaphor.” Michael Davidson aligns Stevens’ influence on
postmodern poetry in his essay “Notes beyond the Notes.”

5 Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols, 563; also Thus Spake Zarathustra, 326.
6 “X” can be read as the cross that bears a dominant fate. In a line eloquently sound-

ing like one of Stevens’ “Adagia,” Charles Altieri writes: “the doctrine of Incarnation
is in essence a theory of metaphor” (“Wallace Stevens’ Metaphors of Metaphor” 45).

7 Wallace Stevens & the Feminine, edited by Melita Schaum, provides a wide range of
reading in this area.
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8 In Ariel and the Police, Frank Lentricchia sees Stevens’ early lyrics of courtship,
and their consequent termination, as significant to his developing poetics and psy-
chology (168–76).

9 Brogan’s essay is in Schaum’s Wallace Stevens & the Feminine. Schaum’s book de-
velops the scholarship initiated in her 1988 special issue, “Stevens and Women,” in
The Wallace Stevens Journal, where Brogan’s essay first appeared.

10 Kristeva’s Ph.D. thesis, “Revolution in Poetic Language” (1974), reads Mallarmé,
and can be applied to Stevens’ poetics. “From Symbol to Sign” is also found in The
Kristeva Reader.

11 In Wallace Stevens and the Actual World, Alan Filreis measures the success of Stevens
as a war poet at home and on the front. “How red the rose that is the soldier ’s wound,”
a canto from “Esthétique du Mal,” was one of few World War II poems that spoke to
both soldiers and the poetry crowd in America. The success of the epilogue to the
soldier in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” is less certain.

12 As usual in Stevens criticism, poetic analysis brings us into collision with theory.
Bakhtin’s “dialogism” can be helpful in discussing negotiated meanings. However,
Bakhtin criticized lyric poetry for an absence of dialogism, which could be found more
readily in novels. Stevens’ poetry answers Bakhtin’s critique. It must be remembered
that Bakhtin wrote within modernism, looking to the possibilities of the novel as a
more expansive form. Daniel Schwarz recently employed Bakhtin in his study Narra-
tive and Representation in the Poetry of Wallace Stevens.

13 See Stevens’ “Two or Three Ideas.” Although seemingly a flippant comment, the
argument of the essay is summarized in the following excerpt, sounding more like
Stein than Stevens: “Thus, it might be true that the style of a poem and the gods them-
selves are one; or that the style of the gods and the style of men are one; or that the
style of a poem and the style of men are one” (OP 262).

14 In the symbolism linking the captain to his vessel, there exists an ancient etymol-
ogy, of which Stevens was more than likely aware. The Phoenician word origin of “I”
is a character that symbolizes “boat.” This observation was noted by friend and editor
Glen Lowry.

15 Paul de Man discusses the way patterns of discovery exclude all that is not in
focus in the appropriately titled book Blindness and Insight. See in particular “The Rheto-
ric of Blindness: Jacques Derrida’s Reading of Rousseau.”

16 In French, “combing” is peigner, linking Penelope to the female protagonist in the
“peignoir” of “Sunday Morning.”

17 This reversal of objective dominance undermines genres, such as the epic, that
are associated with masculine control. Stevens and Joyce can be used as examples of
Kristeva’s l’écriture feminine, which relies on experimentation with genre and form in
writing as a type of social change necessary within language as a site of jurisdiction.

18 For a discussion of Stevens’ ethical employment of Penelope, see Michael Beehler’s
“Penelope’s Experience: Teaching the Ethical Lessons of Stevens.” “Penelope’s ‘pa-
tient syllables’ do not determine or command the presentation of Ulysses in the here
and now of her presence. Rather, beyond their content and in a patience that is an
extreme passivity, they are an invocation to the other as other, and thus her ‘Repeating
his name’ is an act of remembrance (‘Never forgetting him that kept coming con-
stantly so near ’) testifying to the other ’s essential alterity” (276). Beehler argues that
this poem exemplifies the ethics of Emmanuel Levinas. Resemblances between Levinas
and Stevens are evident in the following words of Levinas, which Beehler puts in the
context of Penelope’s “caress” of Ulysses: “ ‘like a game with something slipping away
. . . not with what can become ours or us, but with something other, always other,
always inaccessible, and always still to come’ ” (276). Although these words certainly
sound utopic, Levinas’ supreme fiction shares with Stevens the resistance to seizure
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and destination. This “mode of being . . . is radically nonviolent and essentially
non-self-sufficient, [the ethical relation is] ‘being for the other’ “ (276). This line of dis-
cussion about Stevens’ ethics arises again at the end of my essay.

19 Kenneth Burke, “Lexicon Rhetoricae,” in Counter-Statement, 149. Although I have
yet to find similar comments from Burke about Stevens’ poetic form, Burke does place
Stevens as the most recent innovator in a long line of Western philosophers including
Kant, Hegel, Marx, and Santayana in A Grammar of Motives.

20 In “Narrative Secrets, Lyric Openings: Stevens and Bishop,” Bonnie Costello ar-
gues that Stevens’ lyrics are “a way of releasing the world from the distortions of
causal logic, back into its secrets” (198). Costello also employs Mark Strand, who ech-
oes Stevens’ effort at using lyrical coaxings to open fate: “ ‘The absent narrative is the
one, I wanted to say, in which our fate is written’ ” (198). Stevens’ lyrics ask us to look
for the secrets missing from narrative teleology. Costello and I come to similar conclu-
sions about the indivisibility of lyric and narrative dialogues: “But it is a dialogue and
not a dialectic, for in the negotiations of lyric and narrative there are no final settle-
ments” (199).

21 In addition to Beehler ’s essay, see Ewa Ziarek, “Kristeva and Levinas: Mourn-
ing, Ethics and the Feminine.” In the following quotations, the name of Levinas could
be replaced by Stevens and remain an accurate and provocative statement, which
echoes and extends my essay’s end: “Levinas claims that by annulling the difference
between the known and the knowing, the activity of thought both grasps and consti-
tutes alterity on its own terms” (64). The proposal that Stevens makes at the end of
“The Sail of Ulysses” resounds in the following words of Ziarek and Levinas, respec-
tively: “In opposition to the myth of Ulysses returning home, Levinas proposes an
encounter with alterity as an Abrahamic movement without return: ‘A work con-
ceived radically is a movement of the same unto the other which never returns the
same’ “ (65).
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Wallace Stevens and the Firecat

MASSIMO BACIGALUPO

WHILE PREPARING AN ITALIAN edition of the poetry of
Wallace Stevens,1 I was puzzled by “Earthy Anecdote,” the
innocent-looking statement placed at the beginning of Col-

lected Poems (1954). Given its high visibility, the poem has attracted a fair
amount of attention, but its essential lexical quandary has not been com-
mented upon in print. The opening lines read:

Every time the bucks went clattering
Over Oklahoma
A firecat bristled in the way. (CP 3)

“Bucks” is tantalizingly vague, and possibly ironic, but doubtlessly refers
to male animals of some kind, maybe deer or antelope (“Home on the
Range” comes to mind). But a “firecat” is a creature unknown to dictio-
naries, English, American, or regional.2 For a translator it poses an imme-
diate problem. Should the word be rendered with an equivalent of
“wildcat,” as referring to a common animal, or should the double mean-
ing of the name be stressed and be given as “cat of fire”? In other words, is
the reader supposed to take this as a real or symbolic animal?

Fortunately, we have a few tips from Stevens on this matter. He sent the
poem to Carl Zigrosser, editor of The Modern School, on February 9, 1918,
with the comment: “Here is a thing I like. If you don’t like it, don’t make
any bones about saying so” (L 204). On February 20, 1918, he wrote again,
clearly in response to a query: “There’s no symbolism in the ‘Earthy Anec-
dote’. There’s a good deal of theory about it, however; but explanations
spoil things” (L 204). The poem appeared in The Modern School for July
1918, with an illustration by Walter Pach (see fig. 1). This prompted Stevens
to comment again on the realism of his conception:

Walter Pach’s illustration is just the opposite of my idea. I in-
tended something quite concrete: actual animals, not original
chaos. Still, it is quite nice as it is. (L 209)

This seems to settle the point. Though “firecat” looks like an invented
word, Stevens does not want us to notice or dwell too much on the sym-
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Fig. 1. The Modern School, July 1918.
Photo courtesy of the Huntington Library, San Marino, Calif.
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bolism. He is more interested in the picture, the opposition of the lonely
firecat to the collective bucks—the artist and the herd.

But is “firecat” really an invented word? I doubted this again when I
came upon the following passage in Hart Crane’s “Indiana,” a section of
The Bridge (1930):

The pebbles sang, the firecat slunk away
And glistening through the sluggard freshets came

In golden syllables loosed from the clay
His gleaming name. (66)

A mother is speaking to her seagoing son of searching for gold in Colo-
rado, where “We found God lavish . . . But passing sly.” She is still refer-
ring to God, apparently, when she speaks of “His gleaming name”—not
to the firecat that “slunk away,” though in the context one may think for a
moment that “firecat” is slang for gold dust. Crane must in any case have
associated the “firecat” with the gold in this passage (and perhaps the
Indian world). But where did he get the name? He might just have come
across it as a word for a wildcat or bobcat. Or, perhaps more likely, he got
it from “Earthy Anecdote,” the opening poem of Stevens’ first volume,
Harmonium (1923).

So here we have a “firecat” occurring prominently in two major Ameri-
can poets, and still not noticed by lexicographers in America and Britain,
and curiously elusive in its reference. Mervyn Nicholson, for example,
takes it as an image of the sun and the bucks as “spinning planets moving
in swift circles to right and to left of the sun.” He concludes: “The title
‘Earthy Anecdote’ is therefore a rather surprising pun: the poem is an an-
ecdote about planet earth, as indeed every poem of Stevens is” (25).3

This is perhaps a little too sweeping. After all Stevens insists that the
poem is set in Oklahoma, the American West, where things can be seen
more starkly (as in “Anecdote of the Jar”). This is why the anecdote is
“earthy”: it is down to earth, but it is unambiguous in its contrast between
firecat and bucks (compare the jar and the wilderness). Orpheus whistles
(or bristles), and the trees and bucks follow.

Confirmation that Stevens intended a statement about art and America
may be found in a classic poem written a few years later, “Bantams in
Pine-Woods” (1922). Here the firecat reappears in the guise of an “inchling”
that defies a loutish “Chieftain Iffucan of Azcan” and, most important,
engages in the action of “bristling”—the very verb emphasized in “Earthy
Anecdote”:

Begone! An inchling bristles in these pines,

Bristles, and points their Appalachian tangs,
And fears not portly Azcan nor his hoos. (CP 76)
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The two poems, I would argue, offer versions of the same scene. The nota-
bly different style (statement in “Earthy Anecdote,” verbal fireworks in
“Bantams”) may be explained by the fact that in the latter we are actually
given the firecat’s own speech—a verbal equivalent of his aggressive and
irrepressible bristling. David rises up against Goliath, as the poet against
his competitors and against the world of which he has to make sense.
Also, since these poems are emphatically set in an American landscape,
the firecat can be read as the European colonist making his way in the
New World and giving short shrift to its original inhabitants, human as
well as animal—like the Indian Iffucan of Azcan or the “bucks” that were
displaced or slain in the westward movement of American expansion.
Stevens’ little story of firecats and inchlings has some chilling implica-
tions.

So I think a translator would do well to render “firecat” with a word
that is both actual and symbolically rich, for example (in Italian) “lince
rossa,” a common name for Felis rufus, that contains the word “red,” sug-
gesting the alchemic fire that Stevens is also evoking: the poetic fire.4

“Earthy Anecdote” is both a serious and humorous poem—surely not tra-
ditionally poetic, symbolic, realistic, and “difficult” as Crane’s “Indiana.”
It is quite imagistic and simple in its word order. It is a compact account of
the American poet’s job, confronted with all those clattering bucks. He
has a good day’s work in front of him, all of his Collected Poems to write.
But the end is certain:

Later, the firecat closed his bright eyes
And slept. (CP 3)

University of Genoa, Italy

Notes

1 Harmonium: Poesie 1915–1955. For a review of this book, see The Wallace Stevens
Journal 20.1 (Spring 1996): 113–16.

2 As editor of The Wallace Stevens Journal, I contacted several lexicographers—John
Algeo, American Speech; Joan Hall, Dictionary of American Regional English; William A.
Kretzschmar, Jr., Linguistic Atlas of the Middle & South Atlantic States; and Lee Pederson,
Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States—and none of them could find a source for the word
firecat. In a response to my query, Eric Leuschner found that the early Spanish authors
called the puma—also known as the cougar, mountain lion, or panther—a “red tiger”:
“[The puma] probably exceeds all other American carnivores in the number of names
by which it is known . . . [including] by some earlier Spanish authors . . . ‘red tiger ’ “
(The Puma: Mysterious American Cat 2). A. Walton Litz recalls hearing the word while
growing up in Arkansas and says that it refers to the wildcat. [Editor ’s note.]

3 Other commentators usually interpret the poem as a metaphor of the poetic imagi-
nation. See, for example, George Betar, item 43; James Baird, 151; A. Walton Litz, 70–
71; Milton J. Bates, 151–52; and B. J. Leggett, 207–12.
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4 The entry for “bobcat” in Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary seems appo-
site: “A common North American lynx (Lynx rufus) typically rusty or reddish in base
color.” With the assistance of Hugh Witemeyer, I placed a query about “firecat” on the
Web and received this interesting response: “KOI, a revered & in some cases a clan
animal among the Southeastern tribes of the U.S. The Southeastern mountain lion,
Puma concolor, can have a uniform color coat, varying from red–gold–brown–gray,
with one color predominating. . . . Nothing is scarier than an angry KOI except maybe
an angry bear. . . . However, come to think of it, a mad bobcat might be a good expla-
nation too” (John Berry). Unfortunately, the Italian Harmonium was in press by the
time I sorted out all of this, so the translation as printed reads “gatto selvatico” (wild-
cat). If there is a reprint, I will substitute “lince rossa” for the reasons given above.
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Poems

The Rain

What is more abiding
Than the windswept
Wisp of mused confection?

Off pours from gutters,
The downspout,
The rain.

Clad in iron clothes,
The voices of pattering
Fall on the deepest of hours.

The unshaven clean.
Oh! it taps so inconspicuously
On the patient roof.

And if the venom of
A potent apparition
Appears too unappealing

Then go back to its
Beginning, unravel from the dream,
That bald conjunction.

Walk on the syllables
That became words
That became the rain.

Plant in the field
A first green onion
Where no night owl shall notice it.

And like the rain-soaked
Grass that
Seeks the sun,

So is the courtship of things
That bloom
At night.

Whisper without confessing,
That which appears too real
To be spoken.
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If awakening reveals
That there were
Two planks

Then the angled roof
Avows to it existence.
The flanked halves of

Morning arise to the prospect:
It was of two minds,
And all day it was raining.

Roger Rippy
USS Kidd

It Is Spring

When you danced with her, you
     stayed danced with.

—Fred Astaire of Cyd Charisse

It is hard to be difficult in simple spring,
When the world reknots itself, blind, daringly,
More perfect than the web bright fractals spin.
It is difficult to sit, or walk the ring
Of an eye, engaging thought as carefully
As thought demands before she lets us in

In the black-mud bud-spangled guts of spring!
Triangles lose their minds and drown in the sea,
Whose islands go wild, then wilder, with rain’s romance.
Leaves finger the air. New snow dies on the wing
As rot’s back breaks to set gods free
Who take the form of bodies and of plants.

Birds, beasts, and flowers open their mouths to sing.
Plural, plural, plural! chants each boundary.
Yes, many waltzes have ended, but I will dance—
For it is hard to think in simple spring.

David J. Rothman
Crested Butte, Colo.
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Recovery

I see, suddenly, how like waves having broken,
Pulling back in morning light,
Is the crooked garden, overgrown with ivy
And mixed with apple leaves now

At the end of March, and how, like the tide
Rising, the moments coming on
Wash this feeling from the yard
And I know just as suddenly, come summer,

With leaves raked, the ivy uprooted
And flowers planted,
I will not see this shore
Again, yet what remains, remains

As when an inlet, restored
By rain and sea, rises, there is
That moment in the island shade
When the submerged breaks beneath the trees.

James Brasfield
State College, Pa.

Birth of the Priesthood

My bathtub swims on a small empire
Of cockroaches. Their sentries greet
Me from the porcelain rim each morning
And run to tell the wealthy merchants,
The peers, the peasants, that the season
Will soon grow wet and thunderous.

The more cunning of them no longer
Keep watch; rather, they know the work
Schedule, the leap years of my weekends,
The droughts of vacations and black moods,

During which they collect a tithe
From their permanent place of consultation
Marvelously decked within the tiles.
And thus they grow esteemed and wealthy
From their temples where they know the great
God better than he knows himself.

J. S. Renau
Charleston, S.C.
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Seven Thousand Feet Over the Grave of Wallace Stevens

My plane took off, the weather terrible,
To New York. The fog made us circle
And circle Hartford, two hours, over
And over your grave. I decided,
Strapping my seat belt, death is way off—
We will not fall, all together, all at once,

Until we are able to speak like you;
Rome fell when every truculent whore,
And every purple pimp and bawd, spoke
The elegant, exquisite language of birds—
Caw-caw, cou-cou-rou—and the ree-ree of locusts.

Mac Hammond
Buffalo, N.Y.

The Jar, Part 2

Southeast of Knoxville, where I-40 curls
its scaly length around the tree-furred rocks,
it’s like some spooked snake’s liquid-swift and furling
glide among a field of boulders pocked

with lichen. Here, you ride the snake’s broad back,
its single purpose, while the mountains frown,
indifferent as the gods. The pine and oak
up near the crest seem trivial—are grown

a petri dish concoction. Any sort
of jar would be as lost there as a painter’s soul,
no matter what its girth, or what its port
in air. A body hidden on the cold

north peak would sleep till June, under the snow.
Now ahead, around that curve, I’d take it slow.

Lee Passarella
Lawrenceville, Ga.
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I See Your Hammer in the Horologe of Time
and I Raise You a Westclock

No hammer in the Horologe of Time
peals through the universe when there
is a change from Era to Era. Men
understand not what is among their
hands.

—Thomas Carlyle, On History

It was Thursday when things were still tumbling
in their own bad but adequate rhythm
that I noticed with derision the cocksure heart

of my Clarion mechanical clock,
which lives in my goddamned bathroom.
So, it was Thursday afternoon:

it was Hecht I was reading, avoiding
student drafts, ignoring the phone’s
crappy patter song, my cat dickering

shin-rubs for food, begging
with practiced rhetoric. I was having none of it
when I noticed the ticktockticktockticktocktick ofmyclock

in whose heart compulsively slapped
what sounded like a tiny conductor’s baton,
tapping but never waking the band.

Anyway, it was just ticking. Nothing big.
A hopped-up metronome stuck
in my bathroom, a peppy carpe diem,

A too-happy spaniel beating its tail;
while I drank coffee creamed
and read Hecht’s tales of guys

stuck out there in the snows of time.
The day was cold and fine despite
the mixing rhythms I was beginning to hear,

persisting in a kind of oratory
of onomatopoeia: rings, clicks, tocks,
ticks, meows, and electrical hums—
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at whose center, at the center of these sounds,
was the tiny persistent Colonel of my Clarion Westclock Alarm
rationing its spring

like a clerk—

a hairspring crimped tight and curt, worriedly
loosing his heart,
after his morning discipline, my waking wallop.

It was just ticking, nothing big, but the prig was beginning
to get-on-my-nerves: prissy pins, springs, gears,
its involutions horological

slowly loosening—and what was loosening in him
was tightening into me, stroke by stroke, tick
by tock, doling the tightened world

into my loose-leafed day:

what was unraveling in his do-gooder heart
was spooling into mine: a kind of long hesitancy
about nothing in particular—you know the kind: the kind

you call Lazy, the kind you call
Shirk, whose avatar is Omen, crow, whose monster Clock;
the one who goes to work when days wind tight

and direction grows loose.

Anyway, it was Thursday, cat at my shins,
phone full of friends, Hecht in hand, the clock
just ticking: nothing big—nothing

very large—and I just sat there, inert, 54
drafts untouched, inert
at my Westclock’s aplomb, his small, his worldly,

his tireless

call to order.

Gabriel Gudding
W. Lafayette, Ind.
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The Poet Stumbles on Two Medical Theses

—the one with chimes,
signaling a quest orchestral through
those convoluted tubules (proximal) . . .
No chanting alchemist had ever shaped
a purer counterpoint to fast and prayer.

It is a language
graced with renal tintinnabulation,
with emphatic underscoring of
discordances. It is a poetry
to isolate a rhythmic ignorance.

And that other—
holding to its own symbolic trail
after Gold, Stone, or Grail, escorts
to islets hedged with earlier mystery,
to mini-isles resolved by Langerhans,

this Prospero
well-versed in kinship of the insular,
a jongleur in a chemistry beyond
the probes of alchemy. Our stumbler falls
enchanted with the whys, the hows, the wherefores.

He assigns
to these an unscientific aura. Soon
he’ll turn a poet’s ear to the Star of stars,
to catch the basso-humming at the core,
and learn how many hums will make a tune.

Amy Hollins
Leeds, England
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Reviews

Notations of the Wild: Ecology in the Poetry of Wallace Stevens.
By Gyorgyi Voros. Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1997.

Arguing that the poetry of Wallace Stevens “enacts a ritual of redress . . . to
restore contact with the reality of the natural world,” Gyorgyi Voros makes
the project of Notations of the Wild the realization of a criticism of redress. She
therefore avoids both the old romantic nexus that asserts (with Helen Vendler
and Harold Bloom) “the power of poetry over nature” and the poststructural
nexus (most closely associated with Joseph Riddel and J. Hillis Miller) that
seeks to place the Stevens canon solely within “the textuality that brooks no
interference from any reality other than the linguistic.” In Voros’ book, both
schools need modification, the former because it fails to see nature and one’s
relationship to it as a dynamic process that remained an essential part of
Stevens’ poetic, the latter because it merely extends the new critical idea that
the poem exists in a historical vacuum.

As part of her recuperative critique, Voros incorporates biography where
relevant (particularly journal entries and Joan Richardson’s two-volume work)
and philosophy where applicable (a smattering of Heidegger and Emerson,
contemporized by such ecological theorists as Don Gifford, Carolyn Merchant,
and Voros herself in her outline for an ecological reading). To illustrate the
dialectical nature of the dynamic between the imagination and reality, Voros
quotes from “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction”:

. . . it was not a choice
Between excluding things. It was not a choice

Between, but of.

Through the ecological reading Voros proposes, Stevens becomes prescrip-
tive in the manner of Thoreau, seeking to question “ ‘what are the true neces-
saries and means of life,’ ” and conservative in the sense of resisting assent to
what Stevens, in his essay on Marcel Gromaire, calls “the automata of one’s
time.” An important book for Voros is Leo Marx’s 1967 The Machine in the
Garden because it deals with the cultural impact of the twentieth-century me-
chanical revolution, demonstrating how “ ‘within the lifetime of a single gen-
eration, a rustic and in large part wild landscape was transformed into the
site of the world’s most productive industrial machine.’ ” Voros traces Stevens’
passion for the wild to a trip to British Columbia in 1903, a journey Voros
claims affected Stevens’ view of nature as the unyielding other, the rock that
appears in the early and late poetry, “the Emersonian ‘not me’ of mountain . . .
snow, cold, fir, pine that creates the familiar, often chilly, terrain and atmo-
sphere of Stevens’s poetry.” The influence of this essentially difficult nature
explains the anti-romantic, anti-humanist in Stevens as well as his lifelong
quest to adjust to reality and to situate himself on earth. Nature becomes for
Stevens the resistant inamorata constantly courted.
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The strongest chapters in the book are those where Voros creates themati-
cally connected anthologies of poems to illustrate Stevens’ desire to find a
“home” on the range in the face of this recalcitrant nature, an instinct that
remains constant from the early “Architecture” and “The Comedian as the
Letter C,” through “Auroras of Autumn” and ultimately surfacing in “To an
Old Philosopher in Rome.” The complex genealogy of houses in Stevens’ work
can be seen, Voros maintains, in the outcry of “The Man on the Dump”:

“stanza my stone” compresses together the images of the poem as
the poet’s only home as well as the poem as tombstone or memo-
rial (his poem is his stone). The cry also calls toward the image
that emerges in Stevens’s late poems of the rock, itself a conglom-
erate image for bare earth and for the poet’s tomb (as bare earth
will finally, and literally be the poet’s tomb). As Stevens’s poems
resonate against and echo each other, a series of equivalences
emerge, suggesting that the poem (the house of Being) is equiva-
lent to the earth (the house of mortal dwelling) which in turn is
equivalent to both the womb (the body’s first house) from which
life emerges and the tomb (the body’s final house) to which it re-
turns.

The dialectic in this passage represents Voros at her best, redressing the ei-
ther/or of the nature/culture divide by illustrating what Timothy Bahti in
Ends of the Lyric calls Stevens’ circular poetics, “of reading suspended between
letter and meaning, sense and sense.” In the penultimate chapter, Voros turns
to a still smaller house, the body, which Stevens uses to enact the dialectic
within himself and thereby to renegotiate priorities. In sub-chapters entitled
“Thinking with the Body/Feeling with the Mind” and “Transparencies of
Sound: from tropes of seeing to tropes of hearing,” Voros again creates an
anthology of poems from the early “Valley Candle” through the late “An Or-
dinary Evening in New Haven” to illustrate how Stevens shifts from sight, as
the primary sense, to sound as an essential way to move toward the silence of
in-sight to “the earthly basis of human existence.”

Observing how Stevens redescribes and reimagines nature, Voros makes
an original contribution to Stevens scholarship, one that seems refreshingly
clear of the usual critical schools and that brings us to what Stevens finally
calls “A new knowledge of reality.” While Voros is wary of the cultural opti-
mism of Charles Berger’s reading in Forms of Farewell of “Auroras of Autumn”
(“when the books are about to burn, the values they radiate are brightest”),
she also fails (as Berger does not) to note the effect of Hiroshima on Stevens’
poetry. Voros seems unwilling to differentiate between the early century ma-
chine in the garden and the mid-century reality that, after Hiroshima, there
might be neither machine nor garden. One is left to wonder whether contem-
poraneous events specifically pushed Stevens to doubt poetry and therefore
to return at the end of his life to the rock of his earlier British Columbian
experience or whether that reiteration resulted only from Stevens’ essentially
insular and isolationist experience. If Stevens seems oblivious to those earth-
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threatening events, might it not be necessary, as Adrienne Rich—also an envi-
ronmentalist and a lover of Stevens’ poetry—has recently done in What Is
Found There, to name and so confront the omission? In failing to evaluate the
escalation of machines and the impact of World War II on the later poems,
Voros does not push her thesis quite as far as she might.

While one might occasionally be put off by the stylistic sameness with which
Voros includes her references, she is nevertheless passionate about her sub-
ject and often eloquent about presenting it. In recovering overlooked poems
through her anthologies, and in focusing on the often undiscussed elements
of major ones, Voros produces a work that performs what criticism ought to
facilitate. It lets the poet speak for himself, providing guides and signposts,
notations of the wild, that tame the poetry without co-opting it. Such a project
enacts the ecological dictum “to permit Nature to reveal itself on its own terms”
and applies it to the poetry. Stevens is, in the Heideggerian phrase Voros cites,
“ ‘set free into [his] own essence.’ ”

Barbara L. Estrin
Stonehill College

Modernism and the Other in Stevens, Frost, and Moore.
By Andrew M. Lakritz. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1996.

Andrew M. Lakritz’s Modernism and the Other in Stevens, Frost, and Moore
convincingly argues that Wallace Stevens is a vital political poet. Of course,
this will come as a surprise to many who think of him as a Taft Republican.
However, in the present age of fluid political assignations, in which terms
like “liberal” and “conservative” increasingly seem to lose their appeal and
relevance, it is perhaps time to consider how Stevens’ work might lend itself
to the present sociopolitical situation.

Lakritz relates Stevens to our historical moment by deepening our under-
standing of the poet in terms of his own era. Modernism and the Other in Stevens,
Frost, and Moore contextualizes Stevens in the light of contemporaneous Euro-
pean thought with which the poet probably was not familiar. Lakritz argues
that Stevens, although not directly influenced by thinkers such as Walter Ben-
jamin and the subsequent work of Theodor Adorno, was responding to simi-
lar historical pressures. These concerns coalesce around the problem of how
the imagination can flourish in the face of dire calls from a “reality” that im-
plicitly asks for mobilization around it.

Lakritz’s book casts Stevens in terms of Benjamin’s notion of the “destruc-
tive character,” which, says Benjamin, “rejuvenates in clearing away the traces
of our own age.” For Benjamin, it is political to apply the new to broader and
less automatically conditioned cultural concerns. Benjamin contends that the
impromptu aesthetic of the flâneur (the idiosyncratic, aloof participant in
modern life), which can use the products of modernity to its own exploratory
ends, constitutes a political stance that demystifies the growing “commodity
fetishism” of Benjamin’s and Stevens’—and indeed our own—times. Stevens
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often refers to a kind of commodification of nature. For instance, in “The Man
on the Dump,” “The green smacks in the eye, the dew in the green / Smacks
like fresh water in a can” and “men have copied dew / For buttons.” Indeed,
the man on the dump himself, who employs a tin can toward his own musical
ends, can be seen as a Stevensian flâneur.

Commodity fetishism denaturalizes objects and injects them with an aura
of privilege within a capitalist system. Of course, Stevens might have been a
happy capitalist. Nonetheless, Lakritz cites John Brenkamn’s theory that cul-
ture does well to identify with oppression and domination as a means of op-
posing them. Similarly, Benjamin’s flâneur subverts the glamour emanating
from production and packaging. It is easy to see Benjamin’s influence at work
in Jasper Johns, Claus Oldenburg, Roy Lichtenstein, James Rosenquist, and
Andy Warhol. However, Stevens is a great precursor of these artists and, per-
haps more vitally, critiques the society in which he lived.

Oddly, Lakritz does not cite Stevens’ “Poetry Is a Destructive Force,” which
would very much strengthen his argument. Benjamin’s and Stevens’ mutual
valorization of the word “destructive” makes one wonder if both did not share
an influence, or if an indirect influence between them was not at play. “Poetry
Is a Destructive Force” centers around the equation of “misery” with the “vio-
lent beast” propelling us “to have or nothing,” which in itself Stevens says “is
a thing to have.” Indeed, this is the attitude, mind-set, or worldview that makes
possible commodity fetishism.

Subject matter alone will not demonstrate how closely Stevens’ work is a
kind of poetic analogue for much that is most significant in Benjamin’s writ-
ings. One must look to Stevens’ poetic processes to understand the politics
that is most ingrained in Stevens’ poetry. Stevens placed reality and the imagi-
nation in a dizzying dialectic. According to Lakritz, “Stevens’s great achieve-
ment in poetry is to imagine the world without transforming it into symbol.”
Stevens comes to terms with the great “Nothing that is not there and the noth-
ing that is” of “The Snow Man.” He honors the imagination, but he also ac-
knowledges the consequences of the imagination’s crashing against an empty
reality. Indeed, reality is a necessary tool, or “angel,” of the imagination. An
unsentimentalized, material appreciation of nature and reality must be used,
according to Benjamin, to counteract the romantic aura that the capitalist sys-
tem injects into its fashioned products. Perhaps we might consider this when
thinking of Stevens as an insurance executive, that is, as one who induces us
to visualize the worst outcomes. This state of mind might also factor into
Stevens’ overt political conservatism and his suspicions of government. And
yet even this stance has its progressive applications in a time when the best
we can apparently do is “reinvent government” in a mode that is not unlike
that which Lakritz identifies as Stevens’ perpetually “destructive character.”
In other words, Stevens desensitizes us from the commodity fetishist mes-
sage that hits us from all directions. Adorno maintains that the urgency to
participate in this reality is a massive deception.

Paradoxically, we are unable to disentangle ourselves from a reality that is
always slipping away from us. Reality is just a construct of a collective imagi-
nation, “The vulgate of experience,” as Stevens puts it in “An Ordinary Evening
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in New Haven.” If the imagination crashes into reality, reality dissolves into
the imagination. Stevens aims at providing a strong imaginative construct to
receive and remake the real. Lakritz remarks that Stevens is searching for
ways to let another reality speak for itself because he understands as well as
Adorno that official, prescribed reality and the sentimental reality of the con-
ventionally poetic are strong and often intractable.

Stevens is committed to the other—the not-self of Emersonian nature—
speaking. Countering assumptions of expected meaning, Stevens’ explications
often break down into nonsense syllables. For instance, in “Mozart, 1935,”
contemporaneous, extra-referential music is the modern poet’s object:

Poet, be seated at the piano.
Play the present, its hoo-hoo-hoo,
Its shoo-shoo-shoo, its ric-a-nic,
Its envious cachinnation.

The poet envies the referentially empty sounds of music because they are free
of anything but the most primary kinds of symbols. About the man with the
blue guitar, the poem’s speaker remarks, “His robes and symbols, ay-yi-yi.”
Reality becomes a kind of “fresh dispensation” (to use the Indian mystic Meher
Baba’s phrase) of the imagination. Similarly, in “Depression before Spring,”
Stevens models poetry after a transcription of rooster sounds: “But ki-ki-ri-ki
/ Brings no rou-cou, / No rou-cou-cou.” In “Ploughing on Sunday,” “Tum-ti-
tum, / Ti-tum-tum-tum” refers to a “turkey-cock’s tail.” As Lakritz points out
regarding Marianne Moore’s animal poems (I am devoting this review to the
book’s perspective upon Stevens, which, in fact, anchors the text), animal ex-
pression provides a strategy for circumnavigating commodified realities.

Language itself becomes a kind of animalistic, primal expression. In “The
Man on the Dump,” the speaker paints a picture of alienated consumer real-
ity in which “The dump is full / Of images. Days pass like papers from a
press.” When “One rejects / The trash,” it is so that Stevens’ flâneur can make
the most primal of music from the excesses of production: “One sits and beats
an old tin can, lard pail.” The poem ends by associating the sound of the
beating on this tin can with a continual attempt paradoxically to reduplicate
the specificity underlying specificity itself as a kind of primitive rhythm: “The
the.” In a sense, the sounds of the dump are made to speak for the poet. They
become the kind of unheard, “keener sounds” to which the ending of “The
Idea of Order at Key West” alludes.

In trying to construct a political interpretation of Stevens, Lakritz does not
avoid the issue of Stevens’ apparent racism. One of this book’s most valuable
contributions to Stevens studies is its careful reading of the stupendously ill-
titled poem, “Like Decorations in a Nigger Cemetery.” Lakritz does not ex-
cuse Stevens’ hurtful stereotyping. However, he points out that Stevens is
identifying with the makeshift, almost throwaway decor that Arthur Powell,
a southern friend of Stevens to whom the poem is dedicated, said character-
ized African-American cemeteries. Powell was also presumably engaging in
stigmatizing generalities. Nonetheless, even if we cannot condone Stevens’
insensitivity, it can be argued that racism was not central to his work. Rather,
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Stevens wished to speak through the disjunctive muse that he saw pictured in
Powell’s phrase. Interestingly, it is Stevens’ only poem title that begins with
the word “like,” as if to signal how he worked as a poet. The poem says that
poetry itself aspires, “like” these supposed decorations, to live “uncertainly,”
“radiantly.”

Lakritz asserts that Stevens’ poetry valorizes the “other” and that the en-
abling engine of Stevens’ work is an attempt to allow a poetic formulation of
the other to speak for itself. As in Benjamin’s characterization of the story-
teller, Stevens attempts to use language as a way of empowering the culture
at large. Whereas Pound and Eliot employ diverse voices, their poetries con-
vey a pessimism about the cultural diversity that the twentieth century seemed
to augur. Lakritz argues that Stevens’ poetry ultimately values and embraces
voices outside of accepted reality and the dominant culture. Modernism and
the Other in Stevens, Frost, and Moore demonstrates that aesthetically and mor-
ally Stevens’ poetry ascribes to modernism’s better half.

Stephen Paul Miller
St. John’s University
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